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Chapter 11

FACTORS AND EXPONENTS

One of the most important ideas in the structure of numbers

and algObraic expressions is that of "fattor".'. It is necessary

for the student to realize that "factor" has little meaning

unless restrictions are placed upon our discussion; Basic to

Our development is the definition a proper fattor. An

ger is said to be factorable if it has a proper factor.

if it does not have a proper factor;

It is very important to keep in mind that these ideas of

factors and factoring depend on the set.over which we do the

factoring. Over theset of positive integers, 4 is a facto

-of::` 12. f we permitted all integers, -4 and 4 would both

be factors of 12. If we factor over the rational numbers, then
2 is a factor of 12, as well. If we factor over the realfactor

numbers, any number except 0 is a factor of 12,i and the

*idea has become meaningless. When we-speak of factoring a

positive integer, we shall always mean over the set of positive

integers, unless a different set is specified.

It is 6f more than passing interest that the positive

integers can be ienerated by using the element 1 and the

operation of addition, and that they can also be generated by

the set of prime numbers and the operation of multiplication.

These ideas will be helpful when wd study polynomial, whose

structure closely resembles that of the integers.

Divisibility as a subject is notk significant part of this

course. We use it to develop some of the ideas we need about

faCtors and prime numbers. It is')a subject relatively easy to

understand and usually interesting'to students. It is doubtful

that a great amount of time%hould be devoted to the extensive

lists of exercises provided, or to the divisibility by 4, 7,

8, or 11. Though divisibility is useditolintroduce the topic

of factoring, we soon move to the definition of a proper actor

in terms of multiplication.

34l,"



pages .459-458: 11-1

11-1. Factors and Divisibilit

The point of the

that the number 12- has

namely: 12 has factors

12 can be divided by 2,

story of the farmer with eleven cows is

a property which 11 4does rpt have,

other than one and itself. SpbciricAlly,
4, and 6 with remainder zeros

'Eleven cannot tie divided 0 these numbers with remainder zero.
1 1The reason the stranger got his cow back was that

411equals =- Instead of 1.

The fact that any positive integer has itself and 1 as

factors follows from the prope_rty of 1: a . 1 = a. ;But some

positive integers have factors other than' 1 and itself. We

call'this kind of a faCtor,a proper factor! Observe-the simi-

larity of.-.Lhe factor-proper factor relation to the subset-proper
"N._subpet * "Trope a.is word peopielkuse to indicate the

really interesting cases of a particular concept.

After the definit4on of proper factor, the question could,

be asked, "Does it follow from this definition that m alto

can equal neither 1 nor n?" If m is a proper factor of n

we mean that there Is a positive integer q (q / 1, q n) such
that mq = n. Then another name for q is If m - 1,

then q a a = n. This is a contradiction. If- m = n, then

q = = -7 = 1. This is a con'Cadiction.

Answers_ to Oral Exercises 11-1a: page 458:

1',

3.*

Yes, since 8 x 24

No. There is no integer q such that 5R . 24.

No. There Is no integer q such that 9g = 24.

Yes, since 24 x 24

No

Yes, sin e

L2, 18, 2 .)

36, 48,

6,

1 x 5 5

242



pages .459: 11-1

6. Yes Yes

7 Y**4

8. Yes. There

H2nce q,

a positive integer, q such =

which means that 11 is an {nteger and

18 a pr per factor of p, then so is

9. Find the quotient of the number and the known fact

Answers te. Problem set 11-1a; pages 458=459:

. Problems 6 through 12- are meant to reiffrorce the idea,

that if, m is a fiactOr of n, them a is a factor of n,

1. Yes,

2. Yes,

3. Yes,

4. Yes,

5. No.

6.

8.

13' X 7 91

3b x 17 - 510

12 x 17 -.204-

_10 x 10,000 = 100,000

4151,821 is not a a

multiple of 6.)

10.

11.

*12.

13.

14.

15.

16. (a) 85 .-._ 5 x 17

.t4 51 = 3 x 17

(c) 52 - 2 x 26

or 4 x 13

or 2 x 2 x 13

(d) 29: no proper factors

(e) .93 =,3 x 31

(f) 92 = 2 x 46

or 4 x 23

or 2 x 2 x 23

37: no proper factors

94 2 x 47

55? 5x11
61: no proper factors

343

161
7

2

1,2,3,6,9,1_

(2,3,6,9)

(18,36,54,

23: RO proper factors

123 = 3 x 41

57 = 3 X,19

65= 5 x 13

122 = 2 x 61

68 . 34

or .4 x 17

or 2 x 2 x 17

95 .. 5 X 19

129 . 3 x-43

141 3 x 47

101: no proper fac ors
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page 460: 11-

we ould expect that students know the rules of divisibility

for 2, 5, and 10, but the
4
teacher shOuld make certain t at

- every Student does. The following discussion is for the

teacher's infoPmetion. We hope that the teacher will not just

lay out the ru1 ;9 but

as possible for himsel

id the student to discover as much

Any integer can be represented In the form 10t + u, where

t is a non-negative integer and u Vs an integer such that
,

0 < u < 9. For example,

36,-, 3(10) 6,

170 - 17(10 8,

156237 = 15623(10) + 7.

The advantage of this form ishat we can learn what rules

divisibility can be based on the last digit of the numeral.

For example, 178 m 17(10) + 8, Two is a factor or .17(10)

because 2 Ls a factor l f 10. In other words, the 17 doesn't

matter since 2 is a factor of 10. Thus, 'whether or not 178

is divisible by 2 depends only on the last Aigit, 8. Since

2 is A factor of 8, 2 is a'factor of 178.

Stating the previous argument more generally, since 2 1 is

a factOr of 10, 2 is a factor of 10t. Thus 2 is a factor

o,f .10t + u, if and only if 2 is a factor of u, the last

digit.

In an analogous manner, since 5 and 10 are factors of

lOt; each is a factor of 10t + u if nd only if each is a

factor of, u. On the other hand, 3, 4, 7, 11, and 13 are

not factors of "10t for every t. Thus rules for divisibility

by these numbers cannot be base on only the last digit1of the
A

numeral.

Let us examine last two digits of any numeral. In

general We could write any number (100)h + d where h is

non-negative integer and d is an Integer such that 0 < d < 99.

Any number which is a a.ctor of 100 will be a factor of 100h.

Therefore, apy number which is a factor of 100 4 will be a

factor of (100)h d if and only if it is a factor of d, the

last two digits. sire the prime factorization of 100 is

22 52, any number madup of at most two 2's 4and two 5's

344

1



ages 460-461: 1

will divide 100. Such numbers are 2, 4, 10., 20, 25, 50,

and '100. But 2, 10, 20, and, 50 are more easily checked
A f

by a single or doubTh application ST the last digit rules, so

this leaves 4 aand 25. Thus, a'num er is divisible by A

or 25 if and only if the number-de ted by the last two

digits in its decimal notation/Is diviSibli.e by 0 or 25,

Another interesting test is based an the sum of the digits

of a numeral. If the digits of a four digit decimal numeral
. ,

a, b, c, d, the number is W
10008 + 100b + 10c + d 999a + a # 99b b + 9c + c + d

= (999a + 99b 09c) + (a.1 b + c + d)

illa lib + c)9 (a + b + c + d)

A decimal humeral with any number of digits may be treated

similarly.

Since 3 is a factor of 9, 3 is a factor of

(111a + lib 4-'c)9,.. Hence, if- 3 is a factor of (a + b +.0 + d

Lt is a factor off the original number. Furthermore, if 3 Is

not a 'factor of (a + b + c + 0, then 3 is not a fac

lo-the original number.

'Wei4onclude, then, that divisibility by 3 can be tested

by determining whether

of the decimal numeral.

we, notice, incidentally, that 9 has a similar test for

divisibility. A'number'is divAible by 9 if and only if the

sum of the digits of its decimal humeral is diviseole by 9.

When finding the frime factorization of numbers in later

sections, cAe finds 'the prime factors in the order 2, .3, 5,

3 is a factor of the sum of the digits

7, .
The student hould, therefore, know divisibility

ru 3, and 5 at.least. The, rules for 5, 9,

. and 25 ark also helpful in other situations. The tests for

divisibility by 7 anq- 11 are left as starred exercises in

--''' the stUdent's text. They are not very important except that

students might find }hem interesting.
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page 461.: 11-.1

.i .-

One,last bit of "ammunition"forcthe teacher. Tea the
studentf Write -any three-Lit ndmber, say 456. Tell ht.* -'

to make- t a stx-digit number by appendIng the same three digits.
The six-digit number in or example is then 456,4')6. Then eli

htm to Lit VIdL succo,ssive1y- bV 11,- and 13-. Lo and behold,
he wIll end up with 456.'

7
65208 4 5028

--17:17MSTT [05208 lr3 [5928
Tile reason is that ,p;,en.11h,; 456 to 456 Ls, the same as

by 1,00V Thatis, (456)(1001 ) 56,456 The
number iCal 7 x U x 13,.4 Thus, 100.1 is divisible4w 7,#

11 and 13., This "ptcc-a-number" problem servos also to
emihastze th meantuc f vurab10 If n Ls the number chosen
at the stnrt of the problem, Li 1,6 evident that, in accordance
wLth the definition 5C -inriablo, it represents an unspecified
Number from a set of numhers (!1-1 this case the phrasing of the
problem indicates th b ma i Ca < n 999.) Following out
the directions of this nrchlem, we have In terms of n

thou

1001 n

1(.01 a

x 11 x 13 ,

ln n.

AnSweps to Problem Hut 11_71H. pages 461=464:

1. (r 1) d1vl_nble- by

(h) (Al.v1:31_blc! by TO H

(c) divisible by

(d) divisible by

(e) divisible y 2,

(C) JivisIble by

4



Pages 461-463: 11-1

(g) divisible by 3 and 5

(h) divisible by 2,

(1) divisible by

(j) divisible by

(k) divisible by

(i) div.isible by

and 1G

3

5, and 10

Yes, by the associltive property

is a factor

n - b . n. Thus,

The numbers in (e), (f and (.1)

have 6 as a factor.: the others do not.

If a number is divisible by 3 and by 5, it is divisible

by 15.

5. The numbers in parts (g),

divisible by 15: the others are not.

A number

divisible

divisible by

9.

if the sum o

(h) are

ig

All the numbers are divisible by 4 except those in the

first two columns, A number to divisible by 4 if the:

number named by the last two digits is divisible by

*8. A number is divisible by 12 if it is divisible by 4

and by 3. The number in part (1c) of problem 1 is

divisible by 4 and by The numbers in parts (b),

:), are not divisible by 12

A number is divisible by 8 If the number named by

last 3 digits Is divisible by 8.

*10. If the difference of the sums of seta of alternate digits

in the common name of -IumPer ts mul,ttple of 11, then

the number itself is a multiple of 11.



pages 453=464: 11-1 and 11-2

*11. If the dtrforence between twire the number represented
by the last dIgtt and the number represented by the remaining
Ait;le5 t3 a,MUlttPlc? of seven, then the number itself IS :a
multiple of seven.

The Hoot' of this rule for dIvisibIlity by 7 ma yt be

of interest to some students. It can be established as
follows: Oct N be the number to be tested. If r Isr

cthe-rtmht hand digit, our proces mIves us
91, If we assume thts tsdIvisIble by /7, then

N -

IC
a

2c 7k for sonic integer, k,

Li = c = 2Cc - 70k
1

N 21ct 70k

N a 7(3c t t.e, 7 d:I'l*ides N.

on answer to the last question a reply of "no" is
acceptable on the grounds that application of the rule. Is
more ttmeeensoming than actoal dIvIston. The proof-,'
however, tf shared wIth Interested students may serve a
pnrpose or Lts can.

11-7. Prime Numbers ad l Prime Far ortkatton.

No have a lahg range object Lye th the-d+orussion of this
rectLon. 71,tulents often Oct the Lmpression that x2 - 2 cannot
by factored when to fact a pa La of Its factors are

(x x t v7). flo we atsn to emphasize

whIch numters are factored. If we wantover

X 2 to h polplomtals ever the intq-mers,

the set of numbers

the factors of
0

then

cannot he factored. Put if we Pilaw the factors to be g'

polynomi als riker the real ndmhers then - 2 can be factored,
For thts reason ye wish to spell out what kLnd of factors we
want, not only to this chapter but also in Chapter 171.

Tn this chapter we want the factors of posttive integers
to be positive integers i.'Je do not gain anything If we admit
neattve integers as factors of posi.ve Integers. If negative
'factors we then 12 codll be factored In each of
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the following ways: -3 )

The idea of wh'at is needed to enerate" a set of numbers

Is interesting and very baste. also-prepares the student to

understand the famed sieve of O'ratosthAes which,, p hope, will

be constructed by every student as Problem 4 0.f blem

11-2a. As an _optional exercise the student might be asked

to use the prime numbers 2, 3, 5, and 7 and generate by

to 100 as possible.multiplication as many

For example:

4 = 2 x 2

integers

10 -- 2 x 5

b = 2 x 3 12 7 2 x 2

8 = 2 2x2 14 - x 7

9 - 3 x 3 15 = 3 x 5

1b --.2 x 2 x 2

x 3 1_ 7 2

---- 2 x 2/x 5

21 --= 3 x 7

The set of numbers generated includes all the integers from 2

to 100 that are not prime.

Answ

1.

Problem 11-2a page 465:

3 and addition 'generate the set --12,...), the set c

all multiples of 3 greater than Each element of the

set except the first has 3 as a poc-_- factor.

The set of all positive integers with,properfsetor 5

could'be generated by the number 5 and addition, The

would be (10, 15,
_ A

7 and addition will generate the set of all positive

The set 14, 21,Integers with factor

Every student shaJld complete this slevland have it for

reference in notebocok.

314 9



pa e 465/- 1.1=2

1

U

31

41

61

71

7

13

c3

43

53

73

83

7

17

37

47

67

97

29

59

79

The student may be interested to notice that we were only

able to carry out the procedure for 2, 3, 7 since Tn

this process -1-4-ateps) all the multiples of the next-prime 11

which are less than 100 have already been crossed cut. We

also ice that the- first number we actually cross cut when
_tossing all numbers 'having

Teke 5 for example. The multiple of 5 are 2. 5,

4 -5, 5,

as-a common fac

r4ow 5 4 . F7 are already crossed -out because each

has 2 'as a proper factor. The multiple 3 :) is already
,.

nensed. ot because as a proper factor. Thus the

first multiple crossed out when crossing out multiples of

Is 5. 9 or, .

To 1 they expla1n w- there are no numbers less

equal cross out when crossing out llys, list the

multiples of 11 as:

-11, 3 - 11, 4. 11, 5 ii, 11,

10 11, 11 . 11

8.11,
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Then go through the crossing -cut process agai- _ show that the

first number crossed out would have to be 11 11.

We are getting at the prime factorization or trteg_ s In

this . section. It is essential that the student learn to find

the prime factors of integers because we use this Idea for

reducing ,fractions,_ t --lowest common denominator of

fractions, and simplifying radicals. The 'Leve of Eratosthenes

provides a very natural way to obtain prime factors.

Problem Set 11-2b provides practice in finding the prime

decompositions of iktegers. If the student can write these

without using the method developed here, so much the better.

There no particular reason why' he must egin with the smallest

-prime and then use Sudcessively larger= primes, but this procedure

As systematic and most students nee,ti onccY,ragement along these

The advantages of the method should be emphasized, but

the teacher shodld not Insist on its use If students use

exponents' to

the students

',them at this

express their, answers, so much the better; flirt if

do not demand exponents the teacher should avoid

point. The long, expressions obtained become

motivation for exponents in a later section.

uming that practically all students will use the syste-

matic approach to prime factorization, sure of the following:

1 The student should use rules of divisibility for at

least 2, 3, and 5 (11 If taught),

2. The student should 'Know where he can stop,

Example; 2)202. 1 0 + 1 '13 no-t divisible by

101 101 Is not divisible by

101 3
-7.

=fter trying to divide by 7, you are through, since 101 Is

less than 121 which is thr first number crossed out by 11.:

One other w y to letermin- the "stopping point" Is to

observe that if n factoring wehave tried all the prime

numbers upto n then any further attempted divisions will

result in quotients that are numbers we have already tried so

that we have "-tried all possibilities". ThIS is especially

valuable when we are trying to decide If a number Is prime.
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The students may be thterestel In this but don't expect many of

them to learn It nor should much ttme, If any, be spent In

class on the sublect.

The proof of this "unique facteri7ation" theorem is far

beyond any thtrb which the atudnts can understand at the present

ttme,n old In convIncIn,; the student, perhaps, would be to

bem,In with a number lIke 72, and factor It in various ways:

24-x 3, ar,) x 8, 2 x 2 x 3 a( 2 :x7 u x 12, and then to

reJuce 24 x 3 and 9 x 8 and c x 12 further until .only

Prime factors rmalc. You wIll oet three 2's and two 3's no

matter how yo'..,1 do( It (not always In the same order, of course,

but Nile assoo1atl.vo.and commdtattve laws let you put them in

order). The fact 1s that 72 is "made 4" of three 2's and

two -;/o and thIs result Is obtaIJ:d no matter hoW"you begin

and carntf cit y/11- fni,3)1n(-3 or 72. If you are Interested, a

formal prcior of the uhHue 'actortation property of the

posItive tnteerc may be round In Onurant and Robbins, What is

MathematIcs, Oxford,

ral

1941,,paa

(X)

23.

PEWen 46R=469:

24 ,2x2x2x34

(

1, (a) =

(h) (1) 31-5: 7 x

(c) 12 3 c (1) 3d = x 2 x 2 x'-2 x

lb = x 3 x (n) 26 = 2 x 13
(,)

(r) 38

,

=

( A 5

2 X 2 x 7
((1)

(p)

22 -

it =

x x

3 a 5 x

(17) 27 - x x (a) q6 2 x3 x 11

(h) 39 = / 3 a 11 (o) 1C-2) = 2x2f3x3x3
(1) 3-n 21 x 23 (5) 144 2x2x2x2x3
P) dl - (x, 17 (t) 22'5 , x 5 x

141

(a)

(lc)

(c)

(1)

(0)-

'36

=,'4

(2-.)

(3)

(!=)

(1

7P3"-1-,

L

122

247 [13(20 - 1 ) = 260 - 13]



page 469:

Ans e Problem Set 11-2b; page 4b9:

1. (a) 49 - 7 x 7 not prime

(b) 53 prime

37 prime

(d) 105 3 x 5 x 7 not prime

(e) 111 - 3 x 37 not prime

121 - 11 x 11 not prime

(g) 97 prime

(h) 10101 = 3 x 3367 not prime

(1) 9999 - 3 x 3 x 1111 not prtme

is the only even prime.

There is no largest odd prime number: that is,-there are

infinitely many odd primes! -The proof credited to 'Euclid

is a simple one and the tea should look it up if ho 15

not familiar with it.

4 5 x 13 =45
(b) 3 x 17 = 51

(c) 7 x 13 = 91

2 x 3 x 13 - 7_

2 x 3 x 17 = 102

132 = 2 x'2 x 3 x 11

5 x 29 - 145

(h x 2x3x 2 x 2x2x2 2 - 255

3 x 3 x 3 x 3= 243
5 x 5 x 5 x 5 b25

(k x 2x2x2x3x23 = 1104
(1 2 x 3 x 61 - 732

3 x 7 x 13 x 37 -

999 - 3 x 3 x 3 x 37

121 231

(b) 143 (g) 741

209 (h) 81

(d) 133 (1) 2945

(e) 161

353-



pages 469-473: 11-2

Note: Rathe than make these routine multiplication

probles, discuss and encourage the use of properties

of addition an,d multiplication by which some of these

can be done mentally.

For example, (i) can be done, as

5 x 31(20 - 1) . 5 x (620 - 31) - 5(600 - 11)'

3000 - 55 n945

.

The relationship betw,ser; prime factorization and divisibil-"ti

ity is of particular importance In 'relation to the'pracess of

finding the least common multiple. There often a bit of

difficulty in verball- ing ,the requirement that all prime factors

of the divisor "must be clktained in the dividend at least ,as

many times as each appears in the divisor' ". It is hoped that

exponents can offer a partial assist here.

Ans

1.

3.

a Oral Exercises 11 page 473:

49 (1) ,16

1000 LI 243

(g) 144 > (0 32

(h) 125 (1)

25

(b) 36

(c) 8

(A) 27

(b)

(0)

(d)

7

(n) 11:

3 (g) 3

5

20 - ,(f

(b) 16

(c) 49

(d) 100

(e) 75 3

(h

.t)(,) =

(i ) 27 3-

18 - 2 3'

4
144 - 2

68 17 6

(a) True True

(b) False False

(c) False (f) False

3-54

)

4 .k



pages 473-475: 11-2

-/
Answers td Problem Set

1. (a) 2
/

4
( b) 2 (c);

,5

)
75

g

A-d)

(a) (e)

( b ) 2 33 ( f )

(c) 2 3

2

a) True
b) False

(c) True

4

41

11-2c: pages 03-475:
34

(1)

,,,t1) (j)
I _3

3- (k)
35 (1)

(I)
2 . 33. 7 (i)
36

(k)

2
-11--

'---3

13c

_4

73

6 02 _23'

2 3'

3-

5 (h) 5 11 (1)

(d) False
(e)
(r)

False
-True

divides 2 3 11

(b) 2 3 5 does not dlvtd
_6(c) divides 2- 3

(d) 33a2b does not divide

2 32 5a3b divides

\IS) 5 7 does not divide

)5. (a)32 (1 225
(b) 16 (j) 225
(c) 343 (k) 12

(d) 27 (1) 9

(e) 128 (m) 48

(f) 243

125 3375
(h) 32' (P:) 3375

7

61
C

314ab unnsc a b or a 3.
3_25 4b2

3 7 .933e

355

q \135
(r)
(s) 13

(t)
(u)

.Cf (v) -5
1

(x) 1



6

7.

8.

square inches

129 cubic Inches

uggests the area square - hence "5 squared".

suggests the volume of a cube hence "5 cubed"

11-3. Factors and

presented in this section.

preperty:Ithat, their sum is

Another application of. prime fa -_zation of integers is

Find two factors of 72' with the

22. This might seem like a game to

the-student, but we have a serious purpose. Thi is the kind

of thinking which As done in factoring the dratic'poiynomial

x
c

22x 72.

Perhaps ciasswtrWw with this material should begin witin

very simple examNes for which-the students might give the

answers orally. :Here are some easy examples: '

--oduct

3

4

Sum

4

Fa

10

Factors

3 and 1

4 and 2

2 and

9 and 1

Thy first and fourth examples point up the need for the factor

1 in this particular context.

Answers to Problem Set 11-3; pages 478 -479:

1,,. In addition to the pairs of factors listed in the example of

this cotton, the

2. 3' and

following are possibilities

The sum of these numbers

390



pages 478-479: 11_3

(41)( 20 10a) 2 ."1 : 2 and 5

b * 3 ; 9 and 2 (h)\ and 15
a) 2a: 8 and 4 (t) NOte pass Lble

(d) 1 . : 49 and 1 (j) 18 and 12

(e) ,9 and 6 / *(k) 243 and 4

(r) 2 . 7: 14 and 1 15 and -12

3 (a) 48 - 24 and 3

2' . 3 rand

Not possible

_4
2. and 3

50 2 3 Not possible

25 and 2

5c and 2'. 3

Not possthle

15C and 1

4
2 and 2 3'

(Id 330 2. 3 , 11: 2 .11 and -

9

4. If represent the measures of the length and the
wtdth w 225 and E w 34 225 - 3'

The length and the width are 25 feet and 9 feet.

e- w = 'D4 and 2 w = 29. 54 2

The length and the width are: V feet and 2 'feet.

IC h represent the rile a$ures of the base
bait, 4 4=35 and b

The base and the heliiTit am o 12 Lnahes and 3 Inches.

7. h a 500 and h ari3. 5Q=73.3.52

24 and 2 (a) There are none. 9D0

(t) 15 and 4 (d) 28 and(' 700 22

357

a



4 ,

pages 479-485: 111-4

11 - . Laws of Exporlent,s

The first part of the se c tio multi pl, Ica t-ton

3houl 1 no present an=?,-/ CC tcul t ies to the student,.

In the ,,(11.1..ritt,ton

n
a = x. a xa

. x

n factors

be careful H .say "a ded as a factor n imes j'''°not "a
mutttplted by ttoelf times" . Cons tder the meaning of each

of these prLls: "Two used As a factor J t tmes means

`.--2 wh ich , to e i ht Two mul tipi Lod by ..itsolf 3 times
4

means Mt.

2 2 - multiplied by once

4 8, mul tipi led by 2 twice,

8 7 = le, mul tipl Led by 2 three ttmes, or 2

Clearly , say tap, "mul t ip11.6d by tself" can lead to confusion.

In the second part we want to show that rules for

stmtfytnp frac tions con ta Intnt-_-, powers can be general tzed , but

The sttident should beyou-need not emohastze these rules.

encouropj:d to ta tak on the bas Is of the der tnit

example:

xy
,

For

The student shoudd roe son j "The cc is one x factor In the

numev.ator and two In - the denomina to r: this is the same as just

6 one *.x factor in the denominn tor bocaline 1 , There are

thr y foe to rs In the name ra to r and two y Cc tors In the

de r1(.7)mtna to th is is the same as one y Coo Hr In the

- 1numera Lc r, slace A yolid the Use of the word "cancel ,"

y
but don' t treat the words as a "d trty. word" should It come from

a student. Jus I. peon I re the student to expi a in h to use of the
word in terms c C the theorem T - / p)

r



page 481: 11-4

In ,_.,pplyin7, the se-called laiws of eypohents, studanta'3

frequently encounter'zmore liffieLties in worklmi7, with numrteal

expressions. than in deal to with variables. For example, a
ik ?student FT:ay, have -rlo tvoyble , pecognirih uhe ft that

a . a = a.- or tha t a- l-3 : (ab). On the other hand he
2- ? , 4miFht be stronrly tempt ea to W e ?- . 2' = 2-H or 2- . 7i

It has also been observed the t _ Anent will accept the fact
4

r

that a
a

1-,h` perml ts of no A1urSher, s Lmplif ion Lion and at the

same time will be I.ne tnen so write 3 1- 4' = 7 Ronsequently
carp ma S be taken to ensure a stujent's understand tag of

the s1Ahif icance of. the Lase In'al 1 manipulations- with oxponents
V

,u-iswers! to Coal Exercges 191r-.4a: page 481:
,

,

(f) a (t) x

2m + n

( c ) a (m) ax 1- Y

a -1- 3a(d) le f (n) x-

16
71(e) 4',' (o) a- .' a

.03

2 (a) False False (I) True
!,

(b) False False (,j ) False

(k) False

(1) True

( a ) not true for all values I t would seem unwise to

( b), not true for all values general t' at th1s stEir'',e

(c ) true fol. al I values from k a , ) -- a toi 3 6

true for all values at
mn

e a Get the

student- t,..) : th2.t,

a-. dr' a2.
,.

loom this he wl 11 easily get
,i-

Li-e . On the 'other hand
';-, 3

Li a

Li a -b

(a ) True

(n) False'

(g) False

(C) True



es 482'8 11-

Answers to Problem Set -4a; page 482:

(a) 256

(c) 729

a6

(e)
4x3

2 x

(b)
37a4

(g) '"100 = 100;o00,000,

93 . 729

4

a

6
3 or 729 =

----- (f) 3
4
2

3 or 648
r, 4 3 3 5 3 52187 a (g) 3 a b or 27 a b

(h) or 2 2 2 2
3-Ic 1T1 t.

(a).

(b) 7-a
-tce,.3534

(d) 2 17 ab2

4
2 .mnp
27. 32a6b3c

6x4
3

h) 3 a b3 3- 3

-2 2- 2a-b

Answers _o Oral Exercises 11-413; p e 486:

1. ) (a)

(b)

m3

a9

3ax
4

1

a9

(a) False
(b)- False

3a
771

22a

33y

5

2am

True

(d) False

2
(k)

1

(1) 73
2 3-

( e True

3. Only ( c ) 1s true for all values of the variables,

4. Division, by zero has no meaning, since ' 0 has no reciprocal.



nswers to Problem Set 114b; pages 4d7-4

2.

8m-

2
x-

a5b4

5. a8b4 5

2 2
3 b6.
2a

3

-r

2 = 6

77. ;77-7

2m8
8*
3t

8"9.
16a x7

(a) True

12 7a2c
2b

10cd-13.s,

14.

3a
713

16 8
gab

17. -b
2

64m
100.

97n

Not true, since

,Y

19. -1
32m

1

32m

21. x
a

22.'

23.

24.

'25.

*26.

*27.

32a

2z
25x

a ± 2b
ab

by the definition of an

exponent

Not true, ,152 is not a multiple
is a factor of -43- but not of

27. (Notice tha



pages

ame. + 4y2 2(x2 + 2Y2Y.

22(x +_2y-2 ) is an even.nuMber since

2 2
'x + y is an integer

32

by the distributive

property

to Problem Set 11-4c ages 490-491:-

1.

2.

3.

10.

a
10

d9

4
a b

6
x y

3

4a2m6

-27o d

25a

27x10

r s

2 -_aa

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

6
m

1

b

a2

a2

- 2x
2yz

arc

a
2

3b
2

tie sure to have students simplify fractions before substitut

numerical values, in problems 21-28.

21. -2(2)

22. ((_2

2 - 288

= 576



pa ee 4
-

11 -4 and 11-5

7.

*28.

Since division by zero is not
permitted, the expression does
not name a number when a is 2
and b is -2.

.......

11-5. Adding Ling;Subtraceing,FractiOns:'

We wish to apply the prime factorization of intews to
the problem of finding the least common multiple of the
denominators. We do not want. blind adherence to the method

developed, however, but we do want to give the student a
systematic way of approaching the problem. For example, if the
student were asked to add the fractidns`4 the lowest
common denominator can be quickly determined by inspection, and
the student should do It this way. But if he is)asked to sad

1
7 I. 7, it may not be easy to determine the lowest common
denominator by inspection. But by prime factorization

57 = 3 . 19,

95 = 5 -19,

and the lowest common denominator is

. It Is good technique, both here

factoring

possible,

which may

, to leave

for these

otherwise

5 3 19.

and in later

expressions in factored form as long. as

factors indicate` structure of the expression,
be obscurred In 'the above .example, after

363,



-pages 492-493: 11 =5

the fractions had a common denominator,-the numerators were, of

course, multiplied out and combined; but, as you saw, it was to,

our advantage to leave the Apnomimtor in factored form until

theivery end. Then we know that the fraction cannot be reduced

Unless the numerator )as as a factor one of the factors or the

L.C.D.

Ana.wers to 0r Exercises -5d; page,493:
1.

1., multiples of 4: 4, 8, 12, 16, 20-

Multiples of 51 5, 10, 15, 20 25

Least common multiple of 4 and 5 is 0.

2. Multiples of 2: 2, 4, 6i8, 10-

of 10: 10, 20 50

Least common multiple of .2 and 10 is 10.

Multiples of 9: 9, 18, 27, 36, 45

of 12: ,12, 24,. 36, 48, 60

Least common multiple of 9 and 1 is 36.

Multiples of 3: 3, 6, 9, 12, 15

of 5: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25

of -6: 6, 12, 18, 24, 30

Least .common multiply of 3, 5, and 6- is not named.

5. Multiples of 2:- 2) 4, 6, 8, 10

of 7 7, 14, 21, 2, 35

of 12: 12, 24, 36, 48, 60

Least common multiple of 2, 7, and 12 is not named.

6. Multiples of 2: 4, 6,

of 6, 12, 18, 24, 30

of 11: 11, 22, 33, 44, 55

Least- common multiple of 2, and 11' is not named.

Multipys of

\ of

of

5: 5, 10, 15,

10: 10, 20, 30,

15: 15, 45,

20, 25

40, 50.

60, 75

Least common multiple of 5, 10, and 15 is not named.

364



p ge _493: 11-5'

9-

Multiplesof a: a, 2a, 3a, 4a, 5a

of 3a: 3a, 6a, 9a, 12a, 15a

Least common Mult-iple of a and 3a is

Multiples of 2a 2a, 4a, 6a, 8a, 10a

of 3a: 3a, 6a, 9aa, 12a, 15a

Last common multiple of 2a and -3a is 6a.

x2: x2, 2x2, 3x2, 4x2,
2

Multiples of 5x2

of 2X2I 2x2., 4x2, 6x2, 8x2,
-Least common multiple of- x2 and 2x2 is

Answers to Problem Set 11=2E; page 493:

Positive multiples of 3:

of 5:

Least common multiple, of

Positive multipleS of

(3, 6, 9, 12, 15,..

(5, 10,

and 5s 15.

(4, 8, 12, 16, 20,

(6, 12, 18,

`(8, 16

Least cocoon multiple of 4, 6, and 8 is 24.

Positive Multiple of 12: (12, 24, 36,.48, 60,..

of 15: (15, 30, 45, 0,...1
'J_
Least common multipleof'12 and 15 is 60.

4. Positive multiples, of 10: (10, 20,'30, 4C

150,..-

15: (15, 30, 60, 150, )

_!off 25: (25, 50, 75, 100,..., 150,...)

Least common mul iple of le, 15, and 25 is 150, but

several more.multiples of each of the numbers must be
written before we arrive at a common multiple by this method.

Experience with exercises of this type 4hould help make the
student receptive to the suggestion of a more efficient
method for finding the lemSt common multiple of several
numbers. .



pages'4: =496: 115

P03

Lea

v_ multiples 2: (2, 6, 8, 10,..:-

10: (10, 20, 30, 40, 50,..,,100,

of 25: (25, 50, 75, 100;-..!)

common mul iple of 2, 10, and 25 is 50i-

Positive multi at 4: . (4, 8, 12, 16,

of 18: (18,'36, , 18o,---)

of 20: (20, 40, 60, 80,-, 18C,-

Least common multiple of 4, 18, and 20 is 180.

The comment for question 4 applies here also.

of

30:

36:

(30,

(36,

Least common multiple of 30 and

8. ,Multiples of 2a: (2a, 4a, ,6a,

of 8a: (8a, 16a, 24a,...)

Least omrnon multiple of 2a and 8a is 8a.

Multiples of 2x: (2x, 4x, 6x,-- 30x,

of 5x: (5x, 10x, 15x, 20x, 25x, 30x,..

of 6X: (6x, 12x, 18x, 24x,\'30x-,...T

Least common multiple of 2x, 5x, and 6x is 3C

10. Multiples of 2x:. (2x, 4x4

of 3y: (3y, 6y, 9y,...)

60, 90, 120, 150, 180,

72, 108, 144, 180,..

36 is 180.

The least common multiple 1

x and y represent. -

this case depends on what numbers

Answers to Oral exercises 11-5b.; page 496:

7. 2

8. 3. 52

2 2
9.

22,
7

10. 2 - 3 - 52 . 72

11. , 3
2

5
2

1 .

2.

.2- 3- 5

_
2
2

. 3
2 2

. 5 - 7

3.
2 2F

2 . 3 - 7

4. 2 2 . 32 . 1 1 . 1 3

5 . 2
2

- 3

6. 22. 3

3 b



.pages 496-50 11-5

1. 22 - 52

2. 24. 3

3. 2 - 3-
2

7

4. 23-

4
2

--1-1750,.; page 496:

6. 22% 3

_4
7. 2 . 3.

8. 2 . 3 11 - 17

9. 22.5, 5 13

10. 2 . 3 x2

Answers to Oral Exercises 11- c; pages .499_500:

1. (a) 36

(b) 50

(a) 30::

(b) -132

(c)
(d)

(c)
(d)

52

88

28
24

new ripmerstor

(b) new numeratol- 11

answers Problem Set 11-'cc; page 5o C

1

2. 32
-8

367

-;-- 14
) 120

120



pages 50 -501: 11-

5. It is better o reduce fi
1 1 1 5

35 177 /37 + ZT

6

*10.

61

87

kAnSwers to Pr # lem Set 11 - 5 ; sages 50 1-502:.

5 6x + 25
NT) 32 - 3 5

(b)

(c)

37x
7?

55a
2-17

22m -I- 7
100

-73

1 61.1

19_

6x + 25

(g) 50d 35 78d,
2 = 7 10

41x te
-TT `k

bx 121a

157

)01J
368

- 4 42

`7

22)1Eut
2



PAW 501-502:,

2. (a) True'

(b) False

Kase-

True

True

64 13

77-3-75-' 2- 2'3 3- 5

7

26 2

2 3 -11

since

4-go 7

1 1

'448.

2 3 -11

a a
= In fact, > 137,77- for every 'positive

, a and -b'

Both fractions name ,the sie number.

4
Neither is greater since (- --mjand% are both

24

names for (- .

0
> ( - A positive number is alwa ys greater than

1

a negative number

(g):, .499 > .49

(4-(-..0009) > (- o 9

(I), .900 >..09000

and .49 100



(d )

since

130
1

14

20C 4- Goo) oo )

200 +

In each of

better.

200 +

700) > 4(700

and

'operty of order

le above cases $200 plus sales

1000 < 4(1o0o)

I
Here of sales is better.

/
Let a be the sales in d llars fOr whicb the offers

are equal. Then
ssatisfi- 200 + r2- =

This sentence is eqUivalent t the sentence
*.

s 800.

The of Viers are equal if his sales amount to $800.,

There is no algebraic approach. What we want is a number

which has the largest possible proper fa'tor. By

inspection we decide 2 x 47 F 94 will do, because the next

larger prime is 53, and 2 x 53 is too large.p Thus, John

and Bb\b could a-k for 94 47 = 141 cents.

37



Wig 4-505

to

2,

Problem Set- Pages 50

9, 12, 18, 24, etc.

:6, 12

30 9 9-7

,:t75 2, 5, 10, 20, 40,

-e

5, 25,

a)
22. 32,

(b) 2.33. 7

(c) 3 .5- . 41

These are some of

the more likely

responses

11
4

3- 7 19

(a) Yes, since 9 and 4 are factors .

(b) Yes,'sind* 75 is divisible by 25

(c) Yes, since 3 and 5 are faCtors

(d) Yes, since 27 is a factor of 81000 and of 729

(a) b6t

(b) x4 m3-

(c)

(d)

( ) 348.7.b

3a4
(

5.- (a

(b

(c

77

x
7
35ax +_14bx 15ex

371

3x(4

5a4

5 or -32a

84



page 505-506'

.7=

6.

9

True

Fals4

True

(d)False
(e) True

The sentence in part , (b) is the only one which,i

for all values of the variables.

(a) (x y)(x

(b)
x

+5' exY or - 2xy,

(c) n 7 7 3(2n), where n

(d) If the first speed is

2n = - 9).

y), f the numbers are x and y

rue

if the numbers are x and

the given number.

_es per hour, then

is the number of inches in leng h of the first

piece, then Ae (2,e 5) - 76.

If n is the number of pounds of solution and

the number of pounds of salt,. then.10n

If the regular price wes r dollars, then,

r .1Qr 95.

(h) If n is the number of lbs. of candy at $2 per lb.,

then 2(n) + 1(n + 5

If t is the number of hours walked, then 2t 3t

e t even integer is n, then the next two are

2) and n + 4).

n (n 2 n + 4) . 5920

3n 6 . 5920

3n = 5914_

n = 1974

There are no three consecutive even integers whose sum is

5920, The assumption that there were such integers led to

a contradicticip.

372



-10. If n is the le: 11 in feet

n + n 74- + 71 4 7 47,

1,2.

his feet

47 ,

2n = 32 ,

= 1

If x is the number of inches in the first

then 2x,. is the number of inches in'the second side and
7(2x)2x; the number of inches in the third side.

x + al+ (2i) = 87

x + 2x + x s 87

6x . 87_

x = 1

The lengths of the sides are

and

(b

[1)

,All numbers
'-than 12

3)

ea er

10-
(- 17)

Ail numbers greater
than

1 h1 inches, 2g

(f) (4, -1)

(g)

(h) x - 2 =

j)

inches',

or x- 2 . -2
or x . 0

(4, 0)

(-5, 2)

All real numbers

32 and 3 75 and 8

24 and k (e) 600 and 1

60 and 10 (f) .Not possible

773



page 507

14: If is the number of feet in the length and w is the

number of feet in the width, then

= 800 and -1/ w 60.

The length and width must be 40 feet and 20 feet,

respectively.

l5. if b is the number of units in the base a is the

number of unite in the altitude, then

ba = 104 and b a =

The base and altitude are 8 and 13 units

Test Items

1. Which of the following' are prime numbers: 2, 7, 9, l3, 39, 47?

2: Write the two smallest primes which are greater than 23.

3. Find the prime factorization of each of these numbers. Use

exponents in the factored form.

(d) X30

3375

4. The prime factorizations of numbers A, 9, C, acid D are

given below.

A --,- 3 5; B 11; D = 1

Write in factored form the least common iple of

(a) numbers A and B

(b) numbers A and C

(c) numbers A, B, and

(d) numbers U and D



5. Find a common name for each

2 .

52 2

(b) -5

(c) 2
2

.

(a) 03

these numbe

(1114)

(8db2c3) 4b3c)

(g) (2b2)3

(h) (503(r
2

For what values of a, b, and c are each of the following

true?

(a) (3c2)(2c) 6c3

2 3(b)
(c ) = c5

a57 = a
a

7. Write a simpler expression for each of the followlipg. If the.

domain of any variable most be restricted, indicate this.

Restriction?

(b)

(c)

(d)

4 52 xy

2x

ay

a
2
b
3
c

3 2
5a-b c-



Is it true that:

(a)

b)

Explain why or why not?

3 2 3(3 Explain.

9. Find two-numbers which have the product p and the sum a

for each of the following:

(a) 36 13

96 ,20

7 .27

.44r'

10. Find a common name for each of the following e

1 p, 5, 13,

29, 31

3.

w , 5w
12

3 4c

7d
25 10

A ns

53

C

3d

to qqg Bested Test Items

3 76

essions



25

5 11

(a) 200

(b) 243

(c) 1C8

(d) 1000

all values

(c

e,i, I

a 0

4n

3__5

x3
4y

1
5ac

1

Y

0, b 0

a / 0,

no rests l,ction

x 0,

7
m

32ab- c4

8h6

125r7

317,



True. 3

b

CD

True, by the dtstrtb,tive property

9 9 and

(b ) 12 and 8

24 and

(b) 45 + 44c
2 3 5

33d



Chapter 12

RADICALS

Having prepared the way by'factoeing ers and studying
,

exponents, we proceed to a study of radicals. Prime factorization

and its uniqueness will play an important role in the development.
1.

Work gn thp Simplification of radicals is based on two fundamental

properties, for which simple proofs are given in the text.-

The major.thrust in the chapter is the evolvement of a

theorem which enables us to recognize that there is a very large

class of positive integers having sqUare roots which are not
4

rational numbers. We make an assumption that these are coordinates

of points on the number 'line and therefore deduce the existence of

real numbers which are irrational. The concept is extended in=
i

formally to include cube roots, and other nth roots. The chap=

ter closes with a reference to an even larger class of irrational

real numbers besides those which are "roots". Even though the

student may have encountered only one or these, perhaps w this

may give him a sense of the "complete real number-system.

The method of findirig approXimate square roots will be the

Iteration method, sometimes called the "divide and average"

method. This consist =s of an initial estimate in the form of a

positive integer and its subsequent improvement. It is possible

to uom, although we do not do it in the text, that this --method

'converges in the sense that each new approximation is better than

the previous=one.

-1. Square Hoots

We approach the notion of finding square roots as the inverse

of the operation of squaring. This is accompli- ed initially by

recognition of known squares car gy prime factor zation. We note

that if a non-zero number n has a square root, a, then it also

has a square root -a. To-.see that 10 and -10 are the only

roots we need only to
n

a < b`, and if a (

may be reapplied

Section 12-8.

call the following: If
2

< 0 then b`

connection with ubes

379

a < b, thfn

This same property
th

n powers in



'pages 509-51; 12;-1

Answers to Oral Exercises 1271;

1. (a) 9

(b) 16

25

2. -4

(b)

(e) 1O, -10

pages 511-512:

1

7
4

7
1

9

2

3-

Answers to Problem Set 12-1; pages 512-513:

2. (a)

81

169
1

7

9

(25, 725)

(b) (18, -18)

(c)

(a) 2 x 3 x 5

2x 2 x3x3x5x
(b) 2 x 2 x
2 x 2 x 2 2 x 3

7 is prime

7 x 7

(d) 196

25

9
25

(d)

13, -13

(d) 2

2 x 2

(g) 4

(h) 49

(i) 144

(g) 8, -8

(h) 12, -12

(1) 11, -11

x 3

x 3 x 3

(e) 2 x 11

2 x 2 x 11 x 11

(f) 3 x 13

3 x 3 x 13 x 13



pages 512-514: -1 and 17-2

3 %x 3 x X 7 ,(d) 'x2x13x,11
3 x 7 2 x 13

( b ) x X 11 x 11 L! X X X 2 X 7 x 7

2 x 2 x x 7

2 x x 7 x 7 (1: ) 2'x 2x3x3x3x3x x7
2 x x 7 .

2 x 5 x 3 x 7

If x represents the positive number, then

x = 5 -= 166.

(13)

The positive number is 13.

22-2. Radical

Although the radical symbol has appeared in previous chapters,

we give it a more formal introduction here. 'Emphasis should be

placed on the fact that the radical indicates specifically the

positive square root, in every case except the square root of

zero, and is therefore completely unambiguous. The student is

asked to deduce the fact that an expression such as 17T has no

meaning.

Answers to Oral Exercises 12-2; page. 5l'4:

The symbols in (a),'

numbers; the others do not.

11

(c) -16 does not

name a real. number.

Answers to Problem

5

)

pages 51'1

and name re-

5

16

does not name a

real number.

does not name

a real number

4

0



pages 515-517: 12-2 and 12-3

(b)

12304

16

= 3.11

33

(d) (17, 717)

(e) (5 , 25)

(e)

102

= 32

576 =N4;777

1936=

24 = 22. 11

48 44

(a) 1 and (d) 1

(b) 1 and 1

) 1 and 5 (e) 1

1 and

12-3. Irrational Numbers.

The development in this section is one of major importance.

We begin with the realization by the student that certain integers
do not have square roots which are themselves integers. This can
be done effectively by an exploitation of the uniqueness of prime
factorization. We exhibit a necessary as well asja sufficient

condition for a positive integer to have an integer as its square
root. The condition is merely that the proper prime factors come
in pairs.

This is followed by the principal theorem which states that
If an integer is to have a square root whiCh is to be a rational

number, then this rational number must be an integer. We thereby

382
4 )



pages 12-3

produce a deviCe for the recognition of a large class of numerals,

suctr as .../17, representing numbers whici-I''are not rational. With

the assumption that such numbers are associated with points on the

number line, 'we obtain a set of irrationals, i.e. real numbers

which are not rational.

The teacher may, wish to use construction methods with the

diagonal of a square and the Pythagorean Theorem to bolster the

assumption that such numbers as 12 can be "located" on the

number line. The extent to which this can be done will depend, of

course, on the background of thl? students,

A word about the proof. Should the student's difficulty in

walking through the steps be insurmountable, the teacher may wish

to skip the formal argument. However, in this case an effort,

should be made to insure that the student understands the full

significance of the conclusion.

We base the argument on prime factorization. Starting with
a

an assumption that F Is a square root an Integer n where

a and b are i ntegers with no factor mon except 1, we

ultimately show that the denominator b must be 1. We do this

first by showing that b must be a factor of (a x a). It

follows-, then, :hat either b is 1 or else it has at least orr

prime factor In common with The next step will probably

be -aster for the student to understand if the teacher produtes

some numerical examples. say, in effect, that any prime factor

in (a x a) wil also be a factor of a. Thus, if b has a

prime fa6tor in common with (a x a), then b will have a prime

factor common with a. St-Ice this contradicts the assumption

that the rational numberis in lowest terms, we deduce that

b = 1. The initial hypothesis that =1 is in lowest terjns will

also dispose of the special case where b = a,

The section ends with ae formal introduction to the word

irrational. We also recognize the Symbol - as representing

the negative square root.

Answers to Oral Exercises KeS

If the integer has a r uare root, it must be

an Integer. But 1 is too small since 1' = 1, and 2 is



page 520: 1P-5

too large since - 4. There are no integers between

and 2; hence, j has no rational square rOot.

2.

5. 5 does not have a,rational square root. (The -eason is

the same as in the first problem above.)

4 If 6 has a rational square root, it must be an Integer.

Since 22 < b and 32 > 6, 6 has no rational square root.

z

5. 5

b. 4

13 has no rational square root. If it_did, the square root

would have to be an integer and thus a factor. But 13 is

prime and has no proper factors.

8.

9.

5

17 has no rational square root, since it is a prime.

10. 18 = 22. 5 Since the'prime factors do piat comein pairs,

18 does not have any Integral square root and hence It does

not have any rational square root.

Answers to Problem Set 12-,5a; pages 520-321:

1. a If 11 hassarational square root, it must be an

integer. Since 1 is a prtme, Its prime factors do

not occur In pair. Therefore, it does not have an

1 _egral square root and so:it does not-have a rational
- fr

squareWoot,

(d) no rational square root (same reason as in 1(a))

(e) :55 - 5.7 Prime factors do not occur in pairs. Hence,

55 has no integral -square root and therefore no

rational square root.

25



page 520 - 522: 12-3

2 x 2, which is

(b) 3 x 3 x 5- does not ha4 a rational square rooter

A rational square root would have to be an integer.

Rhe prime factors, however, do not occur in pairs.

3.7, which is 21

2.3,7.11, which is 462

no rational square root
0

(r) 13, which is 52

(a)

(b) 5.7 23 805

none

(d

(e) 675

2448 = 24.
0

3 17 no rational square root, since there

Is only one factor 17

592 - 24 x :57 no rational' square root

941. is a prime. Hence, it does not have a rational

square root.

1025

252 --

no lationa

41. It does not have a national square root.

) ho

7-- no rational square root

root

no rational square

Answers' to Oral E cIses 12-3b; page 522:

(b)

irrational

irrational

rational

irrational , (g) irrational
44P

irrational (h) rational

irrational (I) irrational



pages 522-525: -12-3 and 12-4

(b) ( c',Yqj

(c) [2, -2)

Hewers to Problem Set 12-5b; pages 522-523:.

1. (a) rational (d) rational

(b) irrational (e) irrational

(c) ratiotyl

(a) (I, /T.)

(b) - -17)

(9, -9)

is k

( 4 )

(3, -3)

(i) ( %/TT)! - .N711:7)

, -,77)

(e) iF1)

(r) (1, -1)

( d )

rational

rational

12-4. 11plification of Radicals.

As a key to the simplification of radlcals we develop the

pr2Rerty that for any two non-negative real numbers a and b,

LirociE) = It might be well to present the student with

a few more examples to begin with so that he may more confidently

anticipate the result. The demonstration rests on a basic proper-
,

ty of exponents and the definition of square root. Attention

should be called to the fact that:the distributive property, since

it holds for all yells, also applies to irrationals



pages 526- 2 7 12-4

Answers to Oral Exercises 12-48; page

1.

2.

5.

4

2+

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

6

6

2

A ± 6

IT
Vi.T3 or

Answers to Problem Set

1.

N/T5

3

2

( b

(C

page 526-527:

d) 9

60

15

(d) 0

5 1-../7)

9 or

(domain: x > o)

(b) (domain: y > 0)

(c) 36a, (domain: a > 0)

--, ,47(IT
d) N47M a + /747c

= + 4 (domain: x > 0)

6m, domain: all real numbers)

(4)

(6)

or y, (domain: y > 0)



pages 527-530: 12-4

5. (a) 1

1

(c) 3 + 214F

(d)

V,

X x, (domain: x 0 ) x + is also correct

- 1, (domain: y 0) y - 1 is also correct

(f) + 2 ',ril + b2, (domain: a O, b 0)

a + b + 2 iiirb is also correct

Here we convey the notion that the simplest form of a radical

one in which the smallest integer, and the lowest power of the

variable remain under the radical sign. (Once again -factorization

provides, the tool.)Particular notice should be made of the fact

that Ng - x is not a true sentence for x < O. The student

should develop the habit of writing = 'xi. The example in

the text 5x y; = x2 y24/5i = wm.,(57. shows the

absolute value of y in the simplified version. Again this is

intended to strengthen a habit pattern for writingt y
2 -15d.

On the other hand, an alert student may observe that the expression

y3 is defined only for non-negatiVe values of the variable.

Hence the sentence 5 Ixly ,(57 is true for all values

of y for which the sentence has meaning. Thus the student

should be encouraged in his suspicion that the second absolute

value symbol is in this case superfluous. A review og the meaning

and significance of absolute value is recommended at this point,.

Answer to Oral Exercises 12-4b; pages 529-530:

1. 7 4. 33, which is 27

2. -5 IT 5. 25, which is 32

3. 3
_2

which is 11,/7

388



pages 530-531: 12 -4

7. 1]..4-1

8. 5Z
9: 5.17

10. 3 ,/7
1. 3

12. 4a1

13. 1:01

14. 31b1

15. Ititi

16. t,./T,

_Answers to Problem .Set 12-4b; pages 530-531:

1.

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

2

2

3

1 'xi

(d)

2.215.
4.13.
3.6
18

3.

( c ) 4

5v
4.1T

3

6 VT

6

33

is in simplest form (d) 6NTT

= 2,/7
,./2

=6/17

102.2.5

=

(f)

(a) 21x1 (d)

b) 2x 0 (a)

(c) 2x2 6 (f)

(a) (2 ,./74, -217) (d)

(b) ( 9 2, -917) (e)

,13, -6 .13)

389

4 ../71 a >

klal

ita 4(5, a 0

-14,./5)

(7 -7 )

( 16)



pages 531-534: 2-4 and

5x x > 0

[b

5x, x 0

2x-

x-> 0

(d) 251y1

(e) 14

4x x > 0

12-5. Sim lification of Radicals Involving Fractions.

.A second property of radicals, a 6, b > 0,
b

Provides the basis for this simplification. The argument follows

the same line of reasoning as in the previous section.

Answers to Oral Ex.er i_ es 12 -5a; page 533:

_ 2
1.

2.

6. 5

7. 2 ../T

127 8 . 3

2

Answers to Problem

4

5

7
7

1.

3 "T

2. (a ) /5

( b )

9.

10. 357

Set 12-5a; pages 534-535:

(d) 41x1

2

45

(d) 1/31x1

(e) , m> 0

x 0

7
7



pages 534-53T: 125
2

a 17

a yi 0

21
7,l is also

(a) 2

(b)

(a)

(b) (2.1T)

(c )

correct

(d)

(d) (2)

y) 0

7

(e) /2 1
equivalent

7 x
to ,/Tx = 72,

if x 9.
Truth set: (6)

(f) (3 +.175)

Page 535. The technique of rationalizing the denominator, or

rationalizing the numerator is introduced here. We make use of

the multiplication property-of 1. We do not consider rational-

izing- the denominator as a "must ", but rather let the choice rest

on the context of the probleM. For example, in some problems

involving the distributive property it may be preferable to

rationalize the numeratoe'l

Answers to Oral Exercises 12- b, page 537:

1. (a)

(b)

391

(d)

5



peva 7-538: 12-5

(e

low L. rrobiss Set 12:5b; pages 538-539:

(ii) +-AT

6

42

(b)

Can also be
NAT

written
1 /

11

(d )

2

c/7

../T3 2 .../F -IF 4

(f ..s.//12

392

5b b >

0

_.17171 VriT4;

7b N(57

b > 0



3
(d)

16

12-6. Sumo and Differences of Radicals.

There limy be some necessity for convincing the student that

and expression such as .1T+ VT. cannot be further simplified.

He should at all costs avoid the temptation to infer that

yq + 1727- 2 =,/y. It is conceivable that such an example

as ,v17 4/7 pi ../I3 will help the argument. On the other- hand,

if no temptation is present, it may be just as well to avoid the

issue entirely.

Answers _ Oral Exercises 12-6; pale 540:

6=

7. 0

8, a )' 0

9. a > 0

5 V7,7 10. 4

1. 5 _-./7

2. 5 ../T

3= 8

4. 61/F)

1_30

3 95



pages 541-542: 12-6

Answers Lc Problem Set 1270;

1._ (a) 7

(b) 3 .115

la

2C

b)

a) 5

(b)

)

a) 5,ff

(b) 3 vIT

6 .../7 + 2 - 2 5

4 14

pages,541-542:

( d ) 6 Or , a > 0.

) 4 W

) 2 .../Y

(d) 3

(e) 4/T 4- 3 4/7

(d

lal

100

also correct

is also correct

2

a .4 VW+ 2a %/ii a > 0

--- 6a a > 0-
because of the restriction on a we do not need the

absolute value sign. If a > 0, lal . a.

(b)

(d) b > 0

394



542-,543: 2-7

A .

12-7. proximate Square Recite in Decimals.

The acceptance of the fact that a numeral such as .55
.does represent a realnumberim not sufficient to provide the

student with a satisfactory flange of the relative ed!e of the

number or a feeling of-where this_number might be located on the

_OUMber:line with any degree of accuracy.,..-We therefore wi- to

rovide-trig student with a basis for forming: reason4trIe a roxi-
,

Mations in terms of decimalS.' At the same "time we want to Avoid

computational tricks or gimmicks which tend to obscure the under-

standing of what is actually taking place.

Consequentlyq we have not included the conventional algorithm

for finding square/root. We use instead a method of:iterated

approximations. This, we feels has the'advantage of keeping, the

student aware of the p -ocess involved, as well as giving him a

,continuing awciation with the number line. It is important ford-

the student to become acquainted with processes of iteration,

since they lend themselves very naturally to computation on

electronic computers. There is, of course, no reason why the

teacher should not also acquaint his students with the convention

al algorit

We beg n by locating the given square root on an interval

between two tegers. This is easy for the student to understand

since he me e y finds the integer whose square immediately pre-

cedes and the integer whose square immediately follows the square

of the number he is looking for.

At the outset we follow this by a trial and error approach in

locating the interval between the nearest tenths. Computation is

more involved, but the idea is very clear. Thus, A student through

experimental multiplications can arrive at a fair approximation

in terms of one place decimals.

We also introduce the interval notation in terms of two

inequality symbols. This is convenient, but not necessary, if

difficulties seem to be arising.

Answers to Oral Exercises 12-7a; page 543:

1. 2 and 3

3 and 4

3.

4,

5 and 6 5. 10 and 11

9 and 9 6. 7 and 8

395



pagea543-544: 2-7

7 . 9 and 10
9- and 10

9. 11 and 12
10. 5 and 6

Answers to Prob'em 12-74 page 544:

1.

2.

3.

4. (9.2, 9o

5. (3.6, 3.1)

6. (4.5, 4,6).

7. (7.4, n5)

8. (9.4, 9.5)

9. (7.9, 8,0)

10. (4.3, 4.4)

(5.0, 5.1):

(80, 84)

(11.0, nay

(5.0 )2 = 25:00,

(8.0) 64.00,

.0 = 121.00,

to

(5.1)2 = 26.01

(8.1)2.= 65.61

(11.1)2 = 123.21

Noting that the same trial and error approach in terms of

hundredths would produce tedious computations we now introdube an

alternative technique. However, students who wish to carry out

more extensive computations to arrive at a ,better approximation

by the primitive method might be encouraged to do so. This

certainly in no way obscures the nature of tyle search,

Our final method is based on a rather simple procedure. It

may, however, be necessary to lead the student through several

examples before the idea becomes completely clear. As stated

before, the proof that each successive approximation will be an

improvement over the previous one will not be given in the text.

It is on a level of sophistication beyond the scope of the ninth

grade and will be presented in the teachers' commentary only.

However, it should be quite possible for the student to perceive

the plausibility of the argument, which will lead to its acceptance

on grounds more valid than mer- thence.

3 96.



page 945:

The selection of the twonearest,Integers is carried out as

.before. This time, however, we single out the one which appears

to be cloSer tb .our desired square root and call thi8 our first

approximation.* In this connection it should be noted that the

"closer" integer may have to be selected on intuitive grounds,

since we do not present a formal device for determining this. In

most cases, however, th choice will be fairly obvious. Where

there is ,some margin of oubt, it would be well to select the

larger number. It'is possible to show that a second'approxima-

tion,will inevitably improve on the first in this case. 4/

Our integer having been selected, e form the pro c .of our

integer and an unknown factor such =hat this product is equal

to-the sigare the number we are ing. In the given example;

we noted that 3.n = 10. On the asAumption that p2 = 10, we

assert that if 5 < p, then n p, and vice versa. For

students who reqUest a proof of this assertion, and we hope there

are some, the following should be comprehensible.

If a.b = 10 and a <15,

then a .b < b

Thus 10 < b

and J/7 < b

The students should be able to supply the arguments for the

individual steps.

The choice of an integer as a first approximation may seem in-

efficient and -unduly restrictive to many teachers and to the more

alert students. The aim has been to keep the computation simple_

and the arguments uncluttered. It also seemed a logical Starting,

point since our development has been based on the prime factortr

nation of integers. However, there is no objection w1.4t,ever to

a student's experimenting with a "first approximation" of his

own preferenge which appears to -be more accurate than the "closest

Integer as long as this does not cause any confusion.



pages 545-546: 12-.

We now utilize t twat 3 < p and n p, where
10

n = to bring home the7fact that the desired square root. ies

between our two factors, Ii.e: 3 < %455 < kg It seems natural,

then, to take the point halfay between these two factors as our'

second approximation.

It may be necessary a th juncture to secure the notion in

the mind of the student that a point halfway between two other

'points is determined by computing the average, or arithmetic mean

of the two numbers.

If we go through the prodess again using our second approxi-

mat on as the new first factor, we will arrive at a better appr"bk-

im'ation. And so on into the night. The teacher, however, should

use discretion in deciding whether or not very much should be made

of this. Perhaps some of the better students can give it a try.

To simplify matters we have confined our approach to the

finding of square roots of positive integers, and of positive

integers which are reasonably small. Perhaps the chase should

end he're. On the other hand for the better student it is possible

to work with the so- called standard form of a number, this

reducing a larger problem to one involving a smaller number and

powers of ten. The following example illustrates the approach.

To e ate ,414666 we note that this can be written as

V35.4 10 A first estimate to v/T7T is 6. The first

estimate to v'354000 . 6.102 600. If a second estimate to

.435.4 turns out to be n, then the desired second estimate is

n10'.
The following is a proof of the assertion that our method

guarantees that a second approximation is better than the first.

Let m be the positive integer.whose square root we want to

approximate. Let p be the positive integer such that

p <,/ < p 1

Then 0 p < 1 .

Let us regard p as the first approximation of We form

a second approximation

m
P

E
2

398
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-which pquals

This number is greater than , since

m .'P
2

m m

Now, *iat we want to show is that the difference p m
p

is lees than the difference /IT p.

In Other words, we want to show that

rfl p srm-) > 0 .

The left side of .this-- inequality can be written

P

We deed to show that

We know that

,fiW P)(1

0 < Fri - p <1
and since =2p > 1

0 <

Hence

and the prdquct

2p

completes our proof.

p

P)(

_ positive,

399

is positive.

P ) is positive. This



pages 546-547: 12-7,

. -

The diagram below shows the. relative positions of the

P +
numbers p, 46i , and

2
rnP+

let approximation

of IR

P+ I

2nd approximation

of 46W

It is noteworthy that the proof does not depend on an

assumption that p is the closer of the two integers. An argu-

ment entirely analogous to the above can be made for the case in

which the larger integer, p 1, is chosen as the first approx-
.

imation.

Answers to Oral Exercises 12-7b; page 547:

1. (a)

(b)

3

5 (g)

11

10

(c) 9 (h) 9

(d) 8 (1) 6

11(e) 3 (J) 2

2. (a) 4.5 (d) 7.5

(b) 5.5 2.25

8.5
'6317 or 9.1

Answers to Problem Set 12-7b- pages 547-548:

1. 4 (d) 11

(b 6 (e) 10

9

1400



page 547:

(e)

/
First approximation 4

7 '

#n'- 1 n

t
417

(b First app4Oximation
, 41

12

9.1

,A30 11.4

a 83
82

2 9

11
130
71r 251

2 2a

4.1

10 10,7
2 2

113 + a 10

23\2j-2+ 24
5

4

b
37

9 +

73
T7 '

97
TIT

11

9.4

401

10.35
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4. 72

72 % 6(1.414)

72

113

4.242

6

10.392

108

,/43 4 .../T

43 6

1

IJ50

.57y

= 35

v477_ 2nd approximation is (5.4

34

74
9 ,'574 15

TT-

7 6

490

12-8. Cube Roots and n Roots.

This section in purposefully unpretentious. No work in cubeThis _ _

roots goes tyond the recognition stage and no thought is given

to a possible algorithm for finding an approximati 1. A point is

raised about there being only one real cube root in contrast to

the square root situation. Attention Should be called to the

fact that is defined for every real number a.
"

n t -h-- roots are introduced primarily for purposes of

identification.

The existence of the most copious of all the subsets of real

numbers, namely the set of irrationalo which are not "roots ",

usually referred toa transcendental numbers, should be revealed

to the student,,, H13 previous contact will undoubtedly be limited.

If his curiosity is unsatisfied, mention might be made of trigono-

metric functionsy logarithms, etc.
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Answers tp Oral Exercises 12-8a; page 550:

1. 3

-2

3. 4

7

3

no restriction on the
domain

6a, no restriction on the
domain

10. or 2

Answers to Problem Set 1278a; pages 550-551:

4

T
1., (a) -3

(b) -2

(a)

2. (a)

(b) -a

(c) -b

(-3)

(b) (2) (3)

-t' . 20 -(f) m = (81

1
= 32 ( (8W)

= 64

t = 4

(e) 5

21

6x

4xy
m
5

o Problem Set 12-8b; page 552:

1. and do not represent eal numbers; the

rest of the symbols do.

2. 4, integer

integer

-Lib) none

integer



pages 552-,),-/.

, irrational

irrational

, integer

integer

integer

-Z none

v/17, rational

Summary of the Fundamental ?rttes of Real Numbers.

This section It designed to serve a dual purpose. It should

constitute a convenient review. It should also provide the

student with some insights as to the nature of a mathematical

structure. It is significant that we do not in a literal sense

describe the numbers thorns. =s other than to say that they are

elements in a set. But we L. completely characterie them by

means of operations, re -Itichs, and properties thereof. Thus

real number system is defined in an abstract way, a way which

reveals the essential mathematics involved.

A word, as to the completeness property. Since we have been

talking throughout the course about the real numbers, it was felt

that this property must be included in the fundamental list. As'

indicated in the text, the list without this property io a char-

acterization of the rational numbers. Because a description of

the property requires an understanding of the concept of "least

upper bound" It seemed advisable to omit discussion from the

summary. However, should the teacher wish to satisfy the curiosity

f some of the interested students, it Might be helpful to'refer

to Studies in Mathematics, Volume III, Structure of Elementary

Algebra, Chapter for a clear expositiOnof this topic.

There is lways an opportunity for .tome dispute as to what

constitute -called fundamental properties and what one belong

on the 11i of derived properties. Theselection here Is not

made n - u. se of strict mathematical reasons but is to a large

nt a titter of carventence and common agreement.

is hoped that some of the getter students will be able to

prove the additional properties by means of the first set, and

in this Way- be led to a tiller realization of the deductive point

of view.



pages 5-5'3-L-)t)0

Answers to Review Problem Set; pages

viT real, irrational not a real numbe

real, integer -,./-56 real, integer

1:7 not a real number real, rational

real, integer real, irrational

does not name a numberreal, irrational

not a real number

real, integer

Truo

False

True

(b) 31x1

(c) qa,

( c

II 0

Ifr real, integer

0

(d

(e) 32

7

integer

(6)

all non-negative real

numbers

True

(e) Faise

True

(e

0



page 560

7. (a) - x - 6

(b) y-
2 + 4 3

8
1

- 30

9. Let x be the number of nickels.

211- + n - 1

7m

5
, a # 0

b + 1,

Then 2x is the number of dimes

and2x
5

the number of quarters.

__ 2x _

5x + 10(- 25(7 175

35x ® 175

x = 5

He has 5 nickels, 10 dimes, and quarters

q # 0

10. bet x be the number of miles the plane can fly away from

its base. Then the open sentence the problem is

X X
160 120

6x 5x - 3000

The plane can fly

1. Simplify.

X 11

3271=

3600

7
'11

miles before it must turn back.

Su ested Test

(c)

A (- y5)(-1,/i78)



Simplify.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

To (c) 13( VE 1/7-)

Simplify assuming that variables represent positive numbers.

(b

(d

4 Simplify indicating the restrictions on the domain of the

variables.

ia7

(b) -17

5. Find the truth sets of the following.

N/-18 x

(b) - 16

(c) =

407-,

Y 50

viT

41c` 40 --- 2k



Find the truth sets of the following.

(a) ./77 = _ -2

(b) x2 = -7

N/7m = m

Rationalize the denominator of each and indicate the

restrictions on the domains of the variables.

(a) 1

ti

Find a second approximation for each.

(a) -1173

(b) ViTJT

(c) 23

(c) 125

find an approximation for each.

Answers to Su6usted Test I

. ( a ) 3 -13 d N/T)

( b )



3. (a) 2x

(b) a

x

y

(d)

(d

, domain: a > 0 (d)

(b) Ixl, domain:
numbers

5. (a)

(a) (

) 0

to 0

, domain: a > 0

all real (e) 'alb , domains: a, all
real numbers; b,
non-negative reals

domain: , domain: y > 0

:) The non-negative real
numbers

(b)

'109

(f

_1717,
( D

x > 0

and b > 0



4.4722

.4472

11.1805

410



ChapL-r 13

POLYNOMIALS

The underlying concept ifi this chapter is the similarity

between the behavior of polynomials and that of the integers

themselves. Factoring of polynomials is featured in a manner

similar to that of the factoring of integers in Chapter 11.

The definition of a polynomial is developed gradually. The

student will begin with the set of integers and one or more

variables. A polynomial over the Integers is defined as any ex-

pression which may be formed from variables and elements of

this set by indicated operations of addition, subtraction,

multiplication, or taking opposites. The student must be

reminded that "or" is inclusive in mathematical usage so that

our definition of polynomial means that an finite combination

of indicated addition, subtraction, multiplication, and taking

opposites which Involves variables and elements of our set will

duce a polynothial. The point here is that we shall study

Jerations on e-pressions just as we studied operations

lumbers earli-

The question of the need in the definition for "taking

opposites" may be raised on the ground that multiplicatiOn by

(-1) produces the same result. It is important here t be

reminded that the term polynomial has to do with form. -Thus

,(-1)(x) and (-x), though names for the same number for any

real value of x, are, strictly speaking, different polynomials.

The first involves multiplication of x by -1, the other

involves the taking of the opposite of x. This notion of the-

special significance of the form in which an expression is

written may be a new concept he student. It should be

developed with care.

The chapter is devoted mainly to factoring "polynomials

over the integers" and we use the single word "polynomial" to

refer to these expressions. We would say, "polynomials over

the rational numbers," or "polynomials over the real numbers

If we need to refer to these classes of expressions.

411



page 561: 13-1

These references to,p, nomials "over the rationale," "over the
reals," etc. are mact hint to the student that there Is

considerably more to investigate than that which is covered in
this text.

We say that a polynomial is factorable over the integers
if it can be written as he product of two or more polynomials
over the Integers, excluding C and +1 as factors.

13-1.

The reason polynomials are developed so carefully is that
we want the student to realize that when we wish to write a

certain phrase In factored form, we want the factors themselves
to be expressions of the same kind as the phrase we started with.
If we are factoring a polynomial over the Integers, we Want our

factors to be polynomials over the integers. If we were to

factor a polynomial ovO6r the rational numbers, we would find

factors which were polynomials over the rational numbers, etc.
Thus, we say that the factored form of a polynomial is an

indicated product of polynomials of the same type. Notice that
now we are dealing with the algebra of polynomials, and'we speak
of "multiplying polynomials," meaning of course, that the result-

:, polynomial names the same number as the indicated product.

It is important for teacher and student alike to realize

that we have placed no restrictions on the domain of the variable

when we talk about polynomials over the integers. The variable
could be any real number, or in fact, by a slight extension
of the definitiAl of variable could be any "indeterminate" such
as, for example, Na vector or matrix neither of which is a
number. Later when'the student solves an equation involving a

polynomial over the integers he will realize that it is

permissible for the truth set contain elements that are not
Integers. Thus the sentence 2x + 7- 0, which involves the
polynomial over the integers, 2x + 7, has (-I) as its
truth set.

L1



pages 562-567: 13-1

Answers to Oral Exercises 13-1a; page 562:

1. (a) m'01 +

(b) 3(n`

(c) 3y(y + 2)

(d) a(a'-- 1)

(e) b(b 1)

2(b 4- 2)

(g) 2x(x + 3)

(h) 2(2r

(t)

5)

5)

The commutative property permits us, example, to give

the answer In part (a) as (m

Answers to Oral Exercis lb; page Sob:

1. The expre in parts (a) , (b), (d),

and ( t) are polynomials. The others are not.

(a) polynomial in one variable

(b) polynomial with no variable

(c) not a polynomial

(d) polynomial In two variables

(e) polynomial in nne variable

f) not a polynomial

not a polynomial

polynomial In one variable

Polynomial In two variables

not a polynomial

polynomial

(i)

(1)
(k)

Answers to Problem Set 13-lb: page 507:

The purpose of problems In this set is to give the students

another way to recognize a polynomial.

1, few suggested examples of a polynomial in one variable

are: 3a, 2a i 1, + 8x, (-)TI'

not expected to be

1, These are

requc,re answers; only suggestions.

Examples of poly mla15 in two varLatiles are

a
2

2
3

m F X xt - = 1

i11
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Examples of polynomials in three variables
2 2 2 0

3bxy + b cd + cdc 4a- + 8b- - +

(b) y 3

(c) 2(y 3)

(d) 2(y + 3) 9

are: amn,

(e) The expression is a polynomial in one variable.

If the variable chosen were n, then we would have:

-n

(b)

(c)

(d)

(c )

7.

4n

3(4n +

-n

By definition, a polynomial Involves only the

indicated operations of subtraction, multiplication,

addition, and taking opposites. Since we indicate

division by the opposite of the variable, our

example does not meet the requirements of our
3(4ndefinition of a polynomial.

n
is not

a polynomial.

- 4x, yes

3y + Fey, yes

5m yes

(d

(-) 4u - 12,

3 2
x-y

z - 2)

(e) (3x - )

(c) ax(x k 1)

no

yes

13-2. actoring.

This section defines what we mean by factoring a polynomial

(over the integers). The student learns what we mean by prime

polynomials and the term "prime factorization". It is shown

that factors which are integers are left in their simplest Corm.

414



pages 570-573: 13-2 and 13-3

For example, x 5) is not written as 3(x

Answers to Oral Exercises 13-2; page 570

1. x + 3x2/ can be factored as x(1 since x and

1 3x are polynomials ayer the integers as is

x 4- 3x2, We would not factor x =-4- 3x- as
3

(3 + 9x)
1

since not a polynomial over the integers.

2. No. The factor - x + b Is not a prime polynomial.

3. bx(x +5)

4. _

2ar
2
(-

Answers to Problem -;et 13 -2; pages 570-571:

1 --.- The sentences in (a), (b), (c), (g )) (1

and (J) aye true fp,r---all values of the variables. The

others are ot.-

The expressions in parts

polynomials. The others

(c),

are. not.

The express: ions in-parts (a),

are prime pdynomtals. The others are

f 3)

(10) 4- 2a + 3)

5(b - 7c)

13-3. Common Monomial.FlaLciLlUriii.

and (d)

Answers to Oral Exercises 13 -3a; No-- 573:

(a)

(b)

(h)

I ,)

(d) 3Y(Y

are

.111_ (1 Jmn), tan

(j) Yax(r lax

(h)



pages 573-574: 13-3 and -13-'4

The expressions in parts

monomials. The others are not.

a

Answersto Problem Set_ 13-3a; page 574:

1. In parts (a), (b); (d), (e) °, and (g)

2. (a) 3(x + 2) (k) x
2 + 2x + 4)

(c), and (e) are

(b) 8(c + 3)

2(a 9)

(d) prime

(e) 3(2x + 3)

prime

a(a + b)

c + d)

a a
2 +a +

cn
2
(cn

2

2)

13-4. Quadratic Polynomial-

An attempt is made in this and the next few sections

present a unified approach to the proCess of factoring. Rather

than exhibit a compendium of different polynomial types eacn

with its specialized`' technique -, the discussion centers on the

(p)

(q)

2a(1 + 9a)

3m(2m 3)

2a(c, + 3d + 5bd)/

prime

3x(x -4:4x2

b(x2 + y2).

2b(b2 e 3b - 2)

3a(x'+ 5y - 3a

7b7c,(ab - 9c2)

quadratic polynomial

Ax Bx + C.

In'substance the process of factoring involves the identifi-

cation of two integers a and b in a so- called second form

Ax ax bx + C,-

which can -then be factored by a direct application of the

distributive property. This in effect, exactly reverses the
-4

multiplication process developed in earlier chapters.

141b



pages 574-576: 13-4

The integers a and b are determined by the conditions

a 4- b B and ab =3AC.

if A 7_= 1, the latter, of course, reduces_to ab = C. 41n this

way the form. x
2

C with leading coefficient 1, may be

considered as a special case of the general type above. For

simplicity, however, the study of this special case precedes

the more general treatment.

Two important special erns, the difference of two-squares

and perfect squares} are treated in sections 13-5 and 13-6, .

respectively, as special cases of the general quadratic. As

such they are analyzed by means of the method applied in the

,previous section.. The student,'however, will quickly learn,

(and should definitely be enCouraged to do so), that the

factored form in'theae cases can-readily be determined by

inspection thus eliminating the need for intermediate steps.
,

Since the "perfect square" concept is of major importance

In the study of quadratic equations, the recognition test in

section 13-6 should be given special attention. The process

of "completing the square" is given an igatiOrmal introduction

at this point. This will help'the student prepare for the work

in Chapter 18.

The term "perfect square" as applied here is restricted to

polynomials with integral coefficients. It may be necessary

later on to extend this notion to include such polynomials as

1
r even 5x +

--However, such an extension should probably be postponed untAa

the need arises.

There are essentially two motives behind the approach to

factoring as used in this chapter aside from the mathematical

virtues inherent in any unifying theory. They are:

(1) The factoring pFocess is exhibited directly as

systematic reversal of the multiplication process.

(2) The student is not obliged to confront a w).de variety'

of different types with the sometimes "painful"

necessity of choosing the most appropriate mehod for

417



pages 577-578: 4

dealing with each separate type.

The factoring of quadratic polynomials plays a prominent

role in the study of open, sentences. Thus it has greater

relevance for the student of introductory algebra than do the

other types.

Answers to Problem Set -4a; pages 577 -578:

(c).

(d)

(b2 + b) +

(m2 + 2m)

(b + 1)

- (3m + 6)

(a2 - 12a) + (2a - 24)

(b2 6b) (4b - 24)

(c + 3)c + (c + 3)5

(b) (3c + 4)3c '4- (3c + 4 )(-4)

'(o) (5m - 4)7m +, (5m - 4)3

(d) (2x + 1)x + (2x + 1)7

(a) (m + 2)(m + 3)

) (y + 3)(Y + 4)

(z - 2)(z + 3)

(d) (x + 5)( - 4)

4. (a) (3x + 2)(x + 3)

(b) (2r - 3)(5r + 2)

(c) (3q 5)(2q + 3)

5 (a) (x 4) (x + b)

(b) (c + d)(5 + a)

(c) + 2b) (3a + 4)

1

418

(d)

( d )

(2y 5)(4y -

(2m + 1)(2m + 1

(3a + 4)(4a + 1)

2b)(m2 n)

- y)(5 + a)

3)(3_ 4: 4)



pages 578 =583: 13.4

Answers to Oral Exercised 1341), page 582:

1 (A) 2, 5

(b) -2, =5

(c) 2, 4

(d) -2,=4

(e) =4, 2

-2

x2 + 4x + 2x + 8 (g) x2 + 4x + 3x + 12

(b) x
2
+ ex 3c+ 8 (h) x2 =£6x - 2x + 12

( x
2

- 4x - 2x + 8 (i) x
2 + x + 12x + 12

(d) x
2
+ x ex - 8 _2

j x + 3x - 4x 12

(e) x2 + 4x = 2x - 8 (k) x2 + 6x - 2x - 12

f) x2 4x + 2x - 8 x
2

- 12x + x 12

Ans era to Problem Set 13-4b; page 583:

1. (a) x2 + 5x + 3x + 15 f) m2 - 6m + 2m - 12

2
(b) r - 5r 4- 3r - 15 (g) a- - 4a - 3a + 12

) a2 + 9s -.a - 9 (h) y2 + 6y + 4y + 24

(d) t2,+ 3t,+ 2t + 6 (1) z2 - 6z = 5z + 30
NJ.

(e) w-
.2

- 11w + w - 11 (j) c2 + 4c - 6c =X24

2. (a) t2 12t + 35 a t
2
+ 7t + St + 35

(t + 7)t + (t + 7)9

(t10A- 7)(t 5)

w
2

- 7w + 10 = w2 - 5w + 10

(w - 2)w +

(w - 2)(w - 5

419
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pages 583-589: 13-4

- 11)(r - 2) .(E) (a + 1 (a - 5)

(d) - 7)(a - 11) (h) (y 4)(y -

(e) (m 6)(m 3) (1) (x 1)(x - 4).

(t) ( + 7) 3) (j) (b - 8)(b - 1)

(y - 9)(y + 2) (f) (k 7)(k - 1)

(b) (a + 5)(a - 1) (g) (x 16)(x 1)

(c) (x + 3)(x - 10) (-) 2)(x - 9)

(d) (w - 4)(w - 4) _ 4 }(m 4)

(e). (w - 7)(w + 1) (t + 1)(t + 1)

kaawers to Oral Exercises 13-4c; page 589:

1. (a) 3x - 7

5x

5 - 2x

(b) 2x2 - 3x
2

x + 5

x-
2 - 2x + 5

3 + 2x +

9 - x
2

2x
2

- 3x
2

x + 5

x
2

- 2* T

2x
2

(r)

2

2x2 - 3x

x
2 - 2x + 5

3 2x + 5x-
2

2
x + 5

x-
2

- 2x + 5

3x - 7
23 + 2x + 5x-

5 - 2x

9 - x-
2

2x2 - 3x, -3

x
2

- 2x + 5, -2

5x, 5

3 + 2x + 5x2," 23 + 2x + 5x 5 - 2x, -2

9 - x
2

22
- 3x, 2

3 2
x + 2

4 x + 5, 1

3x - 7 x2 - 2x + 5,
2

5x 2x , 2

5 - 2k

x
3 + 3x

2

420

3 + 2x + 5x2

2
9 x- -1



589-590: 13-4

a) (a)(b) =
a 4- b = -11

a = -8, b-

(b) (a) (b) 24

a + b = 10
a 6, b 4

) (a)(b) -24

a + b -23
a -24, b

(a) ( -b) = -24

a + b .= 10

a = -2, _b = 12

(e) a 8;

a -6, b = 4

a = 24,

(h) a = -12, b = -2

Anawere tc Problem Set 13-4o; pages 590-591:

2y2+ 7y + 3.= 2y2 + 6y y + 3

(y + 3)(2Y) + + 3)( )

(y + 3)(2y + 1)

3y 2 7y + 2= 3y2 + y + 6y + 2
= (3y + 1)y eme-

- (3y + 1)(y + 2)
y + 1)2

(2a + 1)(2a + 1r)

(a) (n )(3

3x - 2)(x -
(4x - 1)(2x -
h 12)(h + 2)

1)(7x + 13)

(1) - 1)(x + 7)

421

(x + 1)(5x - 7)
(2h + 1)(h - 5)
(2u - 3)(2u - 3)
(v 9')(v + 4)

(3x 4- 71(2x + 3)

(7t + 2)(2t 5).

(I)) (5Y - 1)(7Y - 3)



page 990-594: 13-4 and 13-5

2.

3

(a) (8x + 1)(x + 15)

(b) (4x - 1)(2x - 15)

(c) (2x - 1)(4x + 15)

(d) (x + 5)(8x -

(e) (x - 5)(8x -

(f) (4x + 5)(2x + 3)

(g) (2x - 5)(4X 3)

(h) (x - 3)(8x + 5)

(a) (2x + 3)(2x - 3)

(b) (2h + 3)(2h + 3)

(c). (z = 5)(z + 5)

(d) (v 1)(v + 1)

(e) (2Y - 9)(Y + 4)

p (2x +,5)(4x + 3)

(2y - 6)(2y + 6)

(2y + 6)(2y + 6)

(x + 6)(x + 5)

4)(5x 18)

- 12)(5x - 6)

5. Differences of Squares.

a2 b2 (a b)(a - b) may be stated in words: "the

difference of the squares of two numbers is equal to the product

of the sum of the numbers and the difference of the numbers."

Some students may wonder about factoring expressions like

x
2

- 5 when they see how to factor x2 - 4. The former cannot

be factored over the Integers but, as we shall see in section

13-7, It can be factored over the reals as follows:

x2 5 = (x )(x -

For this reason the teacher should avoid statements like,

it is not fact6rable," but instead say, "It is not factorable

over the integers."

Similarly, x
2 9, cannot be factored over the integers

or over the reels, but if we were to extend our number system

to Include what we call the comp tI numbers, we could factor

this expression

2
9 = x

2
(-9) - 3I)(x

422
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pages 594-595: 1375

We see. that both of the examples fit in with the form

2
b2a - b (a + b)(a - ).

Answers to t Exercises 13-5; pages 594-595:

1.

(c)

(d)

(e)

(7

- 5)(n

6)(t

- a)(7

+ 5)

- 6)

+ a)

(f )

(g)

(h)

( x - 1)(2x + 1)

(ab - 2)(ab + 2)

(3z + 5)(3z - 5)

(2x

(m

t2

x2

2

x2

4x2

- 5)(2x

+

- 1

- 36

- 100

- 49

- 1

+ 5)

n) (j ),

. (f)

(g)

(h)

(4a 2b)(4a + 2b)

(1 - 20(1 +

9m-
2

-

v

2 2 2
s-t- u-

2
1 -

225

Answer to Problem Set 13 ..5) pages 595-596:

1. (a) (n + 4)(n - 4) + ) (w - 1)

(b) - 5)(x + 5) (g) rs + 2)(r8 - _2)

(c) - 9)(t 9) - 2)(31-'3 + 2)

(d) (9 - t)(9 + t) (1) (5n - 1)(5n + 1)
*

(e) (8 + 3)(8 (j) (4 - 7k)(4 + 7k)

(a) n2 - 16 w2 - 22°)

t
2

- 1 (g)
x2

X
2

(h) m-2n
2

- 1

2
s lo0 (i) 4m

2
n
2

- x2

'x2 - 49
_

(I) 4x-
2

- 9

423.-



page 59v

3.

13-5

(a) (x y)(x y)

(b) - 5)(x 3)

) (5Y - 2)(Y

(a) 5a(a + 1)

(m

(g)

(h)

(1)

j)

3ab 4 5). (3xb + 5) (1)

4. (a) 396* (g)

(b) 896 (h)

(c) 899 (1)

(a) 2496 (j)

(e) 1591

391x

Hint: (17x_ 20

(n + 1 )(n - 1)

(b) (x.+ 2

(c) (x + a + 1)(x - a +

4- a

Y) (x + y - 1)

(a) 899 - 302 - 1

(3o - 1)(30

3-
_2

(b) 1591

(40 - 3)

4

6z(1 - 3z)

(t 1),(2t 5)

(1 - 120(1 + 12t)

9(x2 9)

(u 17)(U 1

ab(a + b)

159Qx,

2499xy

9999

(6)(6)(4)(11 ) = ((36)(44)

1584

+ 3 )(2o - 3).

not prime.

n ©t prime



pageS 597=602. 13-6

Answers to Oral Exercises 13 -6; page 601:

1. The expressions in parts

are perfect squares.

2. (a) 9

(b) 29

(c) 4

3. (a) (x 4)2

(b) (n 3)2

(x y)2

Answers to Problem Set 13- 6

Co)

(d)

and h

25, -v44)2 or '+(y + 2)2

4m + 1)2

(2a + b)2

pages 602-604:

1. (a) yes (e) yes (i) yes

(b) no , no (j) no

(c) n no (g) yes (k) yes

(d) no (h) no (1) yes

2. x
2

- 8x + (16)

(b) x2 + 8x +

2
n + 2n + (1)

t2t + 10t + (25)

e) y2 iby + (64)

+ (8x) + 16 , or x) + 16

(g) y- (24y) + 144
2

or (-24y) + 144

(h) 982 bs + (1)

(t) u- - (10u) + 25 or u2 (-10u) + 25

12a

(k) 4 4st

I) (x ) + bxy + 9y-

4- (12s) 9 or (-12s) +

.(n) (16v ) + 40v + 25

425



pages 602 -603. 13-6

(0) 49x2 16y2 or 49x2 -

(p) (v + 1)2 + 4(v + 1) (4)

(a) (x + 6)2 f) (61c.-' 1)2

(b) (2e - 3)2 (g) 3(4t2 + 12t +- 9)

(c) 2(m2 + 6m + 36) (h) a(a 7 b)2

(a) 3(u + 1)2 +;)2
(e) (v - t)2

40
4. (a) x2 -I: 4x + 4 (d) x-2 - 14x + 49

(b) a- - 6a + 9 ) x- - 2xy + y2_2 2

y2 + 20y + 100 ) r2 + 12r + 36.

5. (21 ) (20 +-

400 + 40 +

441

(41)(41) (40 -I-

1600

1641

(19)2 (20 - 1)2

400 - 40 + 1

= 361
) 2 2

1600 - 80 + 1

= 1521

(29)(29) (30 - 1)2
$90© - 60 + 1

= 841

426
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pages 603-604: 13-6

(r) (51)2 (50 1)2

- 2500 + 100 + 1

2601

(49)2 ay (50 1)2

2500 - 100 + 1
0

2401

(h) (99)2 100 - 1)2

1141. 10,000 - 200 + 1

" 9,801

(i) 101) 101 (100 + 1)2

10,000 + 200 + 1

0,201

(y -6)(Y-
(b) (x + 3)2

(c) 2
+

2

(d) (t 3)(3t + 2).

(n) (2x+ 1)(x + 2)
(0) 8(nr + 1 )(m - 1)
(p) (2y - 1)2

a(x + 5)2
(e) (3s + 4)(35 - 4) + 4)(r

) (u + v)2 4x( - 5)
(g) (x + 1)(6X - 7) 5(m + 2)(m - 2)

(h) 3(y + 1)(y - 1) (u) 3a(x - 3)(x - 2)
(i) (u + 7)(u - 2) 5)

x(a + b)

2(k 3)(k + 2)
(J) (y - 5)2

(k) 3t) (,1 ÷ 3t)
(a + 2)03 +
8(y2

427

(Y) (t - 1)(

(z) (y + 6)(5y - 12)

2 + 1)



pages 604-608: 13-7 and 13-

Peet/one 13-7 and 13-8 on polynomials over the reels

and over the rationale are intended to give the studeni a

broader lock at the subject of polynomials in general and

the faatoring of polynomials in particular. These sections may

be omitted without serious loss of continuity if the teacher

reels that the material may tend to confuse the issue. Such

an omission might be seriously recommended for classes of

particularly slow students.

The question of whether or not a given polynomial can be

factored is now seen to depend on the particular set of

Coefficients under consideration. For example the polynomial

x
2

- 7 is readily seen to be unfactorable over the integers.

However, if this same expression is regarded as a polynomial

over the real numbers, then the factored form is

(x 44(7) (x ,i7)

Once again the point is emphasized that factors must be

of the same type as the expression being factored. In this

sense an instruction which merely directs that a student

factor x
2

- 7 without an accompanying statement relative to

the coefficient set is ambiguous.

Pdlynomials over the rationals are shown in section 13-8

to be expressittle as the product of a rational number and a

polynomial over the integers. This essentially reduces the

problem of factoring over the rationals to one 'of factoring over

the integers. For simplicity sake this is the procedure

recommended for this chapter.

In subsequent work it will probably be helpful to offer

two options to the student in factoring an expression such aa'-'

He may wish to write

7(2x + 1)(2x 1)

2 1
X + x.+

or (x 1-)(x +

For the present it is perhaps wise to stick to the former

approach.

1428



pages 604=609 13 -7 and

A0*-

In order to avoid uncertainties in the student's mind it

is perhaps wise to establish a pattern'of priorities in the

general proach to factoring over the real numbers. The first

attempt should always be to factor over the Integers. If the

'Polynomial contains fractional coefficients which are rational,

then a common monomial factor consisting of the reciprocal of

the L.C.L. of the fractions involved should beextracted,

Factory containing irrational coefficients might be thought of

As a kind of "last resort". It should be stressed, however,

that the latter procedure is legitimate:only for polynomials

over the reels, and cannot be applied if the initial problem

'is stated in terms of rational or integral polynomials.

An5werp to Oral Exercises 137; page 606:

1.- (x v/47)(x - ,r7) 6. (3x Y 5)(3x + y s/5)

2. (y - 4/T0(y 4110/Tf) 7. (ax -)(ax VT)
IP

3. - )(3m 15) 8. (5ay b')(5ay bitT)

4. (2z + %/7)(2z 4/7) 9 (ate ii/T)(EtV7 ± VT)

(k4/7 - )(1/-7.+ n) 10. - VF)(a +

Answ rs to Problem Set 13-7: page 606:

1. (m + ,(5)(m 6. (z

2 (t 4)(t t- 4)

3. (2x - %/7) (2x + ,(7)

4. (2y - 3)(2y 1-

(ab )(ab f Ar) 1C.

7.

Answers. to Oral Exerolses 1A-

1
1.

2
-

2. 2t

3. - 4)

4 (yL 2)

5. T(

(k b .,./7)(k + b

(bu + v ,,/7)(6u -

(x %/I ,/7)(x,,

VE) ( r )

page 609:

1(9s2

1 2
- 4)

1
(m- + 3m +

l
( 4y2

10. (9

429



pageb 609-61g: - 1 and 9

Answers to- Problem Set 13-8; page 609:

1. (t # 3)(t - 3)

2.

1
x 2

y 2)2 7. (M4..

4) 8. (a

2)(x 4 9.

(x 2) 10.

-13 =9. T th Sets of Polynomial, Equations'

When an equation is put in a form in-which one side is a

Polynothlal and-the 'other sidis-,0, wwe call it a -polynomial

equation in standard form.. The truth set of a polynomial

equation can be found if we can factor the polynoMial and then

-make use of the property that for any real numbers' a °and 'b,

ab = 0 if end Only if a 7 0 or 1:1; O.

2)( 26)

b)2

4)(X ÷ 4)

t)(5 t)

Answers to Oral Exercises_ 1379; page 612:

(a

Answers to Problem Set 13=9; pages 64-613:

(-1 -4) (e) (-2, 7)

(2, 3) (f) (-5, 3).

(-2,-1) (g) (-9,-8)

(-1, 9) (h)

2. (a)

(b)(b)

(c)

2
t-

2
x-

y2

2t =

11y4-

4y -4-

15,=

18

=

0,

= 0,

0,

(-5,

( -9,

(1,

3)

=2)

3)



pages 612-61

'b2 6b 0,

(e) 'm2 - 66 = 0,

- 82 - _30 ='0,

-

(g) x
2

- 5x +' 6 =-0,

lqh) 18 7x 0;

2
1) X - 9x + 20 Q,

-(J) Y2 49 = 0,

2
k) x + ex + 3b - 0,

(1, 5)

(11,-6)

(15,-V)

(2, 3)

(-2, 9)

5)

(7,-7)

This cannot be factored

over the integers; we

cannot find the truth set

by present methods.

3. If a .is the number, then
42 is the square of

the number and the open sentence

.a
2 = 7 + 6a.

a2 7 + 68)) 7 4-6a 7 4- 6a))

-7 -6a) . 7 + 6a + (-7) + ( -6a)

a2 _ 7 6a . (7 + (-7)) + (6a + (-6a))

2
a - oa - 7 = 0 + 0

7)(a + 1) T. 0

-a = 7 or as (-1

In the open sentence, if a = 7, then

a
0 2

7 ti 7 + 6a = 7 + 42
and

- 49 49

If then

2 2
a- = ( -1)

1
, 'and\

= V

The truth se

( - -1, 7).

7 + 6a = 7 -,6

the original sentence is

1431



e 613: 13-9

( e )

If w is the number of inches in the width of

the iectanglei then- (w 5) is the number of

inches in the length of t rectangle-and the

open sentence is

w(w

The numbers-: 5)2a:d84; 'sat sfythis sentence.'

however, the teacher should emphasize the fact

thethat t doirein of the variable for a measurement

of length is the .set of positive real numbers

and (-12) is not within the domain. Consequently

the truth set for the problem is (7).

The number-can be 1 or 9.

If m is 'the larger number, then the smaller one

is = 8 Them
i

m(m - 8) = 84

- 8m 84 . 0

- 14)( 6) . 0

= l or M = -6.

The larger number can be either 14 or

The smaller numbeK. - 8) is then 6 or -14.

0 : two pairs satisfy the condit s' of the

blem=pr

(14, and (-6,-14).

(5, 7) The pair (-3,-1) is not acceptable if

the odd numbers are considered a subset of the

counting numbers, and thus positive.

_,e ) .;:24

The truth set of this sent_ _ceis (12, 2).- If

the length is he be longer than the width, then

we use only

and 14 =

the dimensions are

432

2 ft. and 2 ft.



*gee 613-617

a .1 4)(61 3).. a2, where is the number

of beet in the Iangth of the side. of the

square.

12 ft. (2) 16 ft. and

answers to Review Problem Set; pages 616-620:

' 1. (a) 19 (e) -

(b) 16

) 22

3.

-14

lla

50

3e

0

-3t

-12a

f -26

(g) 0

(h) 11

(g) 2d

(h) -5a

2c 2b

(J) 5n - 4m

(k) 2x - 3y 4z

20 (h)

-27 (I)

-32 )

30 (k)

30 (1)

14

-T4

4, ab 4-'ac

(b) ac

-am - bm

2mn 6mp

f

0

-8a

-1

1m

0

.9ac 15bc

.-a = b

(h) -4a $'1- 3b - 2m A- 7

-(1) 0

2
(j) a- 5a

4331



Pages 617 -618

(k)

(1)

(a)

- 7m + 12

2
a + 2a - 24

6a2 + 17a + 12

(0)

(P)

(q)

.261c + :12

4m2 - 23mn + 15n2

2

() 8b2 2b - 1 ac ad+ be + bd

4 (d) -5

5 ) 4

-3 11

7x - 5 (f) 9x 5y

5y - 73 (g) 6c - 4

(c) 4x
2
+ 5x - 2 (h). 2m + 9ri - 14

(d) -3n + 3 1) - 7y - 4z

(e) a + 2b (j) 7r - 10a +8t

(a) 6(a + 2b) (mJ 8)(m i)

(b) 4(c) - 2d) (3c - 5d)

m(m + 2b + 1)

(-3)(a 2b 4c)

2a(b + 4x = 5y)

(x + 3)(x +'7)

(2r 5s)(3m 7)

(a.+ b)(c d)

(3m - 4n) (5m + 7P)

(5a b)(3c - 4d),

(b + 5)(b + 6)

(a - 10)(a 7)

434

(0 a(2b c)(b - 2c)

(p) ab (m - 8)(m

(q) 2c - 5d)(2C 5d)

8)2`

(s) (3x 10)2

(t) (2x - 5a)2

(u) This is a prime polynomial

over the rationale.

However, over real numbers,

5 4x2 can be factored:

( -)(115-+ 2s).



pages 618-620

9.

(d,

B)

(f)

5m 6n 27
90

10a

1

a5b5
(g)

m n

(is)
0

(19)

(k)

)

(m)

(g)

(h) (0, 5)

(0 all numbers greater than

-7.

(j) all numbers greater than

but less than 7.

3 2 2ILY±
ax

4

-25x
4

77--7
9m

21

ab
m _

7am
3
n
3

-1

x

( -9, 9) (k) 0

(f) (-

) 24 feet, 16 feet

(b). Ann is 36 years old, Jerry is 12 years old.

(e)

(d)

8- girl's, 10 boys

11, 4

7 inches

435



$yEges.-ed.Test items

Which of the following expressions are:

polynomials

prime polynomials

perfect squares

differences of squares

Assume,in each case that we are considering polynomial-

over the integerii..

-16m2 - 1 (f) +

622 + 15Y ) 3a

2
(c) - lox 5 (h)

x
2

-
2

2(d)

(e) x
2
+ 7x - 3x - 21 (j) a2 +

b

2
y

4

+ b2

2. Find a prime factorization of each of the following:

(a) m2 - 4m + 3

(b) 2ax2 + 2ay2

c-
2

- 100

ax
2
+ 7ax + 12a

RY
2

- c
2

ax +- 7x + 3a + 21

. 2
a + 16a + 64

2x
2

- 6x - 8

2y2 +

3x2
3y - 5

301x + 100

Find.the truth sets of each of the

x
2

+ llx = 0

A 2
(b) x + 8x - 20

lowing equationsa

.(c) 4c2 - 49 = 0

(d) 2x2 + 20x + 50 = 0

Write each of the following indicated products as an

indicated sum.

-(a)

(b)

(5x - 4y)(5x + 4y) (d) (m

Os + b)2

(c) (w + 5)(w 2).
A

436 I
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Complete each of, the following so ,that the resulting

polynomial is.a perfect square.

(a)

(b)

(c)

c2 +

m-
2

-

4a-
2

12c + (

10m + (

- 4a + (

)

)

(d)

(e)

(f)

y
2

(

a
2

+

25x
2

-Answers to Suggested Test Items_

1 polynomials: (a),

(j).

)orime polynomials:

perfect squares:

difference of squares:

(b), (c),

(m

2a

- 1)

2 _2)

(c + 1Q )(

a(x + 4)(x + 3)

(3y + c )(3y - c)

(0,-11)

(b) (2, -10)

0
a) 25x' by`

(b) *9a2 b +

(e) w2 + 7w +

5. (a) 12c

10m + 25

(c) 4a2 - 4a + 1

437

49

81b2

9Y

(f) (x + a + 7)

(g) (a + 8)2

(h) 2(x - 4)(x + 1)

(!) (2y + 5)(y - 1)

(j) (3x - '1).(x loo)

(d) (-5)

(d) m2 - 8m + 16

(f)

x + 2

5c - 24

y2+ 14y+ 49

lBab + -81b2
4.

25x
2

- 30xy + 95T
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Chapter 147

RATIONAL EXPRESSIONS

Although this chapter deals with. hedefizliion of, and

operations rational expressions, the term "rational ex-

pression" itdelf is not introduced until 'section 14-5. ,Earlier

in the chapterT indicated quotients of'polYnomials are introduced;

and multiplication and addition of such indicated quotients are

cons dared in sections 14-3 aird 14J4, respectively. It is, in

section 14-5 that a formal definition of rational expression 18
1

introduced. It is an extensidn of the definition of polynomial

in Chapter 13, in that the opera on of divisTbn is /Permitted,

and the polynomials are seen to constitute a subset of the set of

rational expressions.
b

It is also apint section 14-5 that any. rational

expression, though it ma not be the indicated quotient of twd

polynomials, can be simplified" to such a form. Therefore, since

the skills of adding and multiplying any two indicated. quotients

of polynomials have already been develbped, any two rationll-ex-

Wessions can be added oyultiplied by first changing them to

this form. Subtraction presents no special problem, since, by

definition, an expression-indicating subtraption may be restated

in terms Of addition;' this is done in section 14-4. Division,

however, does present a special problem, and section 14-6 is

devoted to the long division process regularly presented in

elementary algebra. In this section, the process of dividing two

polynordials is compared to that of changing an "improper fraction"

to a "mixed number" in arithmetic; this is a sound pedagogical

device, in that new Understandings and skills areAerived from

old ones. 0'

In fact, this chapter is motivated in part by an analogy
41.

/

betwe n the integers and the polynomials (over the integers] and

betw en rational numbers and rational expressions. As one example

the fruits of this analogy (besides the one mentioned above),

every rational number can be expressed as the indicated quotient of

two integers, and every rational expression can be expressed as

the indicated quotiW of two polynomials.



The analogy can be established in only a casual way at this

time, however; since he student in this course has had no experi-
.

tnce with he ides an ind9terminate, which gives expressions

a life of their own, independent of numbers. So fat' as phe student

is concerned, expreseions are names for numbers. Both polynomials,

and rational expr6ssions ape subsets of the set of all numerals.

Thus, the implication In this chapter is that we haye Sh,algebra

of numerals with the same structure as the algebra of numbers;

Even though the student's appreciation of the analogy between

'-numbers and expressions is necessarily lim there are certain

understandings the teacher should have in- teaching this chapter.

The folloreg-discussion is concerned with such understandingS.

Consider, for example, the distributive property:
1

a(b c) = ab ac.

We have a -ways understood' a-, b, ond c, to be real numbers, so

that we are dealing with an assn about real numbers, The

assertion involves two phrases "a(b c)" and "al ac" and

enales us to' replace either phrase by the other, in any statement

about4tal numbers, without altering the validity of the statement.

However, suppose we forget, for the-moment, that we are talking

about real numbers (as was commonly done at one time in elementary

algebra). Then the distributive property '(or "law") becomes

a "rule" for transforming algebraic expressions, that is, a rule

in the "game" of "symbol pushing". From this point of view, the

various fundamental properties, with which we have been working,

constitute the complete set of rules of the game. Attention is

thus shifted from tiv system of real numbers to the language used

to talk about the real numbers. Although blind symbol pushing is.

highly undmirable, it is a fact that we do work with expressions

from this point or view. This is what we are doing whenever we

diseust the form'of an expression. The difference is that symbol/

pushing at this level is not mechanical but is with reference to

an algebraic system. We shall now describe more carefully this

system.



In the first place, 'we "add" and "multiply "" expressions 'by

use of What we tame called "indicated" sums and products. Thus;

it A and B are expressfons then A + B and A 13 a- also

expressions . We alSo Write A = B provided that 'for each ,per-

mitted value ofeach variable involved in A and B, the numerals

"A" and "B") name t e same number. This is aegually a definition

of equality for exprssio4s. The numerals " " and "1" are

themselves expressions and serve as the additi : and

tivj identities. With these agreements, the following basic

properties couldlbe found for expressions and have, isi,fa been

used many times in the course: p

1. 17, A and B are expressions," then A + B.

an expression.

2. If A and B are expressions, then .A + B = B

3. If A, B,' and .0 are expressions, thee

(A + B) +C = A+ (B + C)'.

There is an expression .0 such that A - C = A for

-every A.

5. For each expression A, there __ an expression -A

such that A + (-Al = 0.

If A and B are expressions, AB is anexpression.

7. If A and B are.expressionst AB = BA.

If A, B, and C are - expressions, then (AB)C = A(BC

9. There is an expression 1 such that A.A =,A for

every A. '

10. For each expression A different from 0, 'there is an

expression w such that - 1.
li--.' if .A, is and C are exp7essions, then

A(B + C) - AB + AC.

Thus we see that the class of rational expressions satisfies

the axioms for a field. The class of all polynomials (or all

polynomials In one variable over the integers) is a sub-system

of the class of rational expressions and has all of these proper-

ties except Number 10. Notice also that the.rattonal numbers

satisfy all of these properties, and the integers satisfy all

except Number 0--hence, the parallel between rational expressions

and polynomia1s on the one.hand, with rational numbers and

integers on the her. 4



pages 21 -622: 14-1

I

4 Once these general, properties. are established, we can study

rational expressions and polynomials as algebraic systems in
their own right ind tly of-their connection lith real

nUmbers. Bud ,work with factefing, simpl cation of rational

expressions and division of pol-- mialp forma--a small fragment of,
thestudyof these general ,s-yst s, although

{we
have not presented

it explicitly as such. *is way of ;ooking .tthe langua6 of
algebra, which is implicit in much of-what has gone before., .will

turn up frequently in later courses in algebra. A good student

automatically shifts to this point elf/view about algebra as he
matures. However,-if this occurs before he understands, at least

intuitively, that an algebraic system is involved, only confusion
will result, This is why it is important eb go bad( to tie real

mumbers whenever students show signs of mechanical manipulation

of symbols. For further discussion see' Studies in Mathematics,.

Volume III, Sections 6 -1_- 6 -b.

14-1. Ho ynomials and Integers.

In thJ etpning section, an analogy is made.between the

integers and the polynomials over the integers. Although the

analogy is necessarily flimsy at this time, it is worth making
bee_ se of the use that will be made of it in sections 14-5 and
14-6. ,*

The analogy rests 9_ the fact that polynomials (over the

fniegers), Cpnsidered as numerals, have the same closure proper-
ties as the integers.

+0 take addition for example, the integers are

v closed under addition. That is, the sum of any

two integerW is an integer. (The whole idea of

closure may have tobe reviewed at this time.)

Now, the indicated sum of two polynomials is also

a polynomial since addition is one of the permis-

sible operations in generating a polynomial.. Th'ere-

fore, the indicatedsum of two polynomial numerals
r

is another, polynomial numeral.
4

In this way, it

-makes sense to the student to say that the poly-

nomials are .closed under addition. (Again, as

2



pages 622-623: 14-11

teachers, we must overlook ht fact that

r'whey polynomials are conbidered as abstract.

1 xpressions, not as numerals, closure of poly-

nomials under addition is more substantiVe.Ye.

In a similar way, it is-'established that the polynomial's,

like the integers, are closed under subtraction and multiplication,

but not under division:-

Answers to pgai. Exercises 14-1. page 622:

1. A Volynomial (over a seat ©f-number's) is an expression which

indicates addition,odubtraction, multiplication oritaking

opposite or elements of the set of numbers 'and a set of

variables. Any numeral for a number of the set'or any

variable is also a polynomial.

Polynomials and integers share the following closure

properties:

(a) closed'under multiplication, addition and subtraction.

(b) not closed under division.

Answers to Problem Set 14-1; page- 522-6_

J. Al every instance the resulting expression is-a polynomial.

(60_ 5x - 2 (f) 3a2 - 4a + 1

(b) 5x

(c) 12a + '

(a) a2

3a +' 3a + 1

(-

0

(-

(a

'443

(g) tax - 2x + 7a - 7

th) x2 + 10x 25

(i) 0

(j), 3x - 3x
2
+ 5x - 7



pages 623 -625: 14-1 and -2

If the height of the smaller triangle is h inches, hen the

area of the triangle is 4(4)h sqUare inches. The area of

the second triangle is 1(4

sentence is

4)h (4 = 15.

2h÷ 3h = 15

5h = 1

h = 3

The height of the smaller triangle

of the larger,, inches.

square inches. The open

inches; the height

14-2, quotients of P_ h-m als.

Indicated quotients of polynomials are singled out for

discussion here. As mentioned earlier, they will be identified

as rational expressions in a later section.

The principal purpose of this sedtion is to provide the stu-
,e

dent with more experience in restricting the domain of a variable--

or variables--so that the expression in which it appears- repre-

sents a real number. In this case, of course, the emphasis is on

indicated quotients of polynomials, and the restrictions are

aimed at avoiding zero denominators.

It l& true that the studene-Piss had such experiences before.

,However, this is a more concentrated attack on the problem. In

the next Sections, where indicated quotients of polynomials are

multiplied and added, restrictions on domains must be kept con-
' stantly in mind. It is hoped that this section will help the

student do this.

Answers to Oral Exercises .-2; pages L5-62_

1. Values for which the denominator of the expression is zero

names a real number for all x except x - -1.



pages 14-2

3. The domain of x for the expression 1 does dot include
x (

0 because division by zero is not defined; that is,
1

1

is not a real number.

4. (a) no restrictions on x

.(b) Exclude 0.

(c)' no restrictions on m or

(d) x cannot be negative.

(e) Exclude O.

(f) Exclude

(g) no restriction on

(h) no restriction on

(i) Exclude

Exclude '1 and -2.

(k) no restrictions on a or on b

(1) Exclude 5.

(m) Exclude all numbers less than -1.

(n) All values of x must be excluded because for all

values of x the denominator is zero, and the indicated

quotient does not name a real number.

no restrictions on x

Answer- to Problem Set 14-2; page 626:

1. no restriction

Exclude 1.

Exclude =3.

4. Exclude =5 from the

domain of b.

5. Exclude

6. no restriction

r either domain

7. Exclude 0 from the

9. Exclude -

10. Exclude all values. This

expression never names a

real number since its de-

nominator is always 0. v

11. Exclude and

12. no restriction

Exclude 0 and -1.

14. Exclude 7 and 3.

domains of x and .y 15. Exclude -4.127 and ;,147

no restriction on either

domain



pages 0:

Answers to Oral Exercises 14 -3a pages t
fax - 1

1 1" is true for all values of x except

C

2x - 1

(b)

a , 0,

0,

Answers to Problem Set 14-
'DO

-77T

b 0, c 0

CO x X -,
2

- b 0, a -12

a -

x 4

(h) 1, k

ge (7)50

a'h3

no re rict ns

ab, b 0 /

5x + 50x 4 45
t - 18x- +

x + 112 -1,
5:

a 1:5

- a
()(

x 0,

5
x + 1

(x + 2)(x 7F 1)

X

X X



Answers to Problem Set 14 -3b; pages 32-

5

4

Y _

. x + 5

'5.

6. a2

1 + b

+ 2,,

-2,

Y 5,

-1

-6

12.

13.

3

2b
ab 30b

3a 27a 60a

6,

a -5

447



pages 633-r3r: 14-3 and lb-4

The denominator 5y - 2(2y) - y is zero for all values

y. It is impossible to oerform the,indicat/ed operatipn.

lb.

15. Let be the larger part (number)

Then SO - x Is the smaller part,

Then we have

+ 5(80 x) 76

Solution set: (--(2)

The parts are 72 and 9.

16. Let x be the tens' digit. The

units digit and the number is

10x + (12 -- x).

x 3(12 - x)-

Solution set: ('-:))

The number is 10(9) + 3 or 9:5.

Answers to Oral Exercises

1. 0a-

5. ab
a p

5. (x - 2

6 48m-n

12 - x Is the

11-14a: page 636:

Answers to\Problem 3et lb-2a
0 7

14= -=-
7b

17 ,

7b u

7. ?ba-

45aab2

q(m + 3

0_ 3
(,-za"e

60e-b

12. -50(a

-ages -)3h-5(=

1

12e

a 0



pages 636-637: 14-4

25x + 6
6 CrX

2n + 3m
6m-

2 n

10.

11.

12.

9a + 4b
5 b`)

2a

(a b):

- 9x
25x 2

-.5

-b

-33 2a
+a - b a -a -

bc + ac + ab
abc

13. 2x + 5
xtx - 1

14.

15. 5m - 8
-1)(m

2a

(a - b)

-a + 3b
(a - b)

0,

x 4 0

-3a + 3b
(a - b)`

0, c



pages 637-640: 14-4

16 -8x
TT-+ 5)(x

18.

x
2

8x 1

-

b

y 0

Answers to Problem Set 14-4b;

16x - 1©
1. 5x x - 1

2:
lix 26

2x

a
2 + 2a -'4

a-(a - 4)

4 -e ,4-20 6

--;7(c T2)

6

7

16 +_;5b

7(b - 1)

X X 1

b X 0,

phges -640:

1

x - 1 '

450
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page 640: 14-4

9.

11.

12, 7a - 7b + 6
I a -lb )

16.

17.

18.

-X +

1 x + 12
X ÷ 2,

1451



pales 640-642: 14-4 and 14-5

20.

7a +4
Ta 4- 1)(a ---1)

V
Note: The answers above have numerator and denominator in

factored form. This is not a requirement for a simplified

form. For example wou d be a perfectly
y -I- 2y - 8'

acceptable forftfor the answer to problem 9 above.

145. Rational Expressions and Rational Numberi. .

It: section 14-1, 'it was poked d out thatthe integers and

the polynomials (over the integers) are both closed u- der addi-

tion, subtraction, and multiplicatibn, but not under ivision.

Thus, do analogy was established at that time.

In this section, the analogy is extended. If the operation

of division is introduced in the set of integers, the set of

crational numbers is generated. As the student has seen earlier,

every rational number can be expressed as the. quotient

of two integer-..

Since some hing ha be made f the analogy between the-

polynomials and the in_ gers, and si_-_ce theAlotient of two

integers represents a rational number, it seems natural to use

the word "rational" in connection with.the indicated quotient. of

two polynomials. -This is indeed what is done. The indicated

quotients of polynomials whit_ have been the

three sections are called.ratipnal expressions

In fact, this can be given as the definition of a rational

expression. FrOwever, the following definition is giVen in the

-bject of the past

student's text't.

fi

452
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A rational expreSsjon IS one which indicates

at most the operations of addition, subtraction,

multiplication, division, and taking opposites.

This definition has at least two 'advantages:

(1) It parallels the definition given for polynom_al in
A

Chapter 13,

.(2) It makes it easy to identify rational expressions which

are not In the form of the indicated quotient of two

polynomials, e.g.,

Although a rational expression does not have to appear as
0

the indicated qubtient of two polynomials over the integers; this

is usually considered'a preferred form of a rational expression.

Simplification of a rational expression to a quotient of two

polynomials constitutes a major part of the problem set for this
section.

nswers to Oral .Exercises 14_-5; page 65:

Since the set of polynomials is-a subset of the set of

rational expressions any polynomial is a rational expression.
2An example is x + 2x 1.

2: Any expression which involves the operations with radicals,
kbsolute

t
values or,division by the zero exres.sion is not a

-v-
.=rationaa expression. An example is y

3. Previous comments apply. An example is

polynomial and rational expression

(b) rational expression only

(c) polynamlal and rational expression

(d) Neither - it Is a sentence.

z

2 2
2 m

5xy



pages 14-5

(e) Neither - the enominator Is the zero expression which

excludes the ex ession from the set of rational

expressions.

(f) rational' expression only

j

(g) Neither - it involves an indicipted squarvroot.

Neither - although it is another name for a number

which can be expressed bya polynomial. Here we are

talki not bout numbers but about forms'oT expression;

This expres__on does not have the form of a polynomial.

Neither - the operation of taking the absolute value is

(1

not among -hose prescribed for polynpmialpor rational

expression.

Neither - it Is a sente

rational expression

polynomial and ratio es ion

(m) Neither - even though it is another name for 0 and

"0" is a polynomial, this form is not th= ,of a

polynomial.

rational expression only

rational expreSsion only - Even though simplification

would result in a polynomial, the form would be

d!Cferent, and so would be the domain of the variable.

Answer. Problem Set 14-5; pa5e2

polynomial and rational expression in 2 variables

(b polynomial' and rational expression in 1 variable

(c polynomial and rational expresA.ion in 1 variable

,(d)

(e)

rational expres1ion in 2 variables

rational expression in 1 variably

polynomial and rational expression

polynomial and rational expression in 1 variable

none of these

none of these - sentence in one variable

polynomial and rational expression

polynomial and rational expression in variables

polynomial and rational expression in = variables



r

page b46:-r

) polynomtal and rational

(n) rational expression

(o) none of these

ln

expression

3 variables

(0 none of thbse - sentence in one variatle

(q) -rational expression in 1 variable

Many answers are roasible

(a) an exaople is

(b) an example is x

(c) an example is

3. a

b)

1

15 +_
a

1

a

(d)

4)(e)
(-rn

5m -F ?
2m

b 0

5+ x

X

Y

x + 1
('' 1

x

x 0

,

x -1

m 0

/O

5x + 7(g)
x + d

(1) ,y(Y2 + 2)

(1) 22
U v

-2

or + 2y,

y /O

u 0, v / 0

r5V + 1
f ) y / 0, y I

5
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14-6. Dividing ol --mials,

With the establishment of a link between ti,le integers and

the polynomials 'and between rationa

siori, an ex-0- ssion-such

numbers and ratoiCnal eXpres-
*

be _ompared to an extvession such as

168
11

The second case represent,smwhat many students may call an\

"improper fIoction"--one in which the numerator is not smaller \

, than the'denominat7or.

In the course of this section, the student ill oome to see

that.4101(141t case above Is "improper in tie sense that the

degree of the numerator is not. less than the degree of the

denominator.,

Thus, both kinds of expressions led by the same

,'process--long division.

The section begins withan explanation of long division as

repeated subtraction, since this proc-esy is one often poorly

understoo y students. Then the process is extended to apply

to the division of one polynomial by another. N.._

The fundamental idea cif the section may be represented

the following property of the system of polynomials:

Let N and D be polynomials with 0 different

frowthe zero polynomial. Then there exist poly-

nomials Q and R with R of lower degree than

0 such that. tilt +

This property Is an to the

system of integers:

-wing pro-- of the

Let n and d be positive Integers with d

different from 0. Then there e ist non -tie

integers, and with r less than d such

what n = ad + r.

by



page 650;

Answers to Oral Exercises 14-69; page 650:

1. Several ways are possible, such as 1 + 11
2

3In the form a=q+a, 0 r < d, + q.

2 x = 5 ( ?)

768

d
(b) q

(c) r 4

(d) n 50

44

(g)

(h)

(i)

The div .lend is 12.

q = 2

d = 7-

r = 4

r = 2

n = 57

Answers,to Problem Set 14-6a; page 650-651:
_

1. 229 = 17(13) + 8

-12 13 6
.1

2 486 =i23 21)

- 21 +
23

d = 5

d 11

d = 5

d = 5

5. 18 = 2(9) + 0

18 077 = 2 +

41 = 4(10) + 1

41 h

"

192 = 131(1) + 61 7. 22 = 4(5) + 2

192 61 22 , 4
1757 131 -

4. 768 = 47(i6) + 16. - 3(15) + 0

45 , 0
15

etc.

If h iskthe number of hours he walked, then 4h was the,
4hnumber of miles he walked. ,His rate was ti- or miles

per hour.

457



pages- 651-655: 1_4-6

-10. if x is the number of quarters in each pile,

29.75 . 3(.25)x + -2(.25)

.75x = 29.25

x a= (t
x = 39

The truth set is (39) There were 39 quarters in each
pile.

Answers to Oral Exercises 14-6b; pages 654-655

1. (a) 2 0

(b) 3 (e) 2

(c) 1 (t) 1

(a) 8x

(b) 5x

(c) 2a

(d) 3a

(e) -7

3m2

(a) -6x2 -(f) -2x3 - 3x2

2 2
(b) -y + 4y + 2 (g) _ 3y- -

(C) 4x + 2 (h) 3x + 7

d) 14x - 2 (1) 0

(e) 7x + 5 (J)
7_2- e + x

y

Answers to Problem Set 14-6114 pages 655-656:

1. (a) 5x2 - 7X --10 = (5x + 3)(x - 2) + (-4)

dividend quotient divisor remainder

(b) x + 2x-
2
- x + 10 =

2
- x + 2) (x + 3) + 4

dividend quotient divisor remainder.

x + 2x
2
+ x + 1 (x + 1) (-2)

_

dividend quotient divisbr remainder

)458



pages 655-658: 4-6

T3 2
(a) "' - 1

2x+ 1
. X - x + 1 +

dividend:

divisor:

+ 2x + 1' quttient x2 - x + 1

remainder: 2

x3+431.-x-
x2x + 2x - 1 +x

dividend: x3 + 4;2 + 3x - 5' quotient: x2 + 2x - 1

alvisor: x + 2 remainder: -3

3x + 2 + 14-7

dividend: 3x
2

- 1

divisor: x

(a) x2 x2

(b.) 4x3 ;'-15x3

(a) -5x ; -7x + 4

quotient: 3x + 2

remainder: 5

(f) x +.1

(g) 3r-14x - 7

(h) 4x-
2

-3x2 2x 4;

(d) 0 i) 3x 9x2 - 10x + 7

-6x4 - 3x3
-

_

2x-
2

(.1) 2x-
2

-7x4 + 810 - 3x2

- x + 2

Answers to Oral Exercises 14 -6c; page 658:

1. d is a factor of
A

if r is zero in the sentence

2. x - 3 is a factor since the remainder- is zero.

x + 3 is 'not a factor since the remainder is one, not

zero.

x 1' is a factor since the remainder is zero.

(d) - 2 is a factor since the remainder is zero.

(e) 2x - 3 is not a factor. The remainder is 2, not.

(f) x2 2x - 1 Is 9 factor since the remainder is zero.

459



pagefti.658-659: 14-6

Answer" to ,Problem Set 14-6c; pages 658-659:

x2 + x 6 x + 2 since x +x + 3- 2)(x + 3) x2

4x-2 A + 1- -x- 2 - 1 since 4x2 4x + 1 =22-- -

10.

11.

2x2 _ 4x + 3 2x +x - 2
-5Xt

x - 3x2 + 7x -
- 3

. 2 + 7 + 2-.x 0
x - 3

x4 x2 - 1 1
.x +-1 x + 3

;(3 - llx + 7 5x-2 - 10x + 9 D.
x + 2 x.+ 2

x3 1 2x x + 1x +1
x4_ - 1 x + x2 +.x + 1x- 1

2-2x 3 - 2x + 62x2 + 10x + 60 +x - 6
2x5 3+ x

x

12. 1

13. 9x2 + 12x + 4
3r + 2

+ 2 _ 2x- _

x4 - x3 + x r - x + 1

2x 3 + 3x 2 - x -

+ 2

*14. 6x3 - x - 5x +4 -D 2
3x- 2x- + x - 1 +

15. 3x + 7

16. 2x2 + x - 4
0

17. 3x- - 1

'18.- (a) + 2
(b) )x + 5
(c ) 5x -

(d) 2x + 4
x 3

469
140



tagei 66 -662-

Answers to Review Problem Se, pages 660-664:

All are rational except in: (1),. (j), (k ) , and
Fr

All are polynomials in (h), (i), (j), (k),

(m), (n), (o);,. and (p).

The expressions in (b), (q), and

in one variable.

The expressions in (a), (b),

polynomials over the integers.

The expressions in (a), (b), -(c), (d

and . (q) are polynomials Over the rat

The expressions in (a),:-(b), (c), (d),

(q), and

are polynomials

(c)

(d)

(b

(b

la I

3%/7 + 9
2 ,./T + 1
4 T- 6 VT
3a(1 + 2b)

(x y)(11)

3x(m 4 45)
.(x - 6)(x - 5)
(x - 24)(x 2)
prime
(a - b)(a b -

-231

3b
ab

3x

15b_ + 91a

17')13

and (q) are

onals.

(e)*

are polynomials over the reals.

(

(h

+

- 4

a2

ix

2

(co 5 + 2
(e) -3

2

(x4 y) ( y 4)

3a2b3(ab2 - 2 + 4a2b

(3a - 2)(2a -

t3a - 2)(2a + 5)

4(4x 5a)(4x + 5a)

2(4a - 9)(4a + 9)

(n) (m + n a)(m +

( )
8x2 - 3 + 6

e

(r)

4a
a;-

-2x' +_8x
x-3 x+3)(x-1

+ m + 12
2

m 4

n + a

( g )



-pages -664

6. (a) 3x---1- 5
.

-,

10

(b) 2 x + 5 + ' ° 1

x, -'2

14-
(d) x + _ x© +.x

(e) 2x 4 3

(12

the set, of all numbers

greater the (17)

(h1)

7x - 20
7x -21

1

(b )

al

rational

is rational

(d) 100 10 '
is rational

vrfr is not rational

10. The "average"

which is 1.,

xl ;- 3 and
x

3, -3)
the set of all numbers equal
to or greater than 8; or
equal to or less than 2

Si ce the remainder poly-

nomial ia.not zero, x -

is not a factor of

2x
2

+ 20.

x is 1 x + 3 x 3
x

t



page 664

2
11. If the number is x, then the sentenctP is x 91 6x. L--

2
x - 6x r 91 -= 0

11.

The truth set

can be 13.

(-7, 1

(x 4- 7)(x -13 ) =0

The number can be =7 '*or it

If the ismaller integer then the net successive

-Jinteger x 1. Their reciprocals are and
1

x + 1
respectively. The sentence is

x 4- 1

56(x 1) 56(4.= 15 1)

15x2 t 97x - 56 . 0

(15x 4- 8) (x - 7),'=- 0

The truth set is (7) since the domain permits only integers.

The first integer is 7 and the, second is 8.

2

If the length of the shorter leg is x feet,

then the longer leg has length 2x 4. 2 feet.

The Pythagorean relation applies, _resulting

. in the sentence

_2
(2x 2)2= 13

5x
2

4- 8x - 5 = 0

(5x 4- 33)(x = 5) = 0

The truth set is (5) since negative values mpat be excluded

-from the domain. The legs are 5 feet and 12 feet long.

If the passenger train travels at r Miles per hour, then

the jet travels at tar Miles per hour. The sentence is

lOr = 120

r = 60

Since the truth set is (60), the rate of the passenger

train is 60 miles IA/. hour and the

6o0 miles per hour.
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page 664

15. If n is the number of pounds with nut center', then

40 = n is the number of poundS4With cream centers.

The value of the nut centers is n(1.40) dollars and of

the creams (40 - n)(1.0Q) dollars.--The value of the'

mixture is 40(1.10) dollars, so our sentence is

401 (40 n )(1.00)

.40n

n

=

.

40(1.10).

4

10

The truth set (10). Thus there should be

of nut centers ands 30 pOunds of creams.' )

4

16. If the fastery train travels at the rate of x miles

3

per
2then the slower train travels at the rate of x

per hour:. The distancevtraveled by the traps are

x
_13)' miles and (E (3--

5
sentence is

hour,

miles, respectively. The

16_ 32_
x 160

x =`30.

The truth se (301. The faster train is going at an

average rate of 30 miles per hour, the slower at an

average rate of 20 miles per hour.



Suggested Test Items

Class fy-th-e fcillowing numbers by writing the letter( which

identifies the number .in the spaces prpvided. Some numbers
.

may fall-into more thah one clas fication, .

.../g*- 12 2

(g

(h) %/11 - 2
1

1

1 (1 - 111 - 7

positive integers

integers

rational numbers

real numbers

none of the- above

I a-rrattonal expression is not a polynomial how doa it

differ from a polyriomial?

Classify the following expressions by writing the letter

which identifies the expression in the spaces proVided. some

han one classification.expressions may fall into more

- 3)( 2)

s
3

1
t

.3 1

x-

polynomials over the integers

polynomials over the rational lumbers

polynomials over the real numbers

rational expressions

x

(

(g

s + 1

none of the above
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,4, e the conditions under which the expressions-

Lx +._1)(x +
x a x + 1 name the same number.

4

Explain what is meat by "simplifying" a rational expressio

Simplify. (In eaeh case indicate the domain of the .3,-ra _bl
)

(a) _5
.x + 1 1x + 2 x - 1-x
2-

+ x .

)
3a _ 4 a- -. a

2

a - 2
a a - 1 a

2 - 5.a + T-
z - 3 + ,5 2b2z73cz b - A

,

Determine polynomials. q and 'r (with r. of lower. ,degree

than x + 1). such tha

x2 - 4x + 1 = (x 1)q + r.

3 4

4x x x
2 ---'

2
a + lla_- 26

a 5a + 6
,\

1 +

22 +
X

8. Determine polynomials- q and

than the divisor) such that

(a)
3x3 + x - 4

x - q x
r

-2

x
4

- 1 + rx- 1
-, clix

- 1

* + 7 r
=777 q + 2:
x-- + 6 x + 6

5 -2
9. Is x + 2 a fac of x- + 2x4 - x- + 5x 14?

(Tha is, can a polynomial q be Tound.so that

4
,-.x

5
2x + x + 14

q, with- - 0?)x +

h r of lower degree
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1O,.' Find the_truth,set of each of the following sentences.

(a) (5x - 2)(2x 7) = 0 (AN iX = 2
-/ x -1 ' x2

(e)
/ -4- 1 x

.(b) 3x2 11x 6 . o

(c) + - 3x 2x

`11. Solve each of the following problem

(a) Two trains 400 feet apartre approaching each other

trackl- travelimELY0 feet_per_
.second and the Other is going 90 feet per second.

Afterqlow'much time will the trains collide?

.tchool dance committee has an assortment of c-ndy bars

to be sold at ; each and twice as many cup_ of

soft drink to be sold at 15¢ each. The, total ]income

from the affair, including $177 for tickets, was

$313 , after selling out all refreshments. How many

drinke and bars were sold?

0 If the committee in part (b) made a profit of 60%

of cost, what was their profit fOr the evening and how

much did the dance coat?

Answer to Suggested Test Items

positive integers (d) (g), (11)

integers (a), (e), (d), (f), (g), (h)

rational numbers (a), (c), d), (e), (f), (g),4(h)

real numbers (a), (b), (d). (e), (f)o (g), (h)

none of the above (i)

2. If a rational expression is not a polynomial expression,

theh it involves an indicated division
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4

polynomials over the i agars (a)
polynomials

polynomials

over the ra ionaL numbers

over the real numbers (a),

(a),

(b),-

(.b)-

(e)

rational exprenaions (a), (b),

. none of. the above (c), (g)

6.

1(x + 3
x +

different from

and x + 1 name the same number if x is

jiUP.D.11.fvine a rational exprcasion meanal:ritingthe

rational expression.as an indicated quotient of two poly-

nomials which do not have common factors.

(b

(domain: x -2)x

a 2
(domain: a p a o)2a

- 10
(ddmain:

2z

, 20
-_-5)(x+1)

_domain:

a + 13
(domain:a - 3 '

7.

(a)

(domain:

(do a_

(doma

ornain: x 0, x -1)

1 = (x 1)(2X - 6

x 4

x 1
x

0 X I

X
tL
÷ 6

x 13 2 2
- 2

5)



5 4 2
x + 2x - x + 5x + 14 :4 0

9 x +- -x x
.

x 2

r = 0; therefore, x + 2 is a factor of

x
5

2x
4

-
2

+ 5x + 14

7
10. (a) , )

(b) (7 , -3)

(c) (Yr)

(d)

(e) 0
44

11. (a) Each train will travel t seconds,befare the collision.

The sentence is 70t + 90t = 400.

160t = 400

5
t

The truth set is The trains will collide after

27 seconds.

(b) If n is the number of candy bars sold and 2n is the

number of cups of dfth dririk sold, the sale of the candy

bars amounted to .10n dollars and the sale of the

cups of soft drink amounted to .15(2n) dollars. The

income from the refreshments was '$136. So the sentence

is

.10n+ .30n = 136.

.4n = 136

n= 340

The truth set is (340). Therefore, 340 candy bars

were sold and 660 cups of soft drink, were sold.
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dollars. The,commit ee made a profit

of .60n. Total income from the affair was $313. The

sentence is n 4- .6 n . 313

1.6n = 313

n 195.625

The truth set is (195.625). Therefore, the prof

$117.33 and the cost was $195.62
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Chapter 15

TRUTH SETS OF OPEN SENTENCES

In this chapter we take a more careful look at the process of

finding the truth set of a sentence. By developing a theory of

equivalent equations and equivalent inequalities, we are able to

determine when a new sentence has the same truth set as the

original sentence without having to check in the original sentence.

.Special attention is focused .on the domain of the variable

as determined by the form of the original sentence under consider-

ation. We reestablish the convention that unless otherwise

indicated the domain of the variable for each sentence will be

the-set of all real numbers for which that sentence has meaning.

Alertness should be developed for the possibility of a zero

denominator for certain real values of the variable.

Background material on open sentences and equivalent

sentences will be found in Idles in Mathematics, Volume III,

Sections (I:JF3 5.15.

15-1. Equivalent Open Sentences.

The important concept being emphasized here is an under-

nding of why sentences are equivalent. If your students have

any trouble with the technique of deciding what to do to a

sentence to obtain a simpler sentence, you may want to point out

how an indicated addition can be "undone" by adding the opposite

'(as in adding (-y - 7) in the second example) and an indicated

multiplication can be "undone" by multiplying by the reciprocal
1

(as in multiplying by T in the first example).

The number zero plays a prominent role throughout the

chapter. At the outset the student should be fully aware that

zero has no reciprocal, hence multiplication by zero is not a

reversible step.



pages 668-669: 15-1

Answers to Oral 15-1a; page 668:

1. adding -6

2,

multiplying by

(b) adding 10 adding (x + 6)

(c) multiplying by

2 1(d) adding - multiplying by - g

adding (-y - 7) adding -w

4

(h) multiplying by 10

)

(b) (1)

(d)

(g)

(11)

Answers to Prob1Qm Set 15-la; pages 668-070:

1. (a) (2) ; (2) Yes, they are equivalent.

(b) -2) ; No, they are not equivalent.

(5

12

x -,20

(b) 4y 12

3

(c) + 7 =

7t + 7 - 0

Yes, they are equivalent.

No, they are not equivalent.

add 6 to each ddrto obtain

3x = 20

add to each side to obtain

3x - 8 12

1
tomultiply both sides by 7 to obtain

Y 3

multiply both sides by 4 to obtain

y = 12

add ( -2t) to each side to obtain

7t + 7-- 0

add 2t to each side to obtain

9t + 7 = '
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page b69: 15-1

40

7x + 5

4x - 2 - 5

5

2 - 2t

4h

k 1 k

k + 2 = 2k - 1

(h) 3x2

(i) 14 + n . 25

add (- ax) to each side to ob

4x - 2 5

add 3x to each side to obtain

7x - 2 3x +

add (-5) to each side and then

multiply by to obtain 2 2t

multiply each side byt and then

add 5 to each side to obtain

3 + 5 = 3t + 5

multiply each side by 4 to obtain

3h - 4 = 4h

muliply each side by to obtain

- 1 .:h

multiply each side by 4 to obtain

k + 2 = 2k -

multiply eaph side by to obtain
k 1 k 1

multiply each side by
1
- to obtain

x
2

- 9

multiply:each side by 3 to obtain
0

- 27

add (-13 - n) to'each side to

obtain 1 - 12 + 2n

1 12 2n add (13 + n) to each side to

obtain 14 + n = 25 + 3n

Where the-sentences are equivalent, only one of the givens

solutions is necessary. Both are Included since one could

start with either sentence.

(a) 2x 12 x

= 4-,(12) (2)x - (2)6

x - 6 2x . 12

They are equivalent.
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gage 669: 15-1

b) 12 + 4r , 5n

12 3n + - 5n ( -3n

12 . 2n

They are equlvalen

1 12 - 2n

.= 2n +12 +

12 + 3n. = 5n

5y - 4 = 3y + 8

5y - 4 + (-3y + 4) ® 3y + 8 + ( -3y + 4)

2y = 12

2y = /(12)

y = 6

Y +

Y =

y=='(2 )6

2y = 12

(3y -,44 =,12 + c3y - 4)

.« 5y - 4 . 3y + 8

They are equivalent.

(d) 5s = 12

12

= 4(12)

s = 6

3x

They are equivalent.

3x + 9 - 2z = 7x - 12

9 - 2x + (12 - x) = 7x - 12

21 = _x

21 .

7 - x

s = 6

(2)s = (2)6
2s =;12

They are not equivalent since the truth set of the

first sentence is (1 ) while the truth set f the second
sentence is
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pages 669-672: 1-

(r)
2)( + 4 + (-4) = 10 + -4)

2x- - 6
1 2
(7-)2x- ()6

2
5

They are not -equivalent. 2 .is a truth number of the

sentence x-
2

= 4, but it is not a truth number ctkCthe
2

sentence 2x + 4 - 10.

(a) equivalent

Lb) equivalent

(c) equivalent

(d) equivaleA

(e) ,equivalent ' Note: (g) nay be

questioned- y the
(f) equivalent

Student since carry-
(g) equivalent out operations on the

(h) equivalent second sentence does

(a) (g) 0

(h) (15)

(-1) (I)

(d): (1) (j)

(e) (01 (k)

(f) (6) (80)

not appear to produce

the first sentence.

Remind him that

(-1)0 = (-1)

does produce
2

0 x - 2x.

Page 670. Here we warn the student the hazards of multipli-

cation by an expression containing the variable. In the first-

example themultiplier has a zero denominator when x = 3, and in

the second the multiplier becomes zero for w 0. In both- .cases

the truth altered.
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pages

The general purpose of this section is to eau .ion the

student against the type of manipulation which fails to preserve

eqUivalknoc. The first example illul),,ttaikesa more serious dangerL

involving the "loss" of a truth value.' In most situations ,tthe

student can redeem the situation by checking, but In this case

the missing element may be gone forever. A "safe" method for

solving such problems is given later.

Answers to Oral Exercises 15-1b; page 3:

1. They are equivalent, because the second sentence can be

obtained from the firstby multiplythg each side by 3.

aSince multiplying each side by 3" is a reversib16. step,

it guarantees that the rww sentence Is equivalent to the

first. One could also answer "yes" on the basis that the

truth sets of the two sentences are the same. Roth reasons
6are important but in this chapter we app emphasizing the

first.

They are not equivalent. The th set' for x = 3 is (3)

while the truth set for x' - 3x is (0, 3). The second

sentence can be obtained from the first by multiplying both'
,

sides df the .first by x, but this step does not guarantee

equivalence unless x is a non-zero real

zero excluded from the domain). Since

numb'er (that is,

x can be zero in

this case, equivalence is not granteed,

the truth sets.

Thus we look at

They are equivalent, since the second can be obtained from the

.rst by multiplying both. sides by a real number -(7-).

They are equivalent.

They are

from

not a

not equiv,t4ent The second sentence can be obtained

the first by multiplying both sides by but Is

real number= for every x, thus equivalence is not

guarant'eed. The truth. are (0, 1) and



'pages 673-67: 15-1

6. They are not equivalent; the truth set

While the truth set for t2 = t is

t - 1

1).

2
They are not equivalent; the truth set for m is

(0, 1) while the truth set for m 1 is [1).

8. They are not equivalent; th-truth

5(Y 1) y(y

5 Y is (5).

1) is (5, 1) but the true set for

9. They are not equivalent; the truth set for h = m is

but the truth set for 6 (m - 1) 1) is 1).

10. They are not equivalent; the truth set for x(x 1) = 0

is (0, -1) but the truth set for x 1 ' 14,,- (-1).

Answers to Problem Set 1571p) pages 073-675:

1._ (i) The phrase is zero, (ii) The phrase Is not a real
number,

( y if x is 3 never

(b) if y is (,4) -never

(c) never if t is 2

(d) 'never if h is

(e) if x is 0 s never

(f) if t is 2 or 3 never

(g) never if t is 1) or 0

(h) never If x is l' or -1)

2. (zero)

(a) if y is -5

(b)

(C)

if x

no

is

(d)

(e)

if x

no

is 0

'no

(g) if x is 1,

(11 ) ((not a real number) 11) (a non-zero
real number

no

no

no

-no

if y is b

no
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no

no

no

yes

no

no

yes

no



pages-6745 75: 15-1

2x + 3 x 5

(b) I

(c ) 2y - 2 y 2

x
2

= x

The sentences are equivalent since

realx 3 is a real number for every x.

The sentences are equivalent since

? 4 is a real number.

The sentences are eqUivalent since

y - 2 is a real number fc r every y.

The sentences are not equivalent`

since the truth set of x = 1 is

(1) while the truth set of x2 = x.

is (0, 1). This "happened" because

we multiplied each side by an

e*pression that is not a non-zero

real number for every value of the

variable.

w2 = 0 The sentences are' not equivalent

since the truth set of w m 0 is

(0) and the truth set of w2 - 3w = 0

is (3, 0).\ We multiplied by (w - 3)

which is not a non-zero real number

for every value of the variable.

+ 3x = 5x The sentences are not equivalent

since the truth set of x = 10 is

(101 but the truth set of

4- 3x = 5x is (0, 10). We
5
multiplAed by an expression which

is not a non-zero real number for

every value of x.

41,

(a) This might not yield an equivalent sentence. x -

is not a non-zero real number for all values of x.

We must multiply by.a non-zero real number to guarantee

equivalent sentences.

(b) This always yields an eq-`'alent sentence. Adding any

real number produces equ_ .Ont sentences.

This might not yield an:equivalent sentence. x is not

a non-zetT1 number for all values of x.
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Pages 671-677: 15-1

This might no .yield arl equivalent sentence.

is not a real number for all values of

(e) 'T4is might not yield an equivalent son

a 'real number for all values of x.

1
) This might not yield an equivalent sentence. 1,s not

a real number for all values of x.

is nolY.

5. (a)

(b) (0,

(c) (0, 3)

(d) (0, 4)

(e) (5)

Page b75..

We now give more careful consideration to the question of the

domain of the variable. The student may need some reinforcement

at this point on the concept..pf certain values of the variable

being excluded by the formof the sentence. For example, any

value of x for which a denominator becomes zero must be

excluded. If we restrict the.domain throughout a problem, and

multiply only by quantities which are defined and are non-zero

for every value of the variable in this restricted domain, we

can be sure of obtaining an equivalent sentence. It must

always be borne in mind that in this process any new sentence

must be thought of as having the same domain for the variables

as the original sentence. For this reason the student is

urged to accompany his final statement with a statement about

the domain.

In the example given, the accompanying statement about the

domain might have seemed superfluous in the first two cases,

since the truth sets of the final sentence did not contain

ex14uded values of the variable.

However in the last case, we saw that the explicit

definition of domain was of major importance. It was only

through this that we could conclude that our solution was the

empty

(h)

(i)
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pages 677_ 15-1

Notice: the truth set of x = k is (k), but. he truth set of
the sentence.. "x = k (Domain: x / k)" is 0

The teacher may want to.,point out that a statement about

the domain, whether explATAt or implied is to be construed as

essential to the full meaning of the sentence. Thus, truth

sets are determined in part by domains.

Answers to Oral Exercises 15-lc; page 679:

1.

2

An

x 2 (d) q 0, q -1, q' -2
(b) m 0 (e) all real numbers

(c) all real numbers (f) x 1, x 2

.Multiplying each 'side by x. Since zero is excluded

from the domain, we have multiplied by a nonzero real

number and hence equivalence is preserved.

Multiplying each side by Equivalence. is preserved

ar we have multiplied by non-zero real number.

Multiplying each side by (x - 2). Equivalence is
1 preserved by multiplying by a non-zero real number.

Adding -2x-- 5) to each side. Equivalence is

preserved by adding a real number.

1.

o blem Set 15-lc; pages 679-

x = 2 (d) x 9 3

(b) x = -1

(c) x = 0

(a) all real numbers

(b) t /

t X 0, t X 5

( d

x - 1 or x -1
1

is a real number
x-
2

+ 1

for all values of x.

y i 3

k 0, k / 1

m / -5



pages 680-682: 15-1

3. (a) Multiply each side by (5 # m) which is a non-zero real

number for all values Of the variable in the domain.

(b) Multiply each side by (y - 1)(y - which is a 4

non-zero real number Since y / 1, y /

Multiply each

nu ince O.'

(d) Using the multiplication property of one:

side by Ix' which is a non-zero real

.x - 2
l (domain x X 2, x X 3)

x - 2 1
1-

- x 3-

1
1

x - 3

The second sentence, thus, is equivalen

Since x 2, 3.

(a) ()

(b) ,e1

(-4, 4)

(d) (5)

(8)

0

first

Pattie 6S

Attention-here Is called 'to the fact that some rational
1

expressions such as are defined for all values of x
x +

even though the variable appears In the denominator. In the

second example the way is prepared for use of an 1,g.r) in

Solving equations involving fractions.

Usually in order to simplify a fractional equation we

multiply by an expreston that is a product of factors of the

denominators in the equation. This expression may not be

ero real number and we have been warned that this may not

give arc-equivalent equation. We find, however, that we can
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p 2-f-J84: 15-1

avoid trouble if we are careful to exclude "from the domain of

the variable the valued)which make the multiplier zero; so we

must be careful to exclUde values of the variable which make
1any one the denominators zero. Thus
x 1

1

x
we

-

require that x 0 and x 1.

Answers to Oral Exercises l 5-1d; page 08]:

1. Domain x ti

2. Domain t 0

3. Domain 1

4, Domain

Domain t .0,

Domain y ), y

Domain

8. Domain

9. Domain

10. Domain

x

2t

3(m - 1)

2a

Answers to Problem Set 15-1d; cages __0H4:

1. (a) 0,

no r

01-1

f 1

I
10)

ricic

no restrictions,

1 and 3,

3, (1),

no restrictions, (2)

(d) o,

482

1 1j

D,

°, (47)

O and 3, (5)

O and 1, 0

no restrictions, (- 4)

all real numbers except 0

ow restrictions,

O and 1, (3)

no restrictions, (9, -9)



pages 684 -686: 15-1 end 15

4. (a) -1 and 0, ( -7) -1,
-14

(b) d 1, (-1) (f) 5, 0

no restrictions, (- 7) (g) no restrictions,

(d) no restrictions, (3)

15-2. Equations Involving Factored Expressions-.

The keys to this section are the two statements relative

to the number zero. These establish s'a*Itind of reversibility in

the reasoning process. We can say

1) If x 3 = 0 or x + 2 = 0, then (x -3)(x + 2) = 0.

2) If (x 3)(x + 2) = 0, then x - 3 = 0 or x + 2 = 0.

This enables us to conclude that the sentence in factored

form, (x - 3)(x 2) = 0, is equivalent to the compound

sentence x 3 = 0 or x + 2 = 0. A review of truth sets of

compound sentences is in order here.

As in previous situations, the associative law gives us the

right to extend a binary principle to an expression involving

more than two; factors. The teacher, however, may not wish to

make too much of this, since most students will probably make

the extenSlon intuitively.

AnsWers to Oral Exercises 15-2a; pages 685-686:

1. The first and third are true when x = -3.

The second and third are true when x = 4.

For (x + 3)(x - 4) = 0 to be true it is required that

x 3 = 0 o 4 = O. If x is 5, this condition

is not satisfies (x 3)(x - 4) - 0 must be false.

(-3); (4)

(-3, 4)
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686: 15-2

Answers Problem Set 15-2a; pages 686-687;

1, -2, 5)

3, -1)

(b)

(a) ( -1)

(b)

3. 2,

(2, -1)

(11, -il)

(0, 9, -

11

(b) (-6, 2)

(c) 3)

6. DorAain:

Domain:

Domain:

(d) Domain)

Domain: y

Domain:

(4, 3)

0, (2, -1)

3,

1)

(1, -1, 0)
(1,, -1-, 7-)

0

(7-7,

( )

z 4,



page 687: 15-2

7. Let x represent the integer we are seeking.

The open sentence for this problem is

T (domain: all,integers except zero)

4. m
2

x- ,,r)

o = x - 4

0 (x 2)(x + 2)

(2, -2)

The integers are 2 mid

8. If rt represents the integer, the open sentence we write

n +

3n2

1 10
n 3

3 = lOn

(domain: all integers except zero)

3n
2 - 10n + 3 = 0

(3n 1 ) n - 3) = 0 (domain: all integers except zer

Truth set: Note: is not in the domain.

The integer is 3.

9. (a) If q represents the rate of the current in miles per

hour, 15 + q is the rate in miles per hour of the

boat going downstream and 15 q is the rate in

miles per hour of the boat going upstream.

The open sentence is

120 60
15 + q 777T

(b) The domain is the set-vc all non-negative real numbers

except 15.

(5)

The rate of the current is 5 miles per hour.

1
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pages 687-689: 15-2

10. (a) If b represehtb-the circumference in feet of the

back wheel, b - 3 is the circumference in feet of

the front wheel, then the open sentence is

6o
- b - 3 b

The domain is the set of all positive real numbers

greater than 3.

(9)

The circumference of the back wheel is 9 feet and

the circumference of the front wheel is 6 feet.

Page 688

There are times when we are tempted to perform operations

on sentences which will not necessarily yield equivalent

sentences. A common temptatin is to eliminate a factor which

we see in every term by multiplying by its reciprocal. As

pointed out before, if the reciprocal is not a real numberif

its denominator is zero for some x, this may cause trouble.

We repeat an earlier example showing this, and follow with

an alternative procedure involving addition, which does preserve

equivalence. This is a good time to point up again the fact

that addition of a quantity which may become zero for some

value of the yariable is perfectly safe, wfille multiplication

Is not. once again the equivalence of a sentence in factored

forM;with-a. compound sentence involving the connective "or"

is illustrated.

Answers to Oral Exercises 1 7213: page 589:

x 0

2. -- 1) 0

_

3. 2m -
2 . 0

m(2

0 . 4y2
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patios 689-690: 15-2

- 1) 2(z

(z - 2)(z 1) = 0

are each equivalent to the

-given sentence.

3)It + 1)

2 = 2 ) ( t 4 2 ) - 0 ,

t 2) m 0

9.

10.

are each-equivalent to the given sentence.

3)(1 x)

(1 - 5)2 5(1 -Y) 0,
(1 Y 5)-(1 - Y) 0,

(-Y - Y) 0

are each equivalent to the given sentence.

Answers to Problem Set 1572b; pages 689-690:

1. (a) (0, 3) (d) (0, -9)

(b) (0, -5) (e) (2, 1)

(c) (0, 4) (f) (5,

(0

(0,

(4,

5)

7

(0, 5)

1

(0,

(4,

9
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(d)

(d)

e)

(5, 1)

(0,

(3,2)



"pages 15-2 and 153.

5. If d represents the number, then the:open sentence

is d =

d2 - 4d = 0

d( J4) = 0

0,4)

The numbers are TO and 4.

If c represents the integer, c 1 is its successor

and 6(c + -1) is six times, its successor, then the

open sentence is

c(c 1) = 6(c + 1).

c(c + 1) = 6(c + 1)(domain, all positive intege

c-
2

- 5c - 6 =- OA

(c - 6)(c + 1) = 0

(6,) Note: -1 is not in the domain of the
variable.

The integer is b.

The successor is 7.

15-3. Squaring.

Basic to the disucssion of solving sentences by squaring

is the notion that implication in this case is a "one way street`."

We can confidently assert that if a = b, then it must follow
2

that a
2

= b-. The reverse, however, is definitely not true. We

cannot say that if a2 = b2, then a must be equal to b. It is

easy to furnish a counter example such as

(-3) (3)2
but -3 / 3.

It is apparent that squaring both sides of an equation

usually does not yield an equivalent equation. However, in solv-

ing certain equations involving square roots or absolute values

it may be necessary or desirable to square both sides. We do so,

then bear carefully in mind that we may expect to find a larger

truth set for the new ego n. must therefore test the

members of this truth set to find which ones really make the

original equation true.

8



pages 693.694: 15-3

The popt is de eloped,that the new truth setewill always

contain the 'elements of the truth set Of the original sentence.

hat is, nothing will be the process, but so-called extra

. ements may have

-.These are sometimes

Oral

been added as a result

referred to as "extraneous

erelses 1.53; page

of the squaring _ess.

roots.

694:

[49).. (9) 6.

2. (1) '7. (6)

3. (5) 8. ( )

4. (10) 9. ()

5; 'B\O) 10. ()

/
were to pr o lem Set 15 -3, pages 694 695:

1. (a) (9) '(d) (4)

(b) (3) (e) (2)

(c) (1) (r) 0

2. (a) (4) (d) 0

(5) (1)

(83)

(9) (1)

(b) (0,-1) (-1,5)

(c) (0) (1,-

4. (a) 0

(b) -3)

With regard to this set of problems it should be pointed

out to the student that checking his answers is absolutely

neceasary. It is more than just a safeguard against

arithmetical error.
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page 695: 15-3 and 5-4'

.1 :repreOents ipe nlmbe-,, hen the open sentence is

X - 12

;Square both Bides.

x xe
2

- 24x 144

O x
2

- 25x 144

(x )- 16)( - 9) Truth set of new sente

Check: -116 16'- 12; ../771 9.7 12

The truth set of the original sentencei (16)

The number -is 16.

6.. If m represents the number, then.the open sentence is

m Iml m B.-

imi 8 -m
m = 64 - 16m M

16m =64

m = 4 Truth set of this sentence:

Check in the original sentence: 4 141 = B.

Hence the truth set is (4).

The number is 4.

7. If d represents a number, then the open sentence is

d +IdI =0.
Id' -d

all non - positive real numbers

The number is any negative number or zero.

15-4. Equivalent Ineausaities.

This section highlights the similarity between the notion

of equivalence with respect to equations and equivalence with

respect to inequalities. In this connection a review of the

properties of order in Chapter 9 is expedient. Special

490



pages 69494: 15 4

attention should be focused on the fact that multiplication by

a negative real number reverses the order of the inequality.

Students may experience some difficulty at first in

;leant% with the symbols < , It should be carefully

explained that there arm -two ways to indicate a reversal of order.

For exaaOle If We smart with

and we want to mul

new sentence a

t, or as

x

both __des by

-2)(3) < -2x

Can write the

-2x >1-2)(3)

In the first way, the two members of the sentence are inter-

changed with the order symbol remaining fixed. In the other

way, the members were left fixed and the symbol changed. It

may be well to let the student seleCt whichever method comes

most naturally to him.

Answers to Oral Exercises 15=4; page 699:

1. (a) All real.nUmbers greater than 5

(b) All real numbers less than 4

(c) All real numbers greater than or equal to 40

(d) All real numbers less than or equal to -6

All real numbers greater than 6

All real numb,p.rb less than or equal to -;

(g) All real numbers less than 3

(h) All real numbers greater than 4

All real numbers greater than or equal to 4

All real numbers greater than -7

Answers to Problem Set 15-4; pages 699=700:

x < 27

all real numbers less than 27

(b) t >31
all real numbers greater than 31
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Oies 699-700: 15 -k

< -9
all real fibers less than -9

11 < x
all _real numbers greater than 11
x > 2
all realnumbers greater than 2

> 3
all real numbers greater. th

2. all real numbers greater than 2
all real numbers less than 2

all ma)/ numbers less than
alli1 real twiribe greater -than (-7

.(e) all _reallIVatia:rs greater than
(f) -real numbers less than (-9)

(b)

(a) all real,numbers'less thani12
(b) 0 < m <

all, numbers 1

(a) 0

(e) all real numbers greater than -1

( f ) < .x < 3 -

a

(a) all real numbers greater than .=

(b) all real numbers greater than 2

) all real numbers less than 8

(d) all real numbers greater than - '
(e) all negative real numbers greater than -2

(r) 0

1492



Pages 701-702

1. 1)

2.

3.

4.

1 =-
5.

6. (4,0)

7. (6,-6)

B. .(-.8)

9* (0,1)

10. (3,-2)

11. All real

than 2

12. (*)

13. All real
1than

14. (-3)

15. (35)

16.

17. (-3)

rtn Set; paie6 70r-703:

IS. (-1)

19.' all real numbers less
7than

20. (-2)

21. (1,4) I'

22. ( =4)

23.- all real numbers

24. all real numbers greater

than -2

25: (-8,-3)

numb: . greater (8)

27. (0,2)

28. all real numbers greater

than 12

numbers greater 29. (3, -3)

30. (-4)

31.

32, all non-positive real

numbers

33. all real numbers except (-1)

34. (1)

35. If x represents the denominator,
x 7 2

then

(21)

The numerator is 14. The denominator is 21.

36. If q represents the average rate in miles per hour
10 200

on the first trip, then

(30)

The average rate was 30 miles

493
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pages 702-703

7. If r eirepresents the number,

r 2
then -1.(r

-18)

The n ber is -18.

If c epresents the integer,

then 5

(9)

Yes, the integer is 9.

If x is the number

x x
then = 1 .

-10-
(71

It w 11 take the boys

40. If s represents the

then
3 7

s +2 s

hours each-boy works,

lo
hours to do the job.

number,

The number is (4

41. If y represents the number,

7 12then -1.
Y c

( -3, _4)
The number is (- (-4).

42. If t represents the number of studen_s in each -ow

then 9) = 50.

(151 Since t > 0)

There are 6 rows. (Since - 9) represents the

number of rows.)

if cl represents the number,

then 6 Id! > 6.

d > 3

The number is any real number greater than 3.

4941



pike 703
-

44, If h repreeerte the number
1

4.

46._

48.

49

91

then

(6, -6)
The number is

-2

-5

S

0

0

0

-2

15

-5 0

495



Suggested Test Items

1. When solving equations, which of the following steps will

tways preserve equivalence?-

(a)

(b)

(C)

add 6 to each side; domain, all real numbe

multiply each side by x; domain, all real'n
1

multiply each x-side by ; domain, x 1

(d)
1add R to each side; domain, x

add -2x ± 5 to each side, domain, x,/ 0

square both sides; domain, all real numbers

multiply each side by x - '3; domain, all real numbers

multiply each side by 3L7; domain, x 2

(g)
(h)

2. For each of the expressions, give the restrictions on the

domain such that each expression will be a real number for

every value of x

(a)

in the domain.

1 (d)

(e)

(f)

1
( - 3)

x

x

1

x - 3

(
-x

(x - 2) (x + 1)

Give the restrictions on the domain such that each expression

will be a non-zero real number for every value of y in the

domain.

(b)

(c) y - 3

(d

(e)

495
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Y 3)

Y 3

CY 1)TY

(y - 2)(y + 1)



For each pair of sentences, determine whether the two

ntenceiVare equivalent and give a reason for your

conclusion.

3x 6 8, x

(d)

(e)

0, x =

IXI 1 © 4, x
2

9 0

x 2
x - 2 2

x 3
- 2 x 2'

(f) 1 = 5, 1 ® 5x

(g) x

01) x(x

= 2

= 3

+ 3(x - = 0, x - 3 = 0

- 3(x - = 0, x 3 © 0

(1) x = 9, x

9. Solve

(a) 3x - 7 = 7x - 11

(b) 2x + 3 > x - 2

(d) (x

2
(d) x- -

(e) (x

(f) -- 4

3 xi--

(g) R. < 5 and x > 0

() # >7

1)(

2x - 35

3) (x

1)

©

2)

.

0

=

0

6
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6. -.Solve

y

cdt

(e)

5

- 4
m g

x 13
Tr

2
5r7--T 5i=T

-14-; x - 3

Solve

4

x 1./ 1 ±x x( - 1)-
2

x

± x__ x 1

498



3.

Answers to Suggested Test Items

)

(a) -preserves equivalence

(b) does not always preserve equivalence since x could

be 0

preserves
1

x 1
equivalence since is a real number

for every x in the domain

preserves equivalence

preserves equivalence even if the domain is

restricted

(f) does not always preserve equivalence

(R) does not always preserve equivalence

(h) does not always preserve equivalence since

zero for x = 0

(b)

1

/ 0 and

no restrictions

(d) ho restrictions

(e) x 1 and x /

(f) no restrictions

y / 1

y u and y 1

(0) I3
(d) y 3

(e) y / 1

(f) a 2 and y

x
isx - 2

4. Giving a reason could consist of deriving one equation from

the other using only reversible steps or showing the truth

sets are the same.

Equivalent because s,r,:lond can be obtained

the first by adding =b to both sides, then

multiplying both side by



x - 2
(b) Equivalent because the truth set of -= 0 is (2) andx 2

the truth set of x - 2 is -(2).

Equivalent because the truth i'_;et for each is

Not equivalent since the truth set of --=--

is 0 and the truth set of x = 2 is (2).

Equivalent since the second can be obtained from the

first by multiplying both sides by a - 2 which is a

non-zero real number for every a In the domain.

quivalent. The second can be obtained from the first

by mulIlplyim each Side by x which is a non-zero

real number domain, a X 0).

(g) but equivalent. The truth set of the firs- sentence

in (-3,O), the second (3).

(h) Equivalent. The truth set of each is (3).

(1) hot equivalent since the truth set onitlle first is

(j,, 3) and cc the seeend is (j).

(a) (1-1 (e)

(b) all real numbers rxeaterc (r) (-5,5)

than (c,) alt real numbers great r

[-1,1) than

H) H. i (h) all real numbers bctOodl
5

and except 0

(a) (d) -41

"4.

(b) all rnmlben-... 4:reater

than

(c) (3)



page 71,4

Answers to Challenge P obl-

If the number of steers is s and the number of cows Is

then,

260c - 10,000

250s - 10,000 - 26

10000 - 2 60c
5 2-30

o
If s and c are positive integers, then 26c must be

divisible by 2a. Thi Is true when c =

a multiple of 25, - use 26 and 95 are relatively

prime to each other.

and s = z 26 - 14.If c J 25, =
20c

If

If 75,

It Is th ,

number. He-

C

and -12.

and a

ent that if 0 2 90, s

can only be 25

and s - 40 - 26 - 14

negative

So he can buy. cows and 14 steers.

If we were to solve the orig lalequatton instead for

c

a woo d have to be chosen so as to make 1000 - 25s

dlvt ble by 26 Though this can to done, It Is plainly

friult -,ha- the other approach.



page 71-

2, While the small hand travels over a number of minute

markingS, x, the large hand travels over 12x of

these units. 2 ince the hour hand is at 3-o'clock

position, it has a 15-unit "head' start "" over the

minute hand at the time 3:00. Thus

12x = x + 15.

11x = 15,

15
x TT

Thus, the truth set of the equation is

the time when the hands are together

Minutes after 3 o'clock.

and

(b ). IIn 'part (a) both hands came to the same minute

dtti-ision; in part (b) the minute hand is to come

to a reading 30 units ahead of the hour hand.

Hence, an eqution for part (b) is

12x - + 15) 30.

This equation is satisfid if x -
X111

And the hands will be opposite each other at

minutes after 3 o'clock.

If the width of the strip is w feet, then the number of

feet in the length of the rug is 20 - 2w and the number

of feet in the width of the rug is 14 - Pw, Hence, two

names for the area of the rug are available, and appear as

sides of the equation:

(26 - 2w)(14

58w + 4

- (24)(9), 0 < w

216

10)( - 1) = 0

502



page 7-4

1 1s the only truth number, since 10 is not in the

domain .of the variable.

The width of the strip is 1 foot.

If x is the number of unit In the length of the smaller

leg, then 2x + 2 Is the number' of units in the longer.leg.

Hence, by the Pythagorean relationship,
,t)

(2x +

x
2

+ 4x + 8x 4

5x
2 + 8x - 1(35

(5x

5

0 < x <

31
is not in the domain w
of the variable)

The first three are irrational. The fourth number is

rational since x.16 (-1)(.4).- - 4

If the two- digit number Is 10t + u, the Sum of its di_

is t + u, and

lot + u 34 +
t + u t + u

.Multiplying both sides by t + u (which is certainly not

zero)

+ u - 4t + 4u +

3u - :3

1 and u a positive integer <

If t 1, then u 1, and the number is 11 ,

If t - 2, then u and the number is

If t - 3, then -and the number is 35;

If t - 4, then u - 7, and the number is 47;

if t 5, then u = 9, and the number is 59.

the sniutio 2!),

00 3



page; 704_705

(a The possible integral factorizations would be

(x + 1)(x 12)

(x + 2) (x 6)

(x 3) (x + 4)

SO the possible values of k are 13,

(b) Since k must be the product of two numbers whose sum
is b, the possibilities are 1 x 5

Thus, k may be

(c) In order for

we must have

Hence

x 4

3 3.

5, 8, or 9.

6 x + k to be a perfect square

must be 27.

9. (n + 3
n2

((n

= 3(2n 3

10.

0 so (n + n4

k.

) ((n

divisible by 3

Therefore,

x

2
ox- -

2x

and x - 3 is not a factor.

3

11. The degree of r Is less than

The degree of q is 97.

504
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page 705

12 Any value of

we obtain 1

value is x.=

2 1 + 1

3

3

x

=

1

=

=

=

could be

1

used. F'or example, if x = 0,

r and hence, r = 3. A better

this case

+ 1
1
+ 1)(1 - r

r

2 (-1) +

since in

2(1
3

+ 12

2 4. 0 +

r

The idea is that with this value of x the first term

on the right hand side of the equation is automatically
_, 2

zero regardless of what the number, 2(x-
3

+,.-X-' + x + 1)

is. (See the next problem.)

13. n this problem we do not know q and it would be a great

deal of trouble to find it. However, the choice of 1 for

the value of x gives

100 17
5 + 3 - 1 q(1

7 = q '0 + r

7

14. 1f d is the distance in miles one way (d > 0) and the

rate is r miles per hour, the time one way is hours.

On the return, if the rate is q miles per hour, the time

hours. The total distance, 2d miles, divided by
q

d d
the) total time,

r
+ hours, gives the average Speed

for the entire trip.

2d
d
r q r q

2cirq.

-(q +

q + r

The average speed is

505

Note: d 0,
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page 705

15. Theorem. If a and b are distinct positive real

numbers, then

a + b

Proof: If a + b

then

or

a + b

U,

0

(addition property of order)

a + b

+ bHence, (multiplication property of order

Therefore; we have only to prove that,

a + b 2 b >0.

Observe that

a + b

Since a / b, IlY and thus, VT -

Since the square of any non-zero real number is positive,

It follows that a + b

16. x - 1

1x 1 0

0

>0.

This sentence is equivalent to the compound sentence

x- - 1 - C7 nr

The truth set of x' - 1 - 0 is 1).

0
The truth set of xc- )- 1 = 0 is empty.

4
Hence the truth set of x - 1 is 1).



page 706

17, n
2

- n -I- 41 will produce a prime number for every n in

the set (0, 1, It fails to give a prime for

n = 41 'since then the sum of the last two terms is zero,

leaving 412 which can be factored 41 x 41.

Of course 1, 5, or 400 examples do not make a proof

and we cannot assume the truth of the next or some other

example. This is a common error in reasoning and is fre-

quently the basis of common superstitions.

18. Proof: Given: a > b, a > 0, and b >0

Either < v/1T, or

Assume /5- vrtY

Then a < b If x < y then
2 2

x < y

This contradicts the assumption that a > b.

Assume _

Then a b

But this also contradicts tY assumption that

a > b.

Thus fir >

19. If the rat weighs x gams at the beginning of the

I-
5

experiment, it will _-1 JX grams after the rich diet
4

and -( -x) at the end of the experiment. Thus, the
15\ 1

difference is trcx x = - 17,7x grams. The result is
1that the rat loses ITx grams of his weight.

20. If x Is the number of quarts of white paint, then

is the number of quarts of grey paint. We write the

following open sentence.

x 3x /

4x 4 =

x = 7 3x m 21

Thus the man bought 1 gallon and 3 quarts of white and

5 gallons and 1 quart of grey.

7



pages 7 d -707

4
21

Multiply both sides by

6x = 4(2x - 5)

6x 8x 20
4

-2x -

x = 10

The sides are 10 unite --d 15 units.

22. If the length of the bin is x feet, then the width is

12-x feet and 70 - x(12 -x)2.

The length of the bin is 7 feet and the width is 5 feet.

23. The square is 6 feet on a side and the rectangle is 12

feet long and 3 feet wide.

24. Assume that (x + m)(x + n x + px + q.

Then, mn q and m + n p.

(x - m)(x - m + n)x + mn x2 px + q.

x
2
+ px + 36 is a perfect square for p - 12 or p -12.

is the smallest value IPI can have for

x
2

f- px + 36 to be factorable. Values of Np for which

px 6k Is factorable are obtained as follows:

Note that p m + n where mn

n

2 -1

m + n

65

34

20

16

Positive values of p are 10, 20, 34, 65 and negative

values are -16, - =34, -65. The perfect squares are



pages 707-708

given by p jr or p = -16. Note that Is the

smallest valu,-L PI can have.

The student should be able to generalize the results

in the two examples and guess that Is the smallest

positive value of p for which x + px + n
2

is factorable

and that this gives the perfect square, x + n)2

The largest value of p for which

factorable is n
2

+ 1, in which case

x + px + n- (x + 1)(x + n

+ px + n is

26. If k quarts of weed killer are used, then 40-k quarts of

water' are used.

There should be

k 3

k 17

quarts of weed - killer

27. (a) 1)(tc t + 1)

(b) + 2) - 2s + 4)

(c) (3- +1)0x.2 - 3x + 1)

28. (a) (t e 1)(t2

(b) (s - 2)(s
2

+

(c) (2): - 1)(4y2 2

4)

509



apter

TrOJTH SETS ANL GRPHS OF SENTENCES IN TWO VARIABLES

In this chapter ,ic study is made of open sentences

of the first degree in twc variables. The truth sets of such

sentences are exhibited as ordered pairs of real numbers,

attention being called to the fact that these sets have infinitely

many elements. To aid In the understanding of the relationships

involved, the graphs of the truth sets are introduced, based on

the establishment of a one-to-one correspondence between pa

of real numbers and points in the plane.

The fact that the graph of a sentence of this type forms a

line is developed intutttvely by means of examples. These ex-

amples make plaustble the subsequent assertion that If an open

sentence is of the farm Fy C - 0, where r'i, E, and C

are real numbers with C and B not both zero, then its graph

is a line. The assertion is also made that every line in a
U

plane Is the graph of a sentence of this type.

lb-1. Open Sentences in Two Variables.

Emphasts is placed on the ordered pat of real numbers

the characteristic element of the truth set of the first degree

equation in two variables. It should be noted that we ha in

avotded use of the tradIttonal term, "l inear equation", so as

to avoid conflict wt th the more ilthed notton of linear

function, or linear transformation which the student is apt to

encounter later on. For a space of two dimensions these latter

appear to the form

term.

xl = ax y by, yr = cx constant

workl 4 In thts area far the first time may

have ltfftcculb y grashtni-, the concept an infinite set of

truth values for a stniTlo eq at inn, Pnacttce tn determining

number patrs wall help adjust them to this new ilea. Constrtic-

tion of La valuable practtoe.



pages 713-714: 1 -1

A nswe

1,

:al Exercises lb

(1, 2),
3)

(2, 4), (3,

sentence x + 2y = 5 tru

8, (1,

pages 713-714:

(4, ) all the

(0, 5)) (7, 1) all make t

sentence x 2y = 5 fa.71se.

2. "(5 1)" is an abbreviation for Is 5 and y is

7)" Is an abbreviation for "x is -2 and y is 7."

3. "(a, b)" is an abbreviation for "x is a and y is
b ®"

Two numerals are required to name one element of this set.

Here a and b are any real numbers.

IV

4. x

5. The truth sct of a sentence in two variables contains

infinitely many elements.

b. One

7. Two

8. One ha,s no trouble deciding which is the value of x or

the value .of y. The numeral on the left always represents

the value of x, and the numeral on the right always

represents the value of y.

9. (-3, 8), (-1, 5),

10. Infinitely many

'Answers to Problem 1b -la; pages 714-715:

1. The ordered pairs in (a), (b), (d),

satisfy the sentence; the others do not.

(a) (5, -1) (3, 3)

(b) (6, 0) (g) (20, -14)

(c) (0, (n) (-9, 15)

(d) (-1, 7) (-6, 12)

(e) (-2, 8) (-7, 13)

512
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page 715: 16-1

3. True

(b) True

(c) False

(d) True

(e) True

(f) False

(g) True

,(11) True

(i) True

(J) False

(k) True

(4, _r)..

g);_., (1,
9

h) (4, -

(#,
(8.)F, (1, -

) (0)
1

c7i,

) (1, 1),
',,. _-

'' 7 ,-',

Many other answers are possible.

5. (a) x

(b) Thedomain of x is the set Integers from 1 to 9

and the domain of y the set of Integers from e to 9,

where x re presents the tens'digit and y the ones

digit.

((2, g),

(6, 5)i

3), 7), 4), (5,

Page 715 The y =form is pre7sent_d here with _tives. It

is a convenient form for the'calculation of truth elements, and

it points out certain relationships between the variables,

leading to the concept of slope and y-intercept. Care should

be taken in di-cussing the form y ax + b to guarantee that

the student cnprehends the distinction between the variables
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pages 715-717: 16-1

x and y, and the "specified" numbers a and b. We have

avoided in this instance the somewhat ambiguous term "constant"

on the ground that it raises questions as to the nature of ,a

variable. Though phe y-Corm is used predominantly in the

chapter-, it must be kept in mind that the'fort mx + By + C = 0

with- A and- B not bothzero, is more general since it -includes

the type x = k, which cannot be converted to the y-form.

Answers to Problem Set 16-1b; pages 717-718:

1. (a) y -x+ 7

(2) 5), _2, 8)
y .--x =1- 12

(2, 6), (O, 12 15)

y . 3x - 2

(2., (0, -5)
(d) y a -x +

(2, 3

5141



page 718: 16-1

(a).. y = -x + 4
(1, 3), (2, 2),
y- x 7

(3, (5, -2),

1)

(7, 0)

(c) y -3x +
(0, 2), (2, -4), -1, 5L

(d) y 3 11x + 5

16), ( .f, 6), (2, 27)
2 4y --x+

4(0, 7),
y a 2x -
(1,

(g) y 1 - 4
(8, -2), (16, o), (4, -3)

(ii) y x +2

6, ), (9, -4)

(i) 10

(0, 1.),

1
17

(-1, 2)

515



page 718: 18-1 and 16-2

(q)

1
y = 7

(0, - 3),

1
y =

(4, ), (8,

7
Y = 7 +

a,

6

-

3

Y =

(1,

y ax

11),

2

-

- 6

7

0,

(2, 4, 12), 21)

3 2y -r 7 z.

(1, -0, (2, (-2, 4)

y = 5x -

(0, -21), (1, -16), (4, -0

(Many other answers are possible for the ordered pairs.

x + y = 15

- 9), (9, '6), (8, 7), (7, 8))

69, 78, 87, 96 are the numbers.

16-2. Graphs of OrdLered Fairs of-Real Numbers.

Cc;rrespondence between pairs of real numbers and points in

the plane, the foundation stone of analytic geome\try, is

presented in a natural way without elaboration. It is felt that

a student readily grasps this notion intuitively, and with a

modest amount of practice can learn to plot point with con-

fidence. The word coordinate has already been established in

the student's vocabulary. It is hoped that "abscissa" and

!'ordinate" will cause little additional trouble.
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pages 718-724: 16.2

Answers to Problem Set 16-2a; page 722:

1. and 2.

Y

A
5

-AA 4 0)

0 (C0) (5 0)x
-5 -4 - -

-1

On (er

_IMMIE
MI (0r4)

5 (4r6)
41---

Answers to Problem Set 162b;pages 723-724:

E: (5, 2) H: (-5, -5)

F: (-4, 4) P: (4, =5)

(-7, 2) Q: (7, -3)

2. (3, 1) (c) (1, -6)

(-4, -2) (d) ( -3, 5)

(5, -2) (d) ( -1, -3

( b (0, 3) (e) (5, 0)

(3, 6) (0, -12

4)

The fact that points in quadrants 11 and III have negative
abscissas and that points in quadrants III and IV have negative

ordinates should be established firmly and early. This will

help to avoid considerable difficulty in later work.
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pages 724-727: 16-2 and 16 -3

Answers to Oral Exercises 16-2c; pages 725-726;

1. negative; positive

2. negative4negative

3. (-1, -6); (2, -3)

4. negative.; positive

5. negative; negative

6. II, III; It', Iv

7. 1; III

8. II

9. IV

Answers to Problem Set 17-2c; page 726:

1.. (1, 4), (6, 2), (7, 3)

2. (-2) 3)) (-5) 7)

3. (-2, -1), (-3, -7), ( -7, -3)

4. (4, -1)) (4) -9)) (3, -7)

The ordered pair (0, 0) is In no quadran

16-3. The Grqph of a Sentence in Two Variables.

Through examples we infer that there is a close connection

between the set of points whose coordinates satisfy an equation

of the first degree in two variables and a line in the plane.

This inference is based on an observation of the way in which

points, though plotted more or less at random, appear to "line

up" in a definite pattern.

An intuitive notion of the meaning of the word "line" is

relied on here. jr the student has had little or no _ntact

with geometry, we'bhaid not venture,far beyond the ncept of

something which An.be represented by a pencil mark traced along

the edge of a ruler. However; an effort should be made to

strengthen the 6otii5n of a line as an infinite set of points. -

The basic assumption that the graph of an equation Of the

type. under discussion is in fact a line enables the student to

construct a graph by means of a straightedge and' two predetermined

points. Auxiliary points are recommended as a "check".



ages 728-731:

To support this assumption the teacher may wish to point

out the existence of two analogous concepts. The first, a

geometric one, asserts that nor any two given distinct points

--17n-the plane there is one and only one line which contains

sbotrirof them. The companion assertion in algebra states that

.for 'any two different pairs of real numbers there is one and

only one equation of the first degree in two variables which

has both of these elements in its truth set. In this connection

we consider two equivalent first degree equations as being

essentially the same equation.

One might go a step farther and- avoid the possible

confusion generated by the concept of equivalence. The

assertion could be phrased as follows: "For any two different

pairs of reel numbers there is one and only one equation of the

form y = ax b, or x = k, which has these elements in its

truth Set." This anchors the coefficients. Whereas the form

Ax + By + C = 0 allows 'them to be any three numbers proportional

to the original A, B, and C.-
The proof of the above assertion is given below.

Let, x
1

y1) and y2) by any two different pairs

real numbers.

If xl = x2, both pairs of numbers satisfy the sentence

x = x1, which is of the form x = k. Assume now that (xl,

and (x2, y,) also satisfy a sentence of the form y = ax

Then

yl)1
b.

yl = ax1 b and y2 = b, since xl = x2.

But this would mean that y1 y, which is contrary to our

hypothesis that the two number pairs are different. Hence in

the case for which xl - x2, the sentence x -xl is the only

Sentence of first degree satlafte by both' umber pairs.

Now consider the case where xl

sentence of the form x k will be satisfied by bdth number

pairs. Assume that there is a sentence of the form y = ax b

which is satisfied by (xi, y1) and by (x2, y2). Then the

following two sentences are true.

x-. Certainly no

ax
1

+ b

ax,
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pages 731 -733: 16-3

From this it ollows that

Yl Y2 a(xl x2

and that

Consequently b

This means that if there is a sentence in y-torm satisfied by
both number pairs, then this sentence ip

Y Y2
x
1

x
1

- x-2
Yi_ Y2

-1 x2 -1
1

-1 Y
Y1y y- x2 -1 xi - x_

2
1

The only question that remains is: do both number pal really
satisfy this equation? It can be easily verified that they do.

Answers to Oral Exercises 16-3a;

1. 4; 0; -2

(b) -7; -1

(c) 0; -4; 3

(d) 4; 8; 10

(e) -1; 0; -2

2. (a) yes

(b) no

(c) yes

ges 732-733:

(d) yes

(e) no

yes

Answers to Problem Set 16-3a; page 733:

1. (a) for example (3, 1), -1)

520



pages 733-734:a 16-3

b)

4

2

(0" yes

(d) yes

(e) yes

(f) yes

(5

The graph of a second degree equation is taken up in detail

in a later chapter. The topic is touched on only superficially

here to point up the fact that the line graph is characteristic

of a first degree equation only. In this connection it should

be noted that even alfirst degree qjuation in two variables

will have a line as its graph if and only if the domain of both

variables is the set of all real numbers. If, on the other hand,

the domain of the variables'of such an equation is restricted

to the integers, then the graph will be a set of discrete

points. There are, however, no graphs of this latter type in

the present chapter.
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page 735: 16-3

Answers to Problem set 16-3b; page 735:

(a) (3, 3 (4, 2), (2, 4)

522 1

(b) (1, 5), (2,

(a)



.,page 735: 16-3

(e) (_ -4), (2,
y

-1 0

Y

4

3

2

r 1

I

x

-1 0 4

-1

5

-1 0

) (n)

523
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page 735: 16-3

(0,

II 2 MEM
III EWA

MEM

1)

14

3

0 4

2

524

( 1 )

0 -3),

4

3

_Q



page 735: 16=3

(a) (1, (0, 4 ), ( 2, 0

(-1, 2), -2,, 8)

(b)

II II
II II

Lr ---4 il

The points do not lie on a line.

(o)- Yes.

525



pages 735-739: 16=3

4 (a) (0, 6

(b)

The points

(c) Yes.

not lie on a line.

Ilat 736.
Here the student is introduced to what may seem at first to

be a congradicti-on, namely that equations ouch as x m 5, or_

equations such as y = 2, can be interpreted as equations in

two variables. This idea, which is forti fied by the use of a

zero coefficient, will be of considerable importance in the

study of systems of equations in Chapter 17.

Answers to Oral Exercises 1673c; -page 739:

(a) the set of points whose abscissas are 3, that is, the

line parallel- to the y-axis and 3 units to the right

of the y-axis

(b) the line parallel to the y-axis and four units to the

left of the y-axis

(0) thetline parallel to the x-axis and Ave units above

the x-axis

526 -'4



page 73§:

(d) the line pallel to the x -axis and two units below

the x-axis

the line parallel to the y-axis and three units to the

left of the y-axis

the line parallel to the y-axis and seven units to the

right of the y-axis

(g) the line parallel to the x-axis and three units above

the x-ax

(h) the ifne parallel to the x-axis three wilts below'
the x-axis

(1 ) the y-axis

(j) the x-axis

Answers to Problem Set 16-3c; pages 739-7

(a)

3

2

9

-2

2 4
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(b)

and
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All the graphs pass through
the point (0,. 2
All the equations have
constant -term 2. .

a

All the graphs pass through the

ro origin. None of the equations

contain a constant term.



pages 740 -742: 16-4

Intercepts and Slopes..

6nxehagain a heavy emphasis is placed on the yforrirof an

equation. It is very lAportant-hat the student realize that

the definition- of:both slope and y-intercept are based on'this

particiular fort. Thus the equation x e ic has as its grapha

4ine for which the slope is not defined as 'a. real 'number, Cdr
64

does the graph of such a line have a y-intercept.

Answers td Oral Ekercises 1674a). page 742-,

.1. (0, 2): 9. = x - 12

1

.,-.

2. (0, .-5- ) JO. y = 2X - T
3.' /0, 1.2) 11 y 7 -x+, (0,4)

4. (0-:.-4) 12. Y'7 -. Ty + 2 (0 2)

5. y -x 2 (0,2) i3, y . 2 2 (0i -2)
2-

O. yi:= -2x + 7 (0,7) 14. y.= a 2 (0, 2).
i

3_
+ 4-

10 10
5T.- y = - xV (°') 15. y 7 -2x

2 sx + (0,

8, y = -:6x .16 .(0,',16)

\kn'savers to Problem Set..1674a; pages 742-743:

1. y - -2x

x

530



pages 742 743: 144

= 2x 5

18.- y = 2x +7

3
9. y = 2x

10. y =

:Thtsie graphs seem to be
-parallel lines. In the

.Ly7forms the. coefficient
of x are each 2 .

531



Rage_age 744: -4'

Answers to Oral Exereisp 16-4bk page 744:

1. (a (0,

(0,

(o,

2)

-5)

2)

3.-

(F)

y J.x + 2 .

and

y m 3x - 5

y 2x + 2-

none

(b

)

2),

(o, -2)

all have graphs which

- are parallel to each ,

all have graphs which'

are parallel to each

ther

none

other

none

1y-=

and

2y x - 4

y -3x - 2

and
_

x

(0,

3

3
(0,

(b) none have graphs' which

are parallel to each

Qther

(c) no two graphs are

parallel to each other

(d) none



Page 745: 16=4

Answers to Problem Set-1 -Lib;

I. y. 3x 2-

y . .3x 4 5Yx -

y -2x +-I

y + 2x 7

page 745:

lx
-

2y = x -5

1
y = x ± 2

5

x- 2y . 4

y = x 3

y x 2

y x 5



pages 745-748:- 16-4

Itsiv We have essentially a choice' - between two Possible

definitions of the slope of a line: the coefficient of x in

the y-form of the equation; the ratio of the vertical' change to

the horizontal change from one pointto another on the (non

vertical) line.. In a course in analytic geometry in which a

line is given a geometric meaning, the second of these would

be taken-as a definition and the first proved as. a theorem.

Here we have-contidered a line-more in the light of the truth

set.of a given equation. Hence it is natural to take the first

as a definition and devel'op, its connection with the seeond. In

this way we avoid some of the complications which arise under

the ratio definition with respect to the distinction between a,

line and,a line segment.- The-theorem which establishes the

connection between. these two concepts of slope is stated but

not proved, since the proof involves the solution of a system

or two equations in two variables. However, the teacher may

wish at this time to discuss the general nature of4'the proof in

informal terms. It can be developed fairly simply as follows.

The theorem states that if (c, d) and (e,.f) are th

coordinates of any two points on a line with c Xe, then -the

ratio
d-= f

is equal to the coefficient ,a in the y-form ofe
the corresponding equation.

Proof:

' Since the number pairs (c, d) and

eentence y = ax b, it follows that.

d = ac b

and f ae b .

Hence d - f = ac -.ae. from which the conclusion

satisfy the

d - f
= a follows, In presenting this pro. f

c e
1111,

the student it should be emphasized that the operations(were

legitimate only because of the hypotheses, (1). that-the points

were elements-in the truth set of the equation; ancL (2) that

c 0. The student should be cautioned.against an

assumption that one may "'subtract" open sentences whethetrue

or false,' In the above oroof,.the sides Of each of the



pages 749-759. 16-4

respective equations have already been established as names for

the same number before the subtraction process. The coefficient

.definition.also encompasses in an uncomplicated way the notion

of a zero slope or a negative slope, as well as the notion_that'

slope is not defined for vertical lines.

Answers to Oral

1. (a) slope:

eises 16-14e; page 749:

3

y-intercep

(b) slope: -3

y-intercept: (0,

slope: 17

y-intercept:

(d),

(b), (c)

-6)

Answers to Problem 16 -4cProblem _

1.

2.

a) slope:. 2sleope:.

y-intercept: (0,

alepe: 2

y-intercept: (0,

slope: -

y-intercept: (0

y 2x 6

2

pages

(d) slope: 7
y-intercept: 0)

(e) ;lope: 0

y-intercept:

r)
(Q, 5)

slope: not defined

y-intercept: none

749-750:

d) slope:

y-intercept: (0,

slope: -

y-intercept: (0, 2)

L-,mope:, not defined

y-intercept: none(



pages 750-755: 16-4

(c) y .t6x - 1

(e) Y -3

Y6

2

3. y 3x 1

4.. y - -2x 3

5. al = a2

fi

-2

fi

Answer to Oral Exercises_ 1674d; page 755:

1, (d) =

1 - (e) 0

(r)

= 3

MN MEM
111111 MIMI
IN MEM

MOM
MIN

2. (a) Increases

(b) decreases

(d)

(e) decreases
s

(c). increases (V) increases

decreases

536



An Were to Problem Set 16-4d;

1. (a) -2

(bj

)

pages 755-756.

(d)

(e) 0

f) not de_ined

(b)



page 755-757: 16-4 and 16-5

(b
y . 3x +3
y . 3x A-- 3

,y ,2x

(d) .y . 3x

(e) = -2x

(f) 1
3

Gras of Sentences Involving, an Order Relation.

The approach.in this section based on an assumption,

made without formal proof, that a line 40 vides the plane into

two 4half planes, thereby creating three

all inclusivenclusive subsets of the set of all points in the plane,

tually exclusive and

namely the set of points on one side of the line, the se of

points on the Othcr side, and the set of points on the line

itself- The-major as_ tion, made plausible by examples, is

that the graph of an inequality of the first degree in two

variables consists of all the points on one side of a line whose

equation is formed by changing the order symbol to ".". The

teachermay:wAsh te_support thls,assertion-with*re-;examples

than are given in -the text. It may also help to have_the

student wctice sele Ling two points, one or one' Vide of the
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page 757-7611 16,.5

andione on the other.. Then show that one of these satis-

fies the inequality, while the other does not.

' The, machinery for con tructing such.a graph consists
- r

essentially in deteilMirling on whiCh tde of the rine art elfment

of the truth set lies, and then indicating this partidular half-
.

Plane as the graph. It is importanl_.th- the student. recognize

the distinction between the relation "<" and "<", latte.r,

requiring that the line be ihcluded in the graph. The student-

should avoid an inference that the symbol ">" is associated

w

w

7 points "above" the-line while the syi

_ poirits "below" the line:

Answers ;to Problem Set 16-5 pages 761 -76 :

(b)

I

11<11 is ssociated



,

4

,



pages 782-76

3. Yes

Ogswers to Review Problem

1; (a) -8

(b)

(c) 11
A

(CO

pages 7b3-/uo:

(g)

-+a
(0)

9 cm

(1)

8ar`-' .3 2

21m-
,

(e) 20a

(f) -2a + + e
(k) an + 2n - 10_

( 1 ) 5x - 9xz + 9yz + i_z2

,---- + 5 .7za(m + n) (n) 4y ;---, +

6(m + n) (o)- 2a(c - 2b)- 1)

14a(a 4' 3) (p) (a + 1) (x 1- y)

6c(3 1- 2d), (q) cy - CX + ay + ax

3(3 - 2a) ,
(0 (mn + 1.)(m + n)

ab (6a + b) (s) (-4b +3a)(2c - d)

3m - 2i (t) (x + 6)(x + 4)

3(x 3) (u) (x 7 2)(x - 6)

_LiO) (v) (b - ))(b + 3)

a(1 + a + 4(m 5)(m - 2)
n:-

2. (a)

(b)

(e)

(ci)

(e)

(f)Y
1(6)

(is)

(1)

4j)
(k)
(1)
(in)

3. (a)

(b)

b(sr + y 1)

2r(r - t)
5(4y - 3x -

(171

(f) (-14)
(g) (3)

(h) (18)

(1) (28)

(j) set of real numbers

greater than 2

(x)
(y)

b(c 6) (0 + 1)
x 1 - x)(1 +.',x)(1

(k) sot of real numbers greater

than .b

(1) set of real numbers less

than -b

(m) set of real numbers less

than 7

(n) set of real numbers greater.

than 3

(o) [1,3)

(p)-.1`--,(3,y)



'pages 764-765

(q) (4,-3)

(-(3

(s) -(6)

4. (j)
-t 0 I 2 3 4

(1
-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -I 0 I

(t)

(u)

(v)

R)
2 3 4 5

-2 -I .0 I 2 3- 4 5

Let n te the first integer. The next consecutive

integer is n 1.

n + + 1) -

2n =

n - 31

Hence, t

The In

Let n be a

net 31).

are 31 ar 32.

number. Another m umber is 5n.

+ 50 = 90

6n = 90

15

Hence, the truth set Is (15).

The two numbers are 15 and 75.

If Geor7,e 17:, a years old, then James 1= a + 5

yearn old.

a t- 37'

2a

Hence, the truth net in 16).

Georr,c to 16 and James

542= j,



page 765

(d) Let w be the length in feet ofone of the sides of

. the lot; Then, 120 is is the length in feet of an

adjacent side.

120. - - 2700 Domain! -w 0
By converttçthew1=dth

120w - w 2700 is less tha the length
so w <120 - W.

- 120w 2700 0

90)(w - 30) c

90 =: 0 or -w - 3C

w 90 or w 30 Domain: w 60

Hence, the truth set is (30).

The width is 30ft. ; the length Is 120 - 30f or 90 ft.

a be the altitude in 'inches of the triangle-;

,4(16) 60

8a hc

a
15

Hence, the truth set Is

The altitude is 15 inches.

(f) Let n be the first number. Then, the next two

con:-secuttve number are n + 1 and n-i- 2.

n + . 1) + (n + 2) 108

'3n 3 = 10,8

3n - 105

n 35

Hence, the truth et is (35).

The nuMbers are 35, 36, 37.

)-
543



(g) Let x be an odd number. Then, the next consecutive

odd number is x + 2.

± (x + 2) < 110

2+ + 2< 110
_

2x / 105-

-Henc-fe, the truth net n the net of all integers

x (x + 2) 99

2+ 2 > 99

> 97

are lean than 5 4 and greater than

The umber c could be 53 and 55-

49 and 51.

*(h Let s be an oven integer. Then, s + 2 Is the next

9t and

which,

53, or

(a )

consecutive even integer'.
a-

+ (a =

Po - 33

33

Hence, the truth act In
13

Eut - is not an even integer.,

Theref75-14-e, there is no even Integer a such

that a =1- (a + 2) --.-= 35.

(b)

3

MINN

MINE



page 7b5

(c)

(e)

g)

26ái

-3 -2

2

(d)



pages 765-766

7. (4) y -3x +

(b) Y t

Y

slope: 3

y-intercept: (0, -5)

slope: -2

y-intercept: (0, 1)

slope: -7

y-intercept: (0, 5)

y 4x + 4

;II= -8x - 3

_slope:

y-intercept: kO, §)

slope: 2

7Ny-intercept: (0, -)

slope: 0

y-intercept:. (0, 5)

3ugG,estes1 Tet Ttes

1. Consider the equation 4x - 5y - 10 0

(a) Write the equation in the y-form.

(b) What is the slope of the line which is the graph of

this equation?

(c) What is the'y-ihtercept of this line?

(d) Draw the graph of the equation.

(e) What Is an equation of the line parallel to the given

line and with the y-intercept (0, 1)?

2. What 1,s the value of a such ht he line with equation

3x + 2y - 6 === 0 contains the palnt (a,3)?

3. What is the value of b such that the point (2,-3) is on

the line with equation 2x - by - 3?



4 Determine the slope of the line whose equation is:

(a) Y 3 -1,0

(b) x - 2y -

(c) 3y X - 4

5 Given the equation - 1 y = C: and t1 ordered pa

(0,2), (-3,8), (1,1), (-2,4 ),1),

which of the given ordered pairs are ellem nta cf the truth

set of the given equation?

equanon Problem6. Give a reason why or why not has

a graph which is a line.

Draw the graph of each of the following with reference to

a different set of axes.

(a) 2x y 2 - 0 (f) y - x >

(b) Y = 4x

(c) 2x - 1 = 0

(d) 3x + 2y -

2y 3 - 0

(g) x - 2y _7> 2

(h) x - y or x= y
(i) x 2y + 3

(J) + 2 y and x y

Draw line such that the ordinate of etch point on the line

Is twice the opposite of the abscissa. What is the equation

of this line?

From one point to another on a line the horizontal change

is =3 units and the vertical change Is 6 units. What

is the slope of the line?

10. If the line described in Problem 9 contains the point

(0, what is an equation of -the line?,

11. Is the point (3,10) on the line containing the points

(2,7) and (0,3)? Give a reason for your answer.

12. If the ordered pair (a,2) is in the truth set of the

sentence 2x y j 4, is (a 1,2) also In the truth set?

Give reasons for your

547
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Answers to d Test Items

'1. (a) y ® x

3. 2V,

The slope in
2

The y-intercept Is

y 4

lb. The graph of - 1 - y =,)C Is not a line since only a

first degree equation two variables has'a graph which is

a line.

548



(b)

-5 -3 - 2 4

2y+3=0

549



(g)

x 2

-ME
ME

0

or



vertical change
9. slope m

horizontal change_

1

f :

.,J

11. The slope of the line containing the points and
(0,3) is is 2. The yi_Intercept Is (0,3). Therefore the
equation of the line is

- 2 1

The point (3,,101 is rot othe line since

10 / ;2(3) +

is in the truth set we know that

a + 2 > 4

I 2(a ly + 2 reater than 4?

2(a + 1) + 2 - 2a + 2 + 2; by th diftrlbutive property.,

2a t- 2 2 > 2a 2, by the addition property of order,

since 2 > O. 7

Therefore 2a + 2 + 2 > 4, by the transitive property of

order.
(a + is in the truth set of 4.

_

;



Chapter 17.
.

'-----,,,,

11

SYSTEMSOF OPEN SENTENCES

In this chai!)ter the studentS extend their ideas about sen-
4tnces, truth sets and-graphs 2-study Ampound first degree sen;

*- tences n two variables. N /e ost common sentence of this type ,

is the conjunction
. ''

%

Ax + By + C 0 and Dx + By + ,

- which 'arises in many contexts where two variables have two cOndi-

tions,pdaced on them simultaneously. Such a conjunction is

called a sy_st_em of equations and is usually written

Ax + By C 7 0
0

Dx + Ey F O.

Because tho truth set of a conjunction is the set of elements for

which' both sentence's are true simultaneously, such a system ia

often called a "simultaneous system".

The problem of determining the truth set of a compound sen-

tence two variables is again one of finding an equivalent com-
.

pound se- tence whose truth set is obvious. He-Ale we are aided by

intuitive geometry of lines. Two distinct lines either intersects

In exactly one -point or they are parallel. If the lines given

by the ,equations of the system intersect, :then that point of

Intersection has,coordinates satillying the equations of the
systom. This ordered pair is the one and only element in the-

truth set of the system, and this point is the graph of the sys-
tem. Thus, in the case of one solution the problem of finding

equivaleEI systems is one of finding pairs of equations of lines
through this point of intersection. The most simple equations of

.,

two such lines are those whose graphs are a horizontal and a ver-
tleal line through the point of intersection. All methods of

solving systems of first degree equations are actually procedures
for finding these two lines.

9
In the first two sections of this chapter we consider a sys-,

tem of equations with exactly one solution and show how to,gen-

orate from these equations any other first degree equation also



having this solution. Thus, if the system,

Ax + By +C 0

x + Ey + V ft 0

has exactly one solution, say (r,$), then for an

b the equation

Ax b Dx By +

is also sati ied.by 'Thragh examples

the student should learn to select the multi-

so
.

t#14014 the cueffictent of x or,of

`equation. Thus, with

an equivalen s.ystem=o

_

proper choices or,

form

whose truth set is ((h,k)).

nd discussion,

and b

is 0 in the new

and we obtain

It should be emphasized that the above analysis depended .on

the fact that the system has exactly one solution, thus guarantee-

ing that,athe corresponding lines intersect in exactly one point.

In the cases for which the lines are parallel (including the casei

of coinciding lines), is necessary to give an algebraic fieveX-

opMent of equivaler -nces, one which does net depend on .,,f4

intuitive geometric ideas, The fact is established In this 45c-,,

tion tha ei y system

is equivalent
l-

and to

for any

{

Ax + By + 0 - 0
--Dx + By + F i--= 0

Ax + By

Dx + By +

Ax + Ry +r =C

a(Ax + By +

x + By +

Dx 4- Ey +F) -0

This fact is "proved" for a special

system. Since the procerer the general ease would bd so similar

In every detail it Included. .The above "theorem" is used

in Sections a -1 ANsolve systems of equations.ti



A student may need help.,in,seeing that if there is a number

such that

D - kA, kB, F = kC,

then the multipl.ers as and b mey be so chosen that the sys-

tem,

equivalent to

x + By +v C = 0
x + + =- 0

C = 0 and 0 0

0 0 Dx + Ey'+ F = 0,

which have a ComMbh, euth set whose :graph a line. In this

case, "Ax + By + C 0" and "Dx Ey + F 0" are equivalent

and theft graphs cothoide.
-#

If thereirts an6mber k 1 o such.° hat,

D --kA, E = kB- but- F kC,

tjen the system-
...,

+C=0
Di,.+ Ey + F 0

has no so,lution. The graphs of By and

"Dx + Ey + F 0. 0" are parallel lines.

Throughout this deVelopment it is we4 to insert an occa7

sionalcompoun0 sentence with the connective "or". Such ex-

aviplep shout emind 'students of the fundamental difference be-
t

tWeen con, unctions and disjunctions and emphasize the importancp

of correct connectives. The g'aph of "2x - y + 3 0 and

x + 2y + 1 0" is one point,. whereas the graph of

"2x - y + 3 0 or x 4 2y + 1 0" is the set of all the

points on the two lines. Iii this connection, emphasize the

difference between the statement "the graphs of the equations

of the system", whien refers, to a pair of graphs, and the state-

menv "the graph of tie system", which refers to either one point,

one line, or the null, set.



sa 767=712: 17=1 and 17=2

Systems of uations.

The word stem is used as a synonym for-coniuncto that

tioindicate a compound sentence with connective and. This is

.a good time to,review the conditions for a true compound sentence.

"A or BV. is false if A, B are both

false sentencea;,'otherwise it is true.

"A and B" is true if A, B are both

true sentences; otherwise it is false.

Thus, the truth set of a system of sentences is the set of ele-

ments each of which makes every sentence true.

Answers to Froblem Set 17=1; pag 769-*70:

1. The given ordered pair satisfies theSystem in each part

except (a), (d), and (e).

(,1) is an element of the truth set

tence in every part except (a).

3. Answ ill vary.

Answers. will vary.

Answers will vary.

-d. Graphs of Systems of Equations.

compound sn-

It should not be difficult to convine students that al-

though the graphs of he equations of a system allow us to make

an estimate of the truth set of the system, we must not accept

this estimate as the truth element until it is shown to satisfy

both equations. This sort of discussion should then motivate t

development of the following sections, in which .procedures are

established for solving systems by finding equivalent systems..

The situation, is analogous to that of the beginning of the

course when truth numbers of sentences were guessed and then

checked; later, the guesswork was eliminated by considering the

concept of elutvaient sentences,

Thetc2 is sharp difference between the "graphs of the sen-

tence In sys em" and "the 'arth of the system"s . The latter is



paged 773 -77": 17-2

. the graph' of A conjunction, and in the -case
degree equations .441th one ablution-, it is a

_An _o Problem Set 3_7-2;

((,6)1.
(b) ( (-3,4))
(9) (( -2,.

(d) ( (0,0)
(a)

(3,2

E MIME
Mr2
MIMI
MEN.LIEN lir

-2

TIME FAWN
MEM MI

2

1,0

4

)

pages 773-775:

(d)

of a system of rst
single p-

_ Eimoomo
oo clomEmou
EN NiZEMENNEN N
NE5 Encomium
EN ENEENNEEENE
ME NEENICENEEEEN
EN ,ENMENENNENEE
EN -ENEENEWENEEIN
Nu_ immEENEL,NEEN,

xtv,murasFievir
EENEEEENEw151
111111011INEENW
IIIMMIOMOIMINUMMOI
MOMMPliniMIUMIOMMk.NVENUMMEEM

a
OM
MO
ME
MO MOOMMWIEMMMO
MOAMMOMUMMMOMMM
EM:MMoumm m
m rPrAmom{(10,-2))UMW

1 rANNENNEMEMEN

{(3

-2) _



-)

(g)

1)

10

7

6
5

4

2 3 4 5 _ 7
1

(( 9)

MEM& MEM
MEW EWAMENIMME
5 -4 -3 -2 0MI VA
MEM /11111NM MPMN MEd

1

4

2

2

( 472 )

{(4.-2))
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1111111--6

4 MIMMEMM2MMMIMMEMMMM=MENEM=
IMMUMMOMM
IP'

a point

5 6
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1

MM

MI MOM
-4MM

MEMMEM
MO

MOIME ME_qmEmilmmm
MMM M

17 -3 Solving Systems of §allAtL2h.

In this Section we develop the idea of equivalent systems.

There is one hurdle hePe for the students; if this,hurdie.ia

passed, the succeeding development should run smoohly'. It is

this; given any two first degree equations, Ax C 0

and Dx Ey F z, 0, which represent intersecting lines, we may

choose any two non-zero real numbers a and- and be certain

that the generated equation

Ax + By C), b(Dx F)

represents a line and, in fact, a line'corttaining the point of

intersection of the original lines. Furthermore, every line

'through this point of intersection (other than the original

lines) can be obtained by certain choices of a apd b. The

verification of this fact follows in part from the observation

that a number pair (s,t) satisfies an equation 7and only if

the point (s;t) is on the graph of the equation.



7:13-

Problem Set 773 ; pages 7'78-779:

yes

b) Ye,s

c) yeA

dl yes A

Answers will vary

2x 'y 4 5)

ref yes

yes

(g) .ye
(h) yps

(x y' - 2) . 0

3x .
'.

-3

7)

+ (-_-2)(1( 4--y

2i 5 4;. ( 2x - 2y 4) = 0

-3Y 9 =

-9

= -1.

Answersers to Oial Exercises 1 page 8

1. a -3, b . 1

a -.I 1, b

b

a.= 1-, b = -1

a = 1, b

a = 1, b = -2

1, b :f 2

-2, b 1

a b

a = -2, b

a.© 2, b =

a . 1, b = -2

1

-b, b = a . 9. b etc ., are

also correct 0

560



page 784: 17-3

An_swers to P_-blem Set i7-73h) raie-784:

x 18
1. Truth set-of the system: 1 -4))

The graph of the system is

61



Page 784: 17-3

2.

8
7

-10-9

=UM INNW!
11111111

4

The graph the system-is the pc)



pages -784-7874

-9
5
8

-2

is 06-

9
6. 7

7. f; -5
m -4'

fx5r

lic8.

x-
2

10.
9

17-3

((-9,5))

((8,-2))

((7,9))

((-5,-4))

('(4, 4))

,9))

Answers to- Problem Set 17-3c; page 787:

{2x - 3y - 4 = 0
7y - = 0

I2x - 3y -.-14 - 0
7x - 35 = 0

rx -3y - 4 = 0''a
114x + 42y - 14 = 0

Ty ÷ 4 0
x + 2y - 9 = 0

.1.14x -70 -0lx + 2y - 9 =0
5x - 3%7 ÷ 53 = 0
x * 2y - 9 = 0'

1.

Answers will vary.



Page 790: 17-3

Answers to Problem Set 17 -3d; page 790:.

x =
y 5 . 0

If there is a solution, it must be of the form (3,10),

b must satisfy the -following divalent sentera, es:

b 5 . 0=

b -,2 0

b 2

the solution of the stem.

Th above form is an ideal= oof the complete set
of s e in,solvihg the system. Or o° rse,it is'hoped and

des d. hat students will quickly len towomit some of the

steps by choosing the multi liers and forming newenteneds-

in one step, as well as maki g the "substitutiph" to obtain

inone step. No matter ho4 short the proce, the idea ,9f

equivalent systems should remain.

2, ((-4p-3))

3. [(1, -i))

4. [(2, -7))

((-

((-2,-3))

7. ((3,-1i))

8. ((2,5))

9. i(-2,-1))

10. ((6,7))

11. (a) one

(b) infinitely many



pages 790-792: l7-4

17-4. )Systems of Equations with Many Solutions.

The students should be reminded that a compound sentence with

-connective and (that is, a system of sentences, ) is true when both

sentences are true; otherwise it is false. Thus, in the system

Ax + By + C m 0
0 m 0,

..-

"0 m 0" is true, and, there ore the syste% k true for all num-

ber pairs making "Ax + By + C m 0" true.

This situation will occur when the system

{Ax + By + C m 0
Dx + Ey + F m 0

Is one for w 1,ch.we can find a non-zero number k such that

A kD, B m ,kE,, and C kF and the system is equivalent to

{Ax + By + C m
(Ax + By + C) k(Dx + Ey

Ax + By + C m 0
0 m 0

= o

In other words, in th_s case the individual sentences. in the

system are equfvalent (one having been,obtained,from the other

by multiplying by a non-zero real number). Thus, the graph of

such a system is the one line represented- by the two equations.

at 1.

roblem Set 17- pages r_494



page 792: 17:4

b) yes

"4x I- 6y 20 - 0"' can _e obtained by multiplying each

side of "2x 3y - 10- 0" by- 2, a non zero real num-

ber.

The truth sets and_ graphs of the truth sets of equiva-

lent e- tences are the same.

ME MMEMM
MN 5MIMEME EMI
NMI OMENME NEM
MilIMMEM
AMMIMMEM

I I

yes
_

" - by 15 b0" can be obtained by mdlt plying each

Side of "x 2y 1- 5 - 0" by 3, a non-zero real number.

-2y 5
0-0

infinitely many

566



pages 792-794: 17-4

(b) ye

yes

"12x - 4y - 0" can be obtained by multiplying both

des of "3x -

66---

(d) infinitely many

(b) no

no

(c) no

(d) one

Y 0" by 4, a non-zero real number.

EM, EMU
MIME MEM

MEV
MEM MEM
MEE MEMMM MMMMEM WM
MEM MM

2 - 0

(a) Please see the first paragraph on page 555.

(b) They are the same graph.

6. All systems, excepU the one in part (c, have Infinitely

many solutions.

f. k

fax - 5y +,,,A . 0
0-. 0

It is not possible.

(d)' 2x + y - 6 0 and 0 0

57



paps 79495: 17=5

17-5 : ystems with No Solution

Again, the definition of a conjunction of sentences' tells

that the system

{
AX + By + C 0

-5 . 0
. .

is false for every number pair, because "-5 - 0" is.faiee.

Such a situation occurs when the system

\
Ax + By + C 0
Dx + Ey + F .. 0

is one for which there is a non-zero real number k such tha
A - kD, B kE, and C 14 kF, and the system is equivalent

'ar

e(x + By + C 0
Ax'+ By + 'C) - k (Dx + Ey F)

l-
Ax- + By + C m.0

C kF

Clearly, the second sentence is false and the system has an empty
truth, set. F cases in which E 14 0 and E 14 0 itmay be
instructive for the class to put the sentences of such a system
in y-form'

and note that D
-- - and F

This implies that theE rf *

lines have the same slope (are parallel) and different y-inter-
cepts (do not coincide).

568



pages 795-796:

Andwers to iâb1em Set 17-5.; pages 785797:

1. (a) I
__IllI

5

ill W.. _ _ _ _ __

liki
- 9 - 8 7 -6 -5 -4 -, - -_ 0

-2

2 4 5

-
7 _

1

10

A

*-

I

(b) The graphs are parallel lines.

(c) The sentences are not equivglent.

The coefficients of x and the coefficients of y are

the same in the two equations, but the ,onstant terms

are different.

(b) The sentences are not equivalent.

The coefficients of x and the coefficients of y in

the two equations are the same, but the 6onstant terms

are different.



page 796: 17-5

x + y 6 -
(-1)(x + y -6 ) + (-)(x + y - 2

x + y = 0
[-x - y+ 6 x+y- 2 = 0
fx + y 0

0

(d) The truth set is the empty set.

)

(b) The sentences are not equivalent. The coefficients of

of x and y in the second sentence are each twice

the corresponding coefficient in the second sentence.

The constant

(c )
2x + y - 1 =

(Lx + y

2x + y 1 =
- 2y + 2

2x + y 1 =
-3 =

terms are not related in this way.

0
1) + ( )(4x + 2y - 5)

0
+ 4x + 2y - = 0

0
0

The truth set is the empty set.



pages 796-797: 17-5

4.

(b) The sentences are not equivalent. The coefficients of

x and y are net related in iany cial way.

This cannot be done. No choice of a and ,b 4,r1 the

sentence "a(2x s y 4) b (x + y ) m 0" v,i re

suit in a sentence in which the coefficients of x and

y are both zero.

(d) There is one element.

5. There is a number k /4 o such that if you multiply the

coefficients of x and y in one sentence by k,.-'you get

the coefficient of x and y its, the other sentence; The

constant terms are not so related.

The graphs or the Individual sentences are parallel lines.

6. infinitely many

none

one

(d) none

(e) none

none

infinitely many

(h) none

.-

-574



pages 797-799: 17-5 and 17-6

(b

(c

`7) 0

(Ox 4

fx 2y - 5 = 0
k- 42r + 10 =1- Ox r'by =1- 3

fx + 2y 5 - 0
13 - 0

No such system can be

3 0
x + y

3 - 0
-= 9 ±

Ox + 3y -

3y 5

17-6. Another Method for Solving ayetems.

This section differs f om the chapter as a whole in that all

other erections are treated from t pointrof view of equivalent

sys,tems.: The eqUivalence appr8ach is desirable for a number of
reasons It is easily extended to linear systems consisting of

any number of_sentences. It is the basis for the "addition-

subtraction method, long a standard technique in elementary

algebra texts. It is strengthened by, and in turn strengthens,
- the concept of equivalent sentences, developed earlier in this

text.

r'ievertheless, the subbtitution method, also a familiar
feature of most texts, is'very efficient many cases and is

useful enough in later work to warrant some attention; and this

s-ection is devoted to an explanatIon of it. If, for any reason,

it should seem desirable to omit this section, ncoss of con-
tinuity would result.

The text is careful to work with numbers in developing the

substitution method, Thus, in Example 2 for instance, the prob-

lem-solving process begins by stating thatif.a and b are num-
bers such that (a,b) is a solution of the system

then "Oa = b ' and "a 2b p 4 - 0" must be true sentences

From the first of these, the name "2a 4 7" is derived for the
number b, and this name is in turn substituted for "b" in the

second sentence.



pages 709-805: 17-6 Nd 17-7

T,piediffers from presentations that simply s _ u

"2x 16-7" for "y", without the introductIon of the "(a,b),"

notation. There is of -course nothing wrong with this, but it

needs to be accompanied by an awareness that, in making such a

substitution, one is working with a particular It is not

true that, for any ,(x,y) satisfying the second sentence, It -

true that y 2x 7. =To the beginning student, however, this

distinction in the use of x- and y is likely to be unclear.

The "(a,b)" notation emphasizes that we are uork -g with a,

particular pair of numbers.

In the examples of the text the process in each case begins

with the statement "If (a,b) is a solution... . Thus as a

final step, it is necessary to check In each sentence of the sys-

tem, since there may be no solution at all. Otherwise, we have
4

not shown that there is a solution; we have simply shown. that if

there is a sol.lotion, we know what it is, However, if in the

study of sections 17-4 and 17 -5, the class has established a way

of telling beforehand that a,system has exactly one sOlution,

then the checking is nClonger a logical necessity. The state-

ments "There is exactly one solution" and "If there is a sol-

ution, it is (-1,17', for instance-, certainly imply that ( -1,1)

4s the solution. Even so, checking may be desirable as a guard

against arithmetic errors.

Answer!, Pr ob em Set 1--! pages 801-802:

1. ( (1,1) J f
((-2 -5))

. [(1,3)1 7. ((10,0i

3. -1)J 8. ((10,25))

4. (6,-4))

5. ((5,0J

9. ((2,3))

10. ((0,1))

Answers to Problem Set 1777; pages 80'1-805:

1. The larger number Is -8 and the smaller number is -15.

The larger number is 23 and the smaller number is 7.

3.

k4r,

The boy has dimes and + -guar tern



pages 665-610: 17-7 and 17-6

The
d .

r of five dollar bills is 40.

5. Thp number is 3u.

Theman,bough_t1Opounds'of3')-cen and 2p pounds

of 50-cent nuts.
-T

7. Each Man is paid per day and each boy is paid per

50- pounds of_seed worth $1.05 per pound and 150 pounds

of seed worth 65 cents per pound

9,1. He invested $5,200 at 5% and $4,800 at

10. At the point whose coordinates are (3,1

17-8. L]-y1 of Inequalities.;s. %

As before, the definition of a conjunct on will be tie key

idea here. A number pair satisfies a system of rntences if and

only if it satisfies both' sentences. Thus, a point is in the

graph of a system of ineg alities if and only if its coordinates

satisfy both inequalities.

Answers to Pr Problem Set l7 -8; page 510:

1.

574

J



page 810: 17-8

2.



page 810: 17-8

5.



page 810: 1- 8

The graph of the solution set

consists of the shaded region

and the line.



page 810: 17-8

10.

11.
1



pages 811-812

Answers to -view Problem Set; pages 811-81h:

3, (a) (d) (e)

(x ~ 2y + 3)(2x y 8) 0 means

x 2y + 3 = 0 or 2x y 8 - 0 .

3 < x < 7 means 3 < x and x < 7.

2. (a) 3(2) - (3) = 6 - 3 = 3

2 - 3(3) +,T = 2 - 9 7 =

b) (2,3)

Since the two clauses of
the compound sentence
are not ,equivalent,
there is at most one num-
ber pair that is the sol-
ution of the system.
_Hence the truth set is
((2,.3

a = 1, b = -3. The-re are other possibilities such,as
2, b =

.(d) a = -3, b = 1. There are other possibilities.

f(e) -3a1- 7b = 0 is true for a = 7 andi b = 3.. There

are other possibilities.

(4)

(b) all numbers greater than -3b.

tc f1(221
'132'

(-2, -3)

(f) theeeet _ all number pairs whose ordinate is at least
-

2 more tHan the opposite of the abscissa.

(g) ((0, 0))

(h) (0, -

(I) 0

(j) the set of all number pairs where the ordinate is, 2
5more than - t1M6s the abscissa.

4
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pages 812-813

To every number gitir there corresponds exactly one E in

thre plane and to very point in the plane there corresponds

exactly one number it for agiven set of axes in the plane.

(a)

Truth setarea between

vines including solid

lines.

(b

1

7

4

9. (a) -3

(b) -1

(c)

degree

(d)

(e)

1

0

yes

yes

3

second, _c ant



pages

10. a

k
(c

2 4 4
x or 19ux

-7a 161).

a
d

2
tab

30

(g

61

d7a

x 5 1

7 3

3a

7La a _±_t9

4c - 5a
rabc

11. bet x represent the number of days o slow growth and

y represent the number of days of fast growth. Then

x + y = 36i5

{-10X + .,25y = 50
x A- y - 365 (-10 )(.10x 2E- - 50 = 0

y - 2.5y = 365 - 500

-1.5y = -135

y = 4(135) = 90
, 3-

There were, 90 days of d_ growth

and 275 days of slow growth.

There were lb° snails from population B and 40f1 snails

from population A if the migrants were a representative

sample from each population.

13. if f is the number of grams in the fresh weight and

the number of grams of dry weigh

then

(f -

d = 100

d = f
27

d - 100)

27-

=

=

0

100

1CH

The fresh weight was 10E



page 814

14, If f a the average weight of ,the females in micrograms

and m is the average weight of the males in micrograms

then

{
8m + 2f - 10(720

2f m 94b + 980

8m + 2f - 7200) - (2f - 1920) - 0,

8m a 7200 - 1920 - 5280

m a 660

The average weight of the 8 males is 660 micrograms

each.

Suggested Test Items

Is eech of the following compound sentences a system

sentences?

(a) x y m -2 and y = 8

(b) 2x + 6y + 3 = x y = 8

(c) x m 3 and y ,a -5

(d) 3x + y 7 4 and x < 4

e) 4x y m 8 and 2y a -8x 16

f) 3x + 2y + 1 a0 and 6x 4y - 9 = 0

For which of the six sentences in problem

element of the truth set?

1 is an

(a) Draw the graphs of the individual sentences of the

system

3x + y + 3

x - 2y + 1 -

(b) Draw the graph of the truth set of the system in

(8) Explain why the graphs in (a) and (b) differ.

4. Diaw the graphs of the individual s6tences of each of the

six compound sentences in problem 1.

5. Draw the graph of the

tences in problem 1.

th set of each of the compound sen-



-
6. Is the t

x 2y : 3
.truth set of the system x - 2y - 7 0

contained in

the truth set of any of the,folowing sentences? If so, in

which?

(a) 25' 3) 4- 7( - - 7) 0

(b) -3(x -2y - 3) +1(3x 2y - 7) -0

(c) a(x - 2y - 3) b(3x 2y - 7) 0, where a and b

are non-zero real number

7. Find the truth set of each of the f011owing by determining an

equivalent system in which one of the sentences contains only

the variable x, and the other sentence only the variable

y; or, if this is not possible, find the truth set by deter-

mining an equivalent system in which one of the sentences is

0 0 or a false sentence, such as 4 - 0.

)

Ix y 7 0 0
x y 0 0

x - y 5

ax aY 10

(d)
y 2x -3

x y 11

1 2
-y -- 2 0

2 3-

1x 012x -.3 = 7y 7
1 - 35y = 15

8. Can two. integers be found whose difference is 13 and the

sum of whose successors is 28? Explain.

9. How many pounds each of 95-cent and 90-cent coffee must be

mixed to obtain a mixture of 90 pounds to be sold for 92

cents per pound?

10. A'man made two investments, the first at 4% and the second

At 6% . He received a yearly income from them of $400.

If the total-investment was $8,000, how much did he invest

at each rate?

At a service station Jack bought ten gallons of gas and a

quart of oil, spending a total of $3.75. Jim bought eight

gallons of gas and two quarts of oil, and he spent $3.54.

What was the cost per gallon of gasoline and the cost per

quart of oil?

12. The digits of an integer between 0 and 100 have the sum

12, and the tens digit is 3 more than twice the units

What is the integer?



13. Draw the graph of each -of,the following

),. x# y 5 and x< 2

)
y. < x 1

x # y < 5

fx y < 3
y = x - 4

q5r ems.

14. Consider the sentence "2x y > 3" The number pair (2,3)

does not satisfy the sentence, and ,(3, -1) does satisfy/

the sentence. Which of the following is true,..-and why?

(a). (2,3) and (3, are on the same side of the line

"2x - y

(b) The point

(0, (2,3) and

"2x y

fi

is on the line "2x y = 3".

are on opposite sides of the

Answers to d Teel Items

(b) is not a system of sentences, since it is a compound

sentence formed with "or". Each of the others is a system

of sentences.

2. (3,-5) is J,n the truth set of each of (b), (c), and (d).

These graphs differ because in (a) the required graph

is made up of points whose coordinates satisfy one or

both of the sentences comprising the compound sentence,

whereas in (b) only number pairs satisfying both sen-

tences are in the truth set, so the graph is the point

(-1,0).
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(c)
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0
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The graph consists of all points
whose coordinates satisfy=at least
one of the sentences of the compound
sentence.

The graph consists of all points
with abscissa less than 4 which
satisfy the sentence 3x # y a 4.

(f) -Y

2

The truth set s the empty set.

587



The, h set of the system
O 1

(b) and

x + y = 0
x - 5 . 0

7) + 1(x - y - 5

x+ y 7- + x- y 5- 0
- 1 2 0

x 6

1(x + y 7) + (-1)(x y 5)

x + y 7 x + y + 5 .

2y - 2 = 0

y

((6,1)-

52x + 3y = 10

3(x - y'- 5) + 1(2x + 3y - 10) = 0

3x - 3y - 15 2x + 3y - 10 m 0

C 5x - 25 m 0

5

( y 5) + 1(2x + 3y - 10)

-2x + 2y + 10 + 2x + 3 - 10 m 0

5y © 0

y = 0

((5,0))

f2x - 3 = 7Y
110x -. 35y = 15

-5(2x - 3 7y)

-10x + 15 + 35y

(b

ontained in sentene

+ 1(10x - 35y - 15) = 0

+ 10x - 35y - 15 = 0

0 = 0

Therefore the two sentences of the system are
equivalent, and any number pair satis'ying one
of the sentences satisfies the other. The sol-
ution set is infinite.



iy
10x - y = 11

1(y - 3) + 1(10x - y

- 23; + 3 + 10x y 7 11 =0
8x - . 0'

-1 1

5(y dr-2x +,3) + 1 (1OX.,- y - 11)

5y -.10x + 15 10x 7 y

ky 0

Y -1

[(1, -1))

2 (E2

0

1

2+7

Therefore the truth set of the system is 0

If the greater integer is x and the lesser int9 e-

x - y = 13 '-

x 1) + (y +1) . 28

{
x - y = 13

x + y m 26

1(x -y - 13) + 1(x +y -26

x - y - 13 + x + y - 26 . 0

2x - 39 ,___Q

x .4' 14

Thus, 4005pee

the problem.

Y, then

But the domain of x
the set of integers.

no integer x which meets the conditions of

If it is to contain x pounds of 95-cent coffee and y

pounds of 90-cent coffee, then

x + y = 90
5x + 90y = (92)(90)

((36,51))

Therefore 36 pounds of 05,-cent coffee and 5k pounds

of 90-cent coffee should be used.



10. If m dollars was invested at 4', hand n dollars at

Thus, $4,000 was

If gasoline costs

cents per quart,

f m + 8,000
.04m + =
(0000,

-400
4000)).

.invested at each rate.

g cents per gallon and oil costs

lOg q 8375L
8g

33, 45))

Gasoline costs 33 cents a gallon, and o

a quart.

a

6 %,

costsa 45 cents

1. If u is the unites digit and t is the tens digit of the

integer,qheni

411,

The integer is 9

U 12
2u- 3.

(.(9)5))

b)

The truth set is theset of
number pairs Which are in the
truth set of x y = 5 and
which have abscissa less
than 2.

(z=

The truth set is comprise_
of the number pairs corre-
sponding to points in the
doublyAhaded region.



The truth set is

14. The graph Of i-first degree'inequality in'two variables is
the aet of all points on one side of the line of the corre
aponding evality. Thus, (c) is the only correct response.



Chapter 8

QUADRATIC' POLYNOMIALS

Quadratic'polynomfals were first'studied in Chapter 13.

Now that coordinate systems have been introduced (Chapter 16),

it ieposaible to geta deeper insight into the quadratic

. polynomials in x,

+ C, A # 0,

considering the'graph8 of the corresponding sentences,

y Ax
2

i Blx C, A / O.

In this chapter we use the graphs f quadratic polynoMials

to motivate the development of'the sta and form of a quadratic

polynomiW1 in x. To do' this we fi study-kraphs of "ax2

(where a is any non-zero real num- . Then we note how the

graph of "a(x h)2" is Obtained from the graph of "ax2" by

horizontal translation or "movement" in the plane. Finally,

the graph of "a(x h)2 + k" is obtained Brom the graph of

"a(x - h)2" by a vertical movement. Thus, since any quadratic

polynomial "Ax2 Bx + C ", A / 0, can be written in the

standard fornIN "a(x h)2 k", a / 0, and since the graph of

"a(x e h)2 k" can be obtained by movements of the graph of
flax2u we conclude that_the shape of-the graph is determined by

the number a and its position (axis, vertex) Eiy the numbers

h, k.

The graph of " Bx + C" intersects the x-axis at

points whose abscissas satisfy the quddratic equation

+ C O.

Here the interesting by-play between quadratic polynomial

and corresponding quadratic equation should be pointed-out:

Because of the shape of the graph (parabola) of the quadratic

polynomial, it is suspected that there are none, one, or at most

two points at which its graph'intersects the x-axis.

The corresponding quadratic equation, whose solutions are

the abscissas of the points on the x-axis, can be solved in

complete generality by using the standard form of the quadratic
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_,,polynomial to

x

the sentences

Bx . 0, A

or x

t

itAC

2A -----

hAre equiValent. Thus, there are no solutions f B
2

- LtAC is
hnegative, one Solution if B2 4AC = 0, and two solutions

2 ,

if B- 4AC is positive. In no case are there more than two

solutions. As a consequence we can prove that our presumption

about the graph of the quadratic. polynomial was correct: it

intersects the X-axis in, at most, two points.

,The second of the two equivalent sentences above is often

called the quadratic "formula":' In our terminology it is a

sentence equivalent-to the quadratic equation from Which the

truth numbers are easily read. The quadratic formula is not

developed in the.text because as a mechanical device for

grinding out solutions it leaves much to be desired. It is much

more important that'the student should learn to write'

"PS2 Bx C" in the standard form "a(x - h)2 k" and

solve the resulting equation by factoring. In this way he is

constantly aware of the shape and position of the graph and at

the ame time aware of the possibility of factoring over the

reals (if and only if 1 is negative or zero).

18-1. Graphs of Quadratic Polyhomials.

A quadratic polynomial in x is defined as a polynomial

which can be simplified to the form Ax
2

4 + C, where A,

B,, and C are any real numbers, with the important' restriction

that A be different from zero. Oral Exercises 18-la are

designed to give the student a chance to test his ability to

recognize a quadratic polynomial. The following points are

brought out in these exercises:

Although A cannot be zero, either. B

or C or both may be zero.



pages 815-81 18 -1

The cOefficfente A, B., and C may be

any real numbers (A ,d 0); they are not

restricted to integers.

An expression such as (x 1)2 4- 5

(Problem 13) is a quadratic polynomial

e it can be expressed in the form

4-'11X 4- C. (This will come up again

later when standard form is.studied.)

Answers-to Oral_.EXercises 18-1a; page 816:

1. yes; 2, 4, 5

2. yes; '6, 8

3. yes; -6, -8

4. -yes; 5, - 4-

5. yes; -1, 6,'

yes; 48, 8, 0

yes; 0, 14

8. no

9. yes;

10. no

11. no

12. yes; 1, 0, 0

13. yes; 1, 2, 6

14. yes; 1, t, k

Answers to Problem Set.18-1b; page 818:

1. Graph of polynomial 2x2

(x, Y):

(-2,8)

(-1, 2)

(0, 0)

(1, 2)

(2, 8)



page 818:

2.= Grapt of. polyromial -2x2

(x,
(-2, i-8)
(-1, -2)

(0,

(1, -2)
(2, 4$)

Grap of ,polynomial

Graph of polynomial x + x

(k, y):
(-3,6)

(-2, 2)

(-1, 0)

(0, 0)

(1, 2)

(,-2, 6)
(3, 12)

MMMEMMIMMEMMEMOMM
MMEMEMEMMIMM
MIAMMEMMEHMEMMOM A E
MMEREMMEMMEMIMM E

AIWMMOMMM ROOM=
=UMW WEEMEM
MEMMIP 2 3

MINIMMEMEMMII
IMMEMMEMMIUM



page 81

5. G
2

al x -4 x 4- 1

Graph of polynomial

x, y):

-3,

(-2, -

(-1,

(0, 0)

7. Graph of polynomial

(x, y):

(-1, 9)

(0, 4)

(1, 1)

0)

1)

4)

)

2

123

4 X

MMEMMOMMEMOMMEMMAMMEMMEMM
MMEMMEMMEMMMEMM
MMINIMMWMIIMMUMEMIIMM MEOMMEMMM ERO OMIM
MINIM= MMMUMMEMIMMEMM WWWWI E
iiiiii MMONIMMEM
MMINIMMI0MNMEMMEM
MMEMEMMIMMEMMIM
MNIMMMIMMEMMMOM
IIMMIMMOMEOMME
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8. Gvaph ,JC polynomial -x x

yM E MEMMMMMIIO 2MMMMM
MI IIIMEMMIIINMIMI= 0 ING10111111111
MMEMMIRMAIMMMOMM
MMMMMUMUMME
MENIIMINIMMIMMEN
MMOMEMNIMMEMMEM

MEMONIMMEMMIMME
111111MINE IMMUNEEMEMEMEMEM

TI o 1:1Tiphs of polyhomial of the form ax-, (a X 0) receive

emphasis here because, in the next two sections, the graph of

any quadratic polyhola__ will be arawn by reference to the

graph of a polynomial of thIs Corm. In describing the effect

of tho nullber a on the :11ape of the graph, students may come

up with such exprocions as "Naking'the value of a smaller

spreads thr2 Lraph out:, moro."

hobo that the r,raph of polynomialany
, _

ax contains the

orlgin The wor:I "vk_!rte." will be introduced in a subsequent

section.

Answerb to Problem ,let ltd[ Pal'.(!

1. Icach oniinaLr! or sic ,:raph of' P-4' is twice the value of

the ci,oPrc:4,cticlinH ordinate o the c-,raph of x .



page 820: 181

2.

3. Each value of x is half the corresponding value of x.
1

Therefore, each ordinate of the graph of 7pc
2 is half the

corresponding ordinate of the graph of x-.

4.

5. E_ value of I the opposite of the corresponding
1 P

value of .
Therefore, each ordinate of the graph of

1 L-2

t;..K. is the opposite of the correspondinr, ordinate of
1 2

the graph of .
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6.

ri

2

7. Each value of -ax- is the opposite of the correspondingX
valve of ax TheroF,-e, each ordinate of the graph of
-ax 1s-the opposite the corresponding ordl.nate of:
the graph of ax-.

8, , no

If a is 10, the graph of a_x- is less spread out than
the graph of . If a Is .1, the graph of ax is

pread out more than the graph of x-.

I
lswers to Problem Pet 18-1d; page 822:

1.

3 -1 0

0

1 12

2

1

1 -"The graph of "y = 4-(x 3)2-

can be obtained by "moving"
1 2-the graph of "y tx-" three

units to the 'left.
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Tho Graph of "y 3(x -!

moving the uraoh of "y

The graph of "y ,

moving the graph of "y

A
c Tip Graph of "y - 2(x -

moving the Graph or "y

2,
(d) The graph of "y = 2(x

moving the graph of "y 2x2"

The graph of, IT

moving the graph

The graph of "y

movin(); the graph

can be obtained by

4 units to the left.

can be obtalned by

can

units to the

be obtained by

units to the right.

van be obtained

- 3)2" can

of "y - -2x2"

1
= v-(x 1 1)0

(G) The r_r,r aph of y t(x
,=
moving thr_i graph c:

1t =
2_

*(1-1), The graph of "y - Ax

moving the ,eaph, oF ":" 5(x

3. If

by

If

ao

1
7r

unit.-> to theleft.

be obtained by

units to the right

can be obtained by

1 unit to the left.

can be obtained by
1tx unit to the left.

to the loft.

h > 0, the Graph of "y - a x

moving the graph or "y = ax
IT

h 0, the Graph of "y ,

the graph of "y no:
IT

If h

by

the Graph of

movIng the graph of "y
'I

can be obtained by
II

14 unit

os
t

IT can be obtained

units to tho right.

- T I is the Lame;

-11

Hi units to the loft.

an he obtained

Notice why 'hi and ikl (instead of merely h

are used in the ounmary In this ;ection Ift > 0, no trouble

arises In saying "move k units uTvaiiwd". However, if It < 0,

confusion resulto. For example, if it is -6, one would not

want to say "move units downward". The use of absolute

.value obviate:1 this dirribuity. A obmilar argument applies

to
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sera to Oval vises 18-

The graphs in parts

The numher a

down

(b) up

(c) left

(d) right

(e) left and down

pages

(f

and

left and up

040 right and down

(h) right and up

(1) no movement

Analders to Problem Set 18-1e; makes

x2 - 2"graph of

graph of "y = x'"

The graph of

Kraph of uy

/ =
X

-827:

can be obtained by

units downward.

I I

_ng the

can be obtained by moving the

unIto upward.

&ii
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6

2. The graph of ty

moving the graph of

x

"Y =

can be obtained by

3 units upward.

71 1
IMPI

RILWAI

Br
MIlr

-I 0 4 5
1

The graph of uy -

moving the graph of ny

and 3 units upward.

3"

x=2)4 3

y 2( x-2

II IN 'Iit X11IIIIII
II Mt

WA
MIZEmm

II

L
iik Ili

FA
=3 =2 =1 _

=1

1 2 3 4 5

can be obtained by

units to the right

y. 2(x-2)2+3

y7 2x
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4 lThe graph of "y = (x
u can be obt41ned by

moving the graph of "y = 1 unit to the left and
17 unit downward.

2

5. The graph of y 7" can be obtained by

moving the graph of "y - 1 unit to the left and,

2 units upward.

y

=-2(x4--)2+3
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a) The graph of fly - x - 7)2 i can be
11

obtained by moving the graph of
__-7

units to the right and
1 unit upward.

(b) The graph of ny - 3(x

obtained by moving
_

graph of "y
" I

7 unit

to the right and 7 units upward.

The graph of = "3
511 can be obtained by moving

the graph of " 4 units upward.

The graph of = 2(x -i- :_-7 )` ? can be obtained by

moving the graph of "y ,74 units to the left.

(h

(i)

The graph of fly - -(x 3)' i 4" can be obtained

by moving the graph of fly - -x-11 3 units to the le

and 4 units downward.

The graph of Ty = x- 1 14" can be obtained by moving
'1)

the graph of "y = x 14 units upward.

The graph of "y 14" can be obtained by

moving the graph of "y = 5x" 14 units upward.

The graph of "y , 5(x - )` + 14" can be obtained by

moving the graph of "I = 5x '

2 units to the right

and 14 units upward.

The graph of "y = _8(x ) " can be obtained

by moving the graph of "y = k 8 units to the

right and d units downward.

The graph of '
)(3 - 6" can be obtained by

moving the graph of "y - 4x
2 n

3 units to the right

and 6 units downward. "(3 -
3)2"

is

true for all values of x.

7. (a) y

(b) y =

y

(d) y =

y

(17 ) y =

(g) y = 2(x

y=

Y

1 7

6
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28: In general, the vertex of the graph of

uy a(x h)- A k" is the point (h, k) and the

line whose equation is "x nu.

Answers to Oral Exerolsec,
_ 17; page 022:

1. Coordinates of vertex: (0, 0)

Equation of -is: x = 0

Coordinates of vertex: (0, 0)

Equation of axis: x = 0

3. Coordinates of vertex: (0, 0)

Equation of axis: x = 0 \

Coordinates of vertex: (, 0)
Equation of axis: x

9. CoOrdinates of vertex: :I?, 3)

Equation of axis: , 2

Coordinates of vertex: 2, -3)

Equation of axis: x =

Coordinates of vortex:

Equation of axis: x -2

8. Coordinates of vertex:,

Equation of axis: x

cooroinato or vortox:

Equation or axis: x -

=

Coordinates of vertex: k)

Equation of axis: x - h

S the

18-2: :,tandarq Porms.

The standard form o: 4 quadratic polynomial, a(x - k

Is discussed carefully f-r two reasons. First, once the standar(

form is determinod, the ri:raph of the polynomial is easily ob-
,7,

tat-nod Cram the iwaph of ax Gecondly, the standard form

leads to a procedure for wi anj quadratic equation, coming

up in ,ection 18-3:
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Answers to Oral Exerci 117.2a; page 831:

1. (3x - 5_ Is not standard form. In the standard

x- within theform, a(x - =f k, coefficient

parenthetical phrase itself is one.

The distributive property must be applied in order, to g

a coefficient of one fo' Tien the square must be

completed.

to Problem Set 18- pages 831-632:

(d) - 5x

18 (e)
{-)

( b )

(a)

12x + 24

5 )=

3)2

3. (a)

(b)

(c) (x

-=68
0 - 64

1 95

3

,37)

:3)2
)

6x - 11

(f) 2xc 1- 9 is in the form

4 BX 4 C

(d)

(-2 )

x'--

5(y

2(x

().

-1 5

- 1

A 3)2

3)5

is in standard

- 10

25

1

7
) , 361747

The graph of "y 2x + s" can be obtained by
0

moving the graph of "y xr=" 1 Unit to the right

and 4 units upward.

The graph of -y - x5 - x A 2" can be obtained by
2-

moving the graph of x-" unit to the right

and units upward.

The graph of "y x- 3x 1" can be obtained by

moving 6_, graph of x=" 4 unitsto the left

and units downward.

form
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(d) The graph o "y = (x

by may in the graph of
5)(x
fly

can be obtained

x-" 25 units downward.
--.

(e) The graph o- 7 ,= 3X- - 2x" can be obtained by
2 1moving the uuph of "y --- 3x

,
t unit to the right

and 1
and 1- unit dom-iw.

(f) The ru-aph of fly = 6x' - x - 15" can be obtained by
- 2 1moving the Rrai:, f-X "Y

,
unit to the

361right and twits .1o1,11-17(1.

5. (a) "y ==. x' 1 fix'-! 5" in standard form:

y x 3 _

(b

The graph int,,rect the x-axis at
and (-5, 0).

6x 9" in standard form:

y (a 3)4

.-- ...
mg!
,.... .,..-,

oints (-1,

The ;:,raph inter2,ect.i the x-axis at the point (-3,

;
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."y = x' bx -1 13" in ntandard Corm:

y (x F 3)- 4

y

- -) -I 0

graph does not intersect the

2

, The approximate nature of determining truth :-,ets from a

graph may not be appreciated by students unless some time is

given to cases in Which the truth numbers are not integral

and hence are not likely to be read exactly from a graph.

Therefore, some class time might be given to graphing ao

open sentence such as "y = 3x- - 2x - 1", which Intersects

the x-axis at points whose a sclosas are 1 and -
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Answers to g oblpp t 18-2b;

1. "y = - 21" in

standard form:

The abscissas of the points

at which the graph inter-

sects the x-axis are -3

and 7.

The truth set of

"x 21 = 0"

1Crx ' In standarC form:

5r

y

-5

4

3111
2

I

0 2 3 4

The abscissa

the x-axis Is 5.

The troth set of

of the point

6 7

I h the

- 1 (-)x 25

graph intersec

Is
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3. py x2 4 2' is in standard form.

4

The graph does not intersect the x-a-2,11s.
_

The truth set or "x- + 2 - 0" is the empty set.

The truth numbers of "Ax"- + Bx-4 C = 0" are abscissas of
the pointere the graph of--,-"y = Ax2 + Bx C" inter-
sects the x-axis. If + Bx + C = C" has more than
two truth numbers then the gra0: of

=must intersect the x-a mxiS4 at qa than two points. Rut
A-

ow* notion about the shape of a barabola tells us that there
are at most two points o 'intersection with the x-axis.

Hence, it is rea,onable to expect that there are at most
to truth number's for the equation.

=7,)

6. The graph of "y Ax- d Bx d- C" intersects I; x-axis
at exactly one point. We sometimes say, ihithis ease,

that the graph touches (is-tanget to) the x-axis at this
point.

6. The graph of "y Ax- + Bx does not intersect the
x-axis at any point. The graph is entirely above or
entirely below he x-axiS,

'
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18-3. Quadratic Equations.

In Example 1 of SeCtion 18-3, the student may need some

help in making-the step from the sentence

to the sentence

5)(x 5) -0.

From his work chapter 131, he knowsthat the sentence

(n)2 (5)2 (n - 5)(n + 5)

is true for any real number n. If "x - 3" is used as a name

for the number n, the sentence

A (- - 3)2 (5)2 (x - 3 5 )(x 3 4- 5)

results, and thissIs what involved in the-step mentioned, in

Example 1.

Similar steps occur in the other dkamples. And in the

problems following this section, the student 13 given an

opportunity to write factors of expressions Such as

(x - 3)-
2

- (5)2

knswers to Problem Set 1 pages 837 -83E

1. (a) - 1)2 - 4= (x - 1 + 2)(x - 1 - 2)

(x 1 1)(x - 3)

- . (x 2 +, 3)(x + .3)

(x + 5)-(x - 1)

1 2 -i 1)(x

- 1)(x - 3)

3 3
_x + -1 1)(x 4

= (x 4)

1)(x - 6)

(x 1 -

(g) (x + +/V5) 3,

(h) (x +'\/9 4 -\./F)
(i) (x -

(c
5 -5

X
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Let w be the width of the rectangle in feet. Then, the

length is w 6 feet. The area of the rectangle is

36 square feet.

w(w + 6) . 36; Domains w > 0

w + 6w - 36 = ,C)

(w 3)
2 - 45.0

w 3 - 3V;)(w 4- 3 34/)

w + 3 - 3 0 or w a +

w= -3 + 3A.r or w= -3 - 3A/S

are all equivalent.

Hence, the truth set is

(-3 - 3,Vi) is a negative number and is not in the domain

of w. The positive number leads to the following\solution:

width: -3 + 3 ft.

length: 3 4- 3 5 ft.
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4. Lets n be the larger number. The othe- number is n - 5.

Their product is 100.

n(n - 5) = 100

n
2

- 5n 100 = 0

(n - 5n r) - 100 - = 0

;.)2 142

5

0

n 2 - 0 or n 2+ = 0
2

n = 5- + or n
2

are all equivalent,

Hence, the truth set is

f T
One number is 5 and the other is

one number is
-2-

the number.

1x 4-

1

- 4x 1 = 0

4)

- _ -

- 2 -VT= 0 or x - 2

x= x= 2 -
/
are all equivalent.

Hence, the t th 5ot is (2 AA/T, 2 -

The number is 2 or 2 _V-T.

or

k.-

and the other is

Domain:

1 - 4 = 0

O

St
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6. Let x be the numberm

x + 1 . -4

_2x + 1

x
2
-+ 4x 1 .

(x2

Domain: x 0

+ 4x + 4) + 1 - 4 . 0

(x + 2) 2 -3 . 0

2 -1/T)(x 2 0/7) . 0

x + 2 -VS. 0 or x +

x . -2 VT or x . -2 -

are all equivalent.

Hence, the truth set"

The number is -2 +VT or -2

-2

Let n be the number.

14n + n2 . 11

n
2
+ 14n - 11 = 0

(n2 + 14n + 49) - 11 - 49 . 0

4- 7)2 - 60. 0

(n + 7 -2N/i) (n + 7 + "N/T) 0

n 7 = . 0 or n + 7 21/15 o

n = -7 2'%/TT or = -7 = 2V17!

are all equivalent.

Hence, the truth set is (-7 + 2A4/, -7 - 15).

The number is -7 4- 1_ or -7 -

Let X be the length in fe t and I - 3 be the width

in feet.

Q(
18

/2

Domain:
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7

0

7+
14 n

+ v

or ;L = 0

Domain:or I
are all equivalen

Hence, the truth set' is

The length is feet.

n be the number. Then,

n 4- 3 . 0

2
n 4- 1=

are all equivalent. However

is its reciprocal.

I- 1 cannot* be

factored over the real numbers, and the truth

set of the equation is 0. There
_

is no number n such that n

*10: Let n be the width of the original

the length of the original sheet is

length of the base of the box is (n

width of the base is n - 4 inches,

box is 2 inches.

+8) - 4 (n - 4)(2) . 256

(n + 4)(n - 4)(2) . 2 56

2n
2 - 32 m 256

n
2

- 144 . 0

(n 12)(n 42 - 0'

n 12 = 0 for n - 12 . 0

n . -12 or n . 12

Are all- equivalent.

Hence, the truth set is (12).

The dimensions of the original

e, there

sheet in inches. Then,

n 8 inches. The

8) - 4 inches, the

and the height of the

Domain: n > 4

Domain: n 4

sheet are 12" by 20".



t the height of the window be feet. Then the length

of the rope is x + 8 feet.

x2 + (28)
2

. 8)2

x2 784 x2 16x '64

'16x = 720

x m 45

are all equivalent.

Hence, the truth set is (45).

ThOwindow is 45 feet above the ground.

*12. Let r be John's average speed to Chicago Then, his

average speed on the return trip was r -

r +1
8 336

Domain; 6

336 336 1 r - 6
r 6

r
2 6r - 2016 - 0

( 48)(r 4 42) - 0
go.

489 0 or rt 4 ,-, 0

48 or r . -42 Domain:

are all equivalent.

Hence, the truth set is (48).

John's average speed to Chicago was 48 mph.

His average speed on the return trip vas 42 mph.

Answers to Review Problem at; gages 8 9-8 1:

1_ a By moving ble graph of y lx2"

By moving the graph of

ight.

By moving the graph of

left.

(d) By moving the graph of

t'

x
3--

units downward.

is to the

7 units to the

it upward.
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By moving the graph of "y 4x2" 6 units to the

right and 8 units upward.

By moving the graph of "y = 211

le4t and 10 units award.

By moves the graph, of "y = 4E2"

left and 2.5 units downward.

(h) By moving the graph of

right and t units up

2. (a) (x+ 3)2 - 7 ;

(b) (x 5)2

(c) (x 2)2

(d) (x + 6)2 - 16 ;

(x +

-2

2 1

1 21,

ard.

5 units to the

unit to the

n units to the

a = 1, h = -3, k -7

a = 1, h 5, k = -32
k

a . 1, h . 2, k =

a = 1, h = -6, k = -16

a = h

a = 1,

(g) 2(x 2)2 - 1 ; a

(h) 2(x 4)2

3, (a) x
2

+ x - 6" in

a = 2, h=

k

k 1

k = -1

k

standard form: y = (x +
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(b) 1,2x 4 32" in standard form:
y = (x 4 6)2 -

ny = x2 - 6x + 9" in standard form:
y = (x - 3 2

4

r
II2

-2 0 2

619
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fly ¢ x
2

x 11!' in standard form:
1 2 3y (x +

Y*

2 3 4

(d) 0

x

3, 2

(-1, -6)

(g

(h) the set of all real

numbers

a) COord_nates of vertex: (0, 2)

Equa ion of axis: x 0

Coordinates of vertex: (0,

EquatiOn of axis: x 0

Coordinates of vertex: (4,

Equation of axis: x 4

Coordinates of vertex: (-7,

Equation of axis: x = -7

Coordinates of vertex: (7, -

Equation of ax x = 7

Coordinates of vertex: (4-2, -8)

Equation of axis: x -2

20
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(g) Coordinates of vertex: (2, -

Equation of axis: x =

(h) Coordinates of vertex:

Equation of axis: x

a line

a parabola

a line

a parabola

a pair of lines

The sentenc
_2
x-

a parabola

(g) a line

(h) a parabola

(i) a line

(j) a line

() a line

(1) a point

(m) a pair of lines

y = x or y -x

are equivale

Let n be the smal er

(n 7)2 =

n
2 14n 4 - 2n-

n - 14n - 49 0

- 14n 4 49)

7)2

- 7 + 7A/7)

number. The other number is n

0

9 - 49 0

- 7 - V.72) = 0

n \r 7+ 7A/Y r or n 7- 7A/5 .

n = 7 - 7A/T or n = 7 4 7,\,/

0

are all equivalent.

Hence, the truth set is (7 - 7 7 + 7^).

One number is 7 - 7!),F2 and the other is

or

14 - 7A/72-

one number is 7 + 7A1 and the other is 14 +

Let s be the smaller number. The of

,

s- 2(s + 7)
2

s
2

= 28s +

0 = 3 -i 28s 4 98

er nu<rnber is s + 7.
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4 196) 98 - 196 7 0

14)2 - 98 p

14 - 7/Vi)(3 14 I- 7A/T) = 0

s 14 7 711i . 0 or s 14 4- 7 0

s = -14 4- 7'1,A- or s = -14 - 71%4F

are all equivalent.

Hence, the truth set is (-14 + -14 - 7)).

One number is -14 7 f121- and the other is -7 7N/T

or

one number-1110-14 - 7 "k5 and the other Is -7 - 7

10. Let w be the width of the rectangle in feet. Then the

length Is 47 - w feet.

w(47 w) 496

47w - w2 = 496

w2 - 47w + 496 = 0

.042 - 47w +
220

225
4

Domain: w < . If the

length is greater than

the width, w < 47 = w.

496
909

w

0

or w 16 Domain:

are all equivalent.

Hence, the truth set is (16).

The width is 16 feet and the length is 47 - 16 or 31°

feet.

one number be x and the other 9 - x. Their product

will be the ordinate of t e vertex of the graph of x(9 - x)

nee the vertex is the highest point on this`graph.

Y = 9x - x2" in standard form is 81".

81-The vertex of the graph of "y = -(Y1 - -14- has coor-

dinate 81). The product x(9 - x) has the largest

value,
81when

x is . Each of the two numbers

is
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*12. The vertex Of the graph of "c = - 12n 1 175" 16-thp,

minimum point on the graph. Theref re, the ordinate of the

vertex is the smallest value of the cost per boat.

"c = n2 - 12n + 175" in standard form is

"c (n - 6)2 + 139". The coordinates of the vertex

aiT (6, 139). The cost per boat A114D'e the,smaliest

When he manufactures 6 boats each day.

1

Bested Test Items

graph of 'y . x2.

Explain how the graph of "y = -x2" be obtained

from the graph'of "y = x ".

Explain how the graph of "y x - 4" can be obtained-

from the graph of = x2".

(c) Explain how the g -h of

tamed fro the graph of=

(x - 2)2" can be ob-

2. Consider the polynomial 2(x - 3)2 4, 4.

(a) Does the graph of the polynomial have a highest point?

Does it h ve a lowest point? Write the coordinates of

this point.

(b) In how many points dries the graph intersect the x-axis9

lete the equation of-A `the axis of the graph (parabola).

(Which of the following polynomials are in standard form?

2,

(a) x A 2x ,c

(b) 3x2 5

2
(c) 2(x - 1 ) 3)(x -

Obtain the standardI form of the polynomial _ 8.

Show each step of the process and indicate what properties

Tou have used.

11,)

2 -3



Solve each of the following equations.

25(x 3)2 -

(b) 3x2 4- 6x - 2 7 0

6. Write in standard form the polynomial whose graph can be

'pbtainedfrom-the graph of y .,4x2 by the following

movements

(a) 2 units upward

(b) 1 unit to the left

(c) 3 units to the right and 4 uniet downward

7. How must the graph of y = -2x2 be moved to obtain the

graph of each of the following?

y - -2(x

y = -2(x 4-

)2

)2

Find the value of c if the graph of y = cx2 contains

the point (-2, -12).

Find the value (or values) of k such that the graph of
0

(x 1)' + k satisfies the following conditions.y 7

intersects the -- is in exactly one point

doe4 not inters t the rmaxis at all

wen, ested Test Items



(a) $ach ordinate of the graph of "y = the

opposite of the corresponding ordinate of the graph

ny,

(b e graph ofZ "y . x- 4" can be obtained by moving

the graph of "y x 4 units downward.

The graph of "y = (x - 2)2" can be obtained by

moving the graph of . x 2, 1
2 units to the

tight.

The graph of-the polynomial 2(x - 3)2 4- 4 has no

highest point. It does have alowest point. The

coordinates of this point are (3, 4).

The graph does not intersect the x-

x 3.

The polynomialS in (b),

. 2x
2

4X + 8 2(x2 lk 2x) + 8

= 2(x + 2x + 1) 4

m 2(x A 1)2 4 6'

(b

(a) y = 4)(2

(b) y = 4(x 4 l)2

)(r = 4(x 7. 3

0 ,

The graph of = -2x" must be moved 3 units to
2,

thb Tighf- o obtain the graph of = -2(x 3)-4

(e).

The distributive
property is

The addition p erty
of zero is in
completing
square.

The graph

Left nd

-2(x

8. c = -3

a) k = 0

(b)

fly must be moved 1 unib

upward to obtain the graph of

3".

the



Chapter 19

FUNCTIONS

The Function Idea.

This 'chapter deals Tnith,one.of the most importaa and"moSt

basic ideas in mathematicsthe idea: of a function. The teacher

can find additional discussion of -this concept .in Studies in

Mathematics, VoluQe III, pages 6j.7-6.25.

In the past it has been customary to postpone a 'careful,

study of-funct.ion to a much more advanced mathematical setting.

ecau4e of thi, the subject is surrounded by an aura of diffi-

culty which Is completely undeserved. The Idea is simple and, '

as will become evident as we proceed, is involved implicitly in

our most elementary considerations.. In this respect the Curie-
.

teon concept is in the same category as the set concept.

The point of departure is an initiarl set, which we have

called D, in anticipation of the notion of domain. From the

beginning we wish' to establish in the 'student's mind that, a

function embraces three aspects, that is, two sets and a rule

of association. In effect, however, the second set, or rajige,

is completely predetermined by the rule and the domains

coughout, the studept should be made aware of the great

'iety of-ways in which a function_may be described. He should

alst the impulse to infer that function is just another name

for, e- -Lion.

_nsweL%1 t Oral,Exercises 19-la,

A

pages 845-846:

6. 5, 7)

7. (1, 9)

8. (7)

(L 4)

10. (1, 27)

627
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Ahswers t< nblem Set page's 846-84

.*444 -1.. -2, -3)

rY

K. Do:. a:

the' ,501 na2it Lvet -dd intege;rs
.

2izzln3 11, 13,

D,

i1( 7, 710

1-1

u> mtinC nijnbers

iz ,..:1th 13.

:la'

The -I; number associatq, one

number"'.

17, 19, ...

D:,!!a1a: -2a1 numbcos

.3ance: the which are great-

han

hht.

Lne DcSL

6-'

anu'
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Domain: the set or real numbers

Range: the set of real nnInters

-3; -11;

Domalu:

Range:

the o2 4.a1 fibers wnich are grca

tha,, -1 and 'less than , 1

the set of real numbers which are greater

than' -3 and less than- 1
, 0

0; -a; - np number, 2 is not in the doMa
i*

Domain: the set negative real numbers

Range: the set of real numbers which are less gran -1

-17; -27; no number, 0 is riot in the domai

,--A?ages_ 8119.a50.,

The definition of funcl- Mich we have given is, strictly

speaking, a definition of real function since we hate restricted

the domain and range to real numbers. In later courses, -the.
-

-student Will meet more general types of functions In which the

domain and ranv can be sets other than-sets of real numbers.

Such a function might, for example, have sets of point in the i

plane as its doMain of detipition. As an illustration, associate'

with each point (x, y) of-the plane the abscissa x of the '%

point. In this case the domain is the set-of all paintff the

plane arid the range is the set of allrel numher. If
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associate with each polftt (x, y) of the plane- the,point (x, y)
the result is a function with 4oth domain and range equal to the
set of all points in the pianej

In the discussion about fUnctions, it .is important to em-

phasize at every opportunity the following poInts:

(1) To each number in the do:130.n of definition, the function

assigns -One and only one number. In other words we do not

have "multiple-valued" functions. However, the same' num-

ber can be aLlzigned to man 'w different 'elements of-the'domain.',

(2) The essential idea of function is found in the actual asso-
ciattOn from numbers in the domain to numbers in the range

and not in the particular ilay in which the association hap-
pens to be described.

(3) Always speak. of the association as being-from thedomain to'

the range. .1'hie helps fix the correct idea that we are_
.

dealing with an ocdred pairing of numbers in which the

number from the domain 1.71 mentioned first and the assigned

numb-es frol the an& i r:?s!nioned second.

(r) Hot all functions can be rdnresented by algebraic expressions.

Alt,hourh the above polw.s are not absolutely vital as far

as eie.nLnLary work with Li-lot H Laos is concerned, they become of

central Importance lacer. nseilmany of the difficulties -which

st.Jdns have with thr of fUnction canIbe traced t3!confu-
sion o n these maIIens. Thr(_Jr.,rit becomes important to make

certain that the et-jen'e ind(,z-standa .these paints from his,very

ft rut ccni-act with d. Lt l'unctIon ccncept.

The definitton of a fwhctlon as a set of ordered pairs ap-
pears froqueh%ly i'tera.oure of mathematics, and is re-

garded favar by many mathe-iaticians. In this text-the in-

r:lusion of the vfle of n.a.soi.,!on as apart of the function (an-

cqt has see.::f,j p,,efevaLie many reasons. However, the

ctusslon a the elfA of ecl,ion shou14, give the student

- name osepaction rot all,erhative definitions he may encoue
tri

(j) 3

0 1



to Oral excises 19-1h; page 851:

Domain: (1, 2, 3)

Range: (5, 10, 15)

(2, 3, '5); (4, 9, 25)

3. -(4, 9, 16,'25); (2, 3, 4, 5)

4. (8, 9, 10, 11, 12); (62, 65, 70, 71)

5, Domain: the set of all real numbers

Range: the set of all real numbers

6.

7.

8.

(1,c2,

(0, 1,

(2,

3,

2);

4);

(0,

3.1);

(2, 4,

3, 6)

(7,

6, 8)

- 1, 4 ,3/-2

9. Domain: the set of real numbers

Range: the set of real numbers

10. (10, 11, 12, 13, 14, ... 98, 99)

(1, 2, 3, 4, 18)

.Ans ere

1.

to Problem Set 19-1h; pages 852-853:

(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, (0, 1, 2, 3, 4)

Domain: the set of positive real numbers

Range: the set of real numbers wlch are greater

than

The rule of this function is escribei by
a.

(1, 2, 3, 12)

(28, 30, 3...1-1

t set of real numbers
/

Domain: the set of real numbers

Range: 6

Every reST number is twice some real rnumbe

631



page 852: 19=1

2.

fl

i)

3 1 1234
17, 16660

3, 4)
(2,3,5,7,11,13,17,49,23,29)

2, 3, ...

1)

x 1 2 3 4

3x 3 6 9 12 15 18 ...

(ii) 3x

Domain: the counting numbers

Range: the pOsitive multiples of

Li) x 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

x + 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14

(ii) 5

Domain: the first nine, counting numbers

Range: the set of integers which are greater than

5 and less than 15

(i) 1 2 k 5

3x + 2 5 Q 11 14 17 20 23

Domain: the first seven counting numbers

Range: (5, 8, 11, 14, 17, 20, 23)

(1) x 1 -2 3 4 ...

x+ 1 2 3 4 5

Domain: the positive integers

Range: the set of positive integers which are

greater than 1



page- _52-853: 19-1

x 3 4 ...

-3 --4

Domain: the positive integers

Range: e negative integers

( (1

( ii)

'16 35

Domain: tl set of integers-which are square of

positive" integers

Range: the positive integers

1 0 11

Ill
2, 3, 5, 7, 11

Note that these are prime numbers

1, 2, 2, 2, 3

--Yes._

The s

the set o all real

numbers wh absolute

value is greater than or

equal - to 1

2 and x

n parts (a), (b), (d), and Cr) define functions.

1

L_)

633



irges' 53-856: 19-2

The Function Notation.

The-function notation must be handled with great care. In

the beginning one should do a great many examples and exercises of

the typ "What is the value of f at 2?" or "What number

is represented by f(2 ?" Check the students on thiS at every

Oppbrtunity.; It is essentiarfoi' everyone to understand that the

symbol "f", when used for a function, stands for the complete.

- -ion and not just for the rule or some 'special way of reprr-

n the function. N3tice that we have avoided using the

Misleading expression "the function f(x)" as a substitute for

the correct expression "the function f". In other words, f

is a number which is the value of f at x, not the functio_

itself.

If two variables x and y are related by the 'sentence

y f(X), where f is a given function, then x is sometimes

called thelindeperidTt variable and y the dependent variable

'in tha relation. This terminology, whid6 is used, by many, has

been avoided here since it is so easily abused. It leads to

expreisions such as "y tis a function of which tend to

obscure the function concept.

students may experience some difficulty at first with func-

tions defined in several parts.".Attention should be called to the t

fact-that- the rule-may -differ - pending- on which partf-of the--

domain the value of the variable is chosen from, but that the

function is to be thought of as a single entityl,

It is well to acaUstom students to the shgrtened fol,- of

description, as this is in very general use.

Again we adopt a convention similar to that in the study of

open sentences. If an open phrase is used to describe a function

and no mention is made of a particular domain, theilwe assume the

implied domain to be the set of all real numbers for which the

phrase, or expression, has meaning.



pages 6-858: 19 -2_

When a restricted domain le specified, the student should

be alert to the fact that a function will have no Mtaning at a

point outside 9ge-Vammin, even through it may be possible-to

compute a value. Ear example, if the function f Is defined for

pbsitive integers only then f(.5) and

no meaning.

Answers to Oral Exercises 11.1.; page 857:

1. 6, -44 0, 1, 2a, 4a

P. The answer each time

3. 0,
4

0

and f(-6) have

No, they are not the site function since t,a ir domains are

different. Two functlons are the same if and only ,if they

%have the same rule and the same domain.

5. Yes, f and. g are the same function. The choice of

letter for the number in the domain is arbitrary.

Answers to Problem set. 19-, pages 858-859:

a. 2,
1

, 1, a I- 1

The domain is the set of all real 1-lumbers.

635

(g)

(h) 2 - p

(I) 2

(Jp) 2 -)a

(k) 2
1-



pages 858-859: 19-2 and 19-3

a) the set of real numbers f7 0

(b) the set of non-negative real numbers (g)

) 3 4h) 1

) 3 (i) 25

(e) 0

4. (a) ,x = 1

(b) (1, 2, 1..)

(c) -1 'and are not elements of the_domain
,henceli .g(-1) and g(--) are meaningles

, 2

(d) No, since the domains are different

9. It is the same function.

(a) 2 7

Sol'n set: (6)

(b) all real numbers

greater-than 4

(G) (5)

D (1, 5)

R -= (2, 6)

(d)

4-1 - 5

3

x +,1, where x

< 5 -

19-3. Grp of Punctions.

is not defln

g

an integer such that

W

,.,._ -3,

The graph of a _function gives us a quick way to picture

certain properties of the function. In most cases we are

primarily interested in the "shape" of the graph rather than in

the precise location of individual points, although there may be

certain key points which need to be located carefully and doubt

636



pages 859-861: 19-3.

r
about the shape of a portion of-thelgraph can frequently be

,resolved-by.locating a few judiciously chosen points. Other

kindskiode or information can

general shape oe a graph.
*-
points whatsoever, we know that the graph of y F'3x- + I must

be abov4 the line y = 1 since 3x2 >,0' for all x. Also,

since 0 < a < b .implies 0 < a 2 < b2, we know thatthe grap

o = 3x2f y + 1 rises to the,right. It must be impressed on

the student that the objective in drawing atraph is notiutto

locate a lot of points but rather-to disoov4r the shape Ef the

graph by any Methods which can be applied. The location pf

certaincarefUI1I chosen points of the graph 'is one of the

be helpful in determining the

F example, without locating any

methods. 4

Example 1. The graphs of the function f., defined by:

f(x) 2x-- 1, 0 < x < 2

and the function F defined by :-

F(x) . 2x - 1, -2 < x < 2

are different since the first graph is the J

line segment joining the points (0, -1) and

(2, 3) with the first point,included and'the

seconcLexcluded,and the second graph is the

jolklEig the poi:its ) and_

(2, 3) with both end, -ints excluded.

AS indicated in the text this may well be the first time

that the students have encountered a graph of a line in --yle plane

with end points determined-by a specified domain. In previoUs

grAphs of sentences in two variables emphasis has been placed on

the infinite extent ofuch graphs. Hence attention must be

called to this new idea. Open circles and blackened dote will

be familiar from graphs on the real number line.

b37
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age 851

Answers to Problem

1. (a)-

143x; pages 861-862

2

y

2

v

-3 0

638

4

2

2





p-age -862: 19-j

(c)

(e)

y

I 5

0

MUNI 1111111111MMEMIRMILIE
IIMEMENEEMEMEMMIIIIIIM
MillaillE11111WINIMIMIE1111
.011.111111,111111111111M11111MME
ISIMEMINMEMEMillAMME
11111111111111.1111MMUMME

111111111MMIMMMM
.11111.11M=MMMUIIIMI
EIIMMMEIPINEIMMIMilME
111111111=11111.1MMIIMIM

0 I

Y

9 16

3

z



page 862: 19-3

(r)

'4

01 2

3. (a) Domain: the set of real numbers equal to or greater:

than -3 and less than

Range: the set of real numbers greater than or equal

to -9 and less than

(b) Domain: the set of real numbers greater than or equal

to 0 and less than or equal to

Range: the set of real nu bers greater than or equal

to -5 and less than or equal to -1

Domain: the uet or -Integers Gr(1,iiter than -3 and

less than or equal to 5

Range: the net of Integern greater than 6 and

equal to or less than 10 q

(d) Dm-lain: the set of real numbers greater than or equal

to -1 and equal to or less than

Range: the set of real nu&Ders greater than or equal

to and less than or equal to 1i

h )1 1



page 862: 19-3

Do main: the set of real numbers greater than or equal

to. -a aneless thA or equal

Range: the set of real numbers greate tlAan or equal

to zero and less than or equal to 3

(f Domain: the set of real numbers greater than or equal

to -3 and less than 3

Range: the:set of real numbers greater than or equal

to zero and less than or equal to 3

4. the set of real numbers greater than -3 and

less than 3

Range: the set of real numbers greater than or equal

to 0 and less than 9

(b) Domain: -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3)

Range: 1, 4, 9) >/-

(c) Domain: the set of real numbers greater than -2 and

less than or equal to 1

Range: the set of real numbers greater than or equal

to -1 and lerss than 3 ,

Domain: (1, 4, 9, 16)

Range: (1, 2, 3, 4)

Domain: the set of all real numbers less than or equal

to 2 or greater than 4

Range: the set'of all real numbers equal to T

greater than 0 and equal to or lesaithP 4

Domain: the set of all real numbers greater than or(,

equal to -5 and less than 1, greater thain

I and less than or equal to

Range: the set of all real numbers greater than or

equal to and less than 1, than

1 and less than or equal to 4

642



pages 19-3

Pages 86.-863.

In de-fini'ng a stress was plated on the assignm_

to each element in the'dom in of exactly one number. Thus, as

previously stated, we exclude double, and multiple valued fund
dons which at one time were Inc.1?ded in -the general category

of functions. The graph provides a-very convenient means of
3

determining whether or not a set c -Ints .exhibits more than

one ordinate for each abscissa.. be -n apply the test. of inter-

section by any vertical line In more than one point as a lay of

screening out associations which are not func.tions.

Answers to 19-3b; pages 804-865:
4' -7--

1. The figures in (a), (e), (h),- and are the only ones which

are graphs of functions.

(b) Each element If+ the domain has be __n assigned

different number.

The element 1 in- the lain has been assigned more

than one

Shme elements In the domain have been assigned two
different numbers.

f) some elements in
/

domain have been assigned two

different numbers.

(g) Some elements. In the-domain haVe been assigned more

than one number.

4,1..-Styme elements in domain have been

dIrferit num

(k) Some elements Ir _

than one number.

(1) Some elements

different numbers.

domain

6)4-1

lave

alh have be

assigned WO

en assigned more



pages 865-8b7: 19-3

(a-)

) the Set of real

and less than an et
( c ) the ret or c:a1 _ fT11,

'(a) Find the ,DI'dihate

x dJmatn.

(L) Each eleenl: p,..)tnU

an the rnn at G.

O it the r,vaph of Ir a a, therP

/ d, (a, b) are tan disttnct

pc,ahLs. Put Ihc!

the nY,:fiber a

) Ln Mun.,: ore

(

Answers to Review Problem set; Pages ,866-877:

IL (L) an (0) HAnr,1unkaise

.

(a.)

() -3, 0, II
(a) The artth "y

La tat ttae. a

Df "y

MII MOIL
NINE NI MITIME111111

Min 1111111111/1111111
MEMIEINIIIIEWIMOMM
NIMMEIMMENrassmMEI= MMIIIIIIME0......11w MENEM
IIIIIIHAUIIIMEMEMMII MEM
ounammisrommiumsonomanramimum
nuffrumw EMBILIIIMIIMMIAMENIIM

o

Mal EMEINgall
WIWI LIM MENNEN
MIMI 6r11111111011INANIIIMM
1011111111111111M1111111111
MENIUMIIIIMEMENE
MIN` II 1211E011Ni

St



page 867

I2

-4 4
rI

-12

the set real numbers

the set of real numbe

3, 0, (-1 75),

(d) -1), (2, (3, -3),

(2, -2)

(-a, -b)

g is not the

same function

-4), (5, -5)

Each ordinate of the graph of Hy _x11 he

opposite of the corresponding of the graph

of ny = x2

(0) The graph of Hy x2

the graph of "y x2,1 /units upward. 0

I

'can e obtalned by moving

645



' pages 867-86',)

(c) The graph of "y = 1)-" can be ebtiined.by

moving the rd'aph of "y
U

L unit to the left.

(d) .Exactly one number is assigned to each number in the

domaln.

(e) The set of real numbul.s r,reaten than or equal to 0

and -less than or aqua to

(C) 0, 2, 7 . Slnce 3 is hnt in the dOmatn, h is

undefined.

(a) [(3, -2)r)

((-1, -1)-)

(3) Y5, -1)) 4' '

#(a) Since the graph of "x y + 2 - 0" Is not the

Sale as r;he grauh or "x + y 4-- 0", the graphs

linteNsect In only one

(b) Since (1, 3) satisfies a - y + 2 - 0 and also

a y - 4 0, it r3atL7;1:1C-Z (a y+ 2) + (a+ y

(c) Yes, the graph of each 13 the same polnt.

7. (a) r 1 and x 0

(b) 20x(x l)

(o) Roth sides of the given open sentence have been

multlpited by ,20x (x 1) which is a non-zero number

= 0.

for iavory x in the domain.

12
(d) (5, t7.)

8. (a) The domain of definition is the set of all positive

real numbers.

(i) positive
number

real
a i

1

2
2

22 3 4 ...

/

a.k -1-- ,
c
--' 1 2 +

8

7 7 7 ...

(ii) To each positive real number a associate the
1, /

number .a/ +
3

o46



9.

page 869

(b) The domes or definition is the set of all positive
== real numbers.

(d)

(1) positive ln -
teger .n

1 3 3 4 5 0 7 8 0 ...

th
n prime ? 3 ') 7 11 13 17 1923 29 ...

(11) No runction is known whose domain of=defiration

is the positive ,integers, whose range is a let of

primes, and whose rule 12 an algebraic expression.

Dmain Is the set of all po:Ative integers less than or

equal to the number of dollars which you 'possess.

(1) number 1

dolla s
invested_ ___ --

2 3- . . 20 100 -..

interest
at 6% U06 0,12 0.18 . .', ... 0,00 . .

(ii) If 'x is the number of dollars invested,

associate 0.06x.

Domain is the set o!' all positive real'nymbers.

liam-qter in Inches
17i

,

Tr
,

c=Fcumrerence in
,inches 1 0

(ii) If is the diameter, the circumference is inc.

If' his averaGe speedGoinG was f miles per hour, then his

averaGe speed returning was 0 miles per hour.

33u 337
T

Truth set : [it)

The averaGe speed 1r,y,

miles per hour returniftr.,

>

m!lis per hors oin and 42
_



pages 8_ 870

10. If x is the number,

x 4 and

Truth se

The numNe.z...As either 2 +

11. Notice that if the perimeter cif a rectangle is eqUal to

10 ft. then they, length of-a side must be less than 9 ft.

(a) The domain of definition here is the sit of all positive

integers between 0 and the number of dollars which you

psess. * (Some might

negative investment,

include negative
0

Since the area of a triangle AS equal to one-halT the

base x times the altitud xaa, we must Shave - la

5 think of borrowing as

h case the, domain would,

_pening on your credit.)

or a =
24

In this case the base can have any 1 gth

whatsoever excel_ O. TherePore:the domain isithe set

of all positive _al numbers.

The bottom of the _ox

has dimensions 8 - 2x

by 10 - Px. Hehce the

volume is given by

0r

2x

Obviously the square

which lir. removed must have its side le than 4, so

that x < In other words the do ain of defini-

tion the set all real numbers bet

8

een 0 and 4. ,



pa 870

17. Tr 0, then lx1 -x, 5:o that

then ixi so thatIf x >9,
Therefore

k(X) =

-1,

0,

1,

x <

a

, -.

13.

and hence, k

(a)"' er?) - 3

and iz,

(I)

are

/1
lil.:7)

-the

'

uanie

-----4

(d) 7H(-2 ) 3 (e-) ILL71) =1

N(a) - a - 1. ,Sor -3 < a < 3.

(h) - 1) - t' for -3 <

x

0

-1.

1.

.rune ions
r

(1 8(3) is not defined:

t < Notice tat,:

If _p < t 0, then 3 < t - 1 < 3,

so that H(t.!- 1) 11; defined (i.e. t 1 is in the

domain of lefinitIon of --'11.)
0

1 =-C-- 2, for -3 t : 3.(I) H(t)

(a)

t)



page 871

d)
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page 871

I' ! 1

)

- z

6,

EINEMEll
1.1111M,

15. Domain:

Range:

all

-all
5

such that -1 < S <

such that < y

2

Domain: all x such that -3 < x < 3

Range: all y 'such that 0 < y < 3

Domain: all such that -3 < x < 3

Range: all y such that 0 < y < 3

Domain: all t such that -2 < t < 1

Range: all y such that -1, < y < 3

Domain: all I-zero real numbers

16.

(Range:. ( -1, 1)

Same function as

4

Y

-ItII 2,
111

ME
MIME

EE FA MEE
Urlr ,1m UFA 1 2 i

- -
1

-I- E El

17. To each number x
1

number - tx t 1.

such that

651

' < x < 4 assign the
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page 872

This is not the graph a function.

EMIIIIIIMNM
rillEMEWEIIMINE
MENIKEZISEIMIINIIINZEIIIIM
MENEM:MN

4,-2

graph is a

(b) The-graph is x-axis.

horizontal line, y = B.

Since-. the poin

graph, we must have
-31 0). and

Tp s .18, system of equations in the

The-,solution is !Ar and B 22.

also be solved by obtaining the equation of

determined by the points' s(-3, 0), (1, 2)

unknowns A

The problem

writing it in the y7form,

the

and

4

and

can.

line

then

(d) The domain of definition is the set cif all real numbers

x

Solving.fOr

Again,

such that -3 ">: <

I1 = A(-1) + B

3 = A.3 + B

A and B,

we could obtain

1.

A

b ain

and B

1'
A = and B

by writing the

equation of,the line determined by the points (,1, 1),

(3, 3) in the y-form. Note that the function in

is different from that c).



The slope, is f and the y-intercept is

(g) The domain of definition is the bet of

such that =1 < x < 3.

23. The dqUation of the line L is

. 2, x = a5, and when y = -2,

h(X

x + 2y +1 = 0. When

x = 3. Therefore

-5 < <

24. The expressions in (a) and (e ) are the only ones that

define a function whose graph' a a line.

25. (a) g(x) = -f(x) (d) g(x) ° f(IxI)

) g(x) m If(x)1

g(i)

26. The graph of g

of f one-half

2

(e), g(x)

) g(x)7#---f(

is obtained by rotating the graph

revolution-about the x-axis.

memmommomm
MN OMMEMMIMEMr UM A=MEMO AM=
NWIlmm5i0MEMMUM NAMMEMO= MM &MEm Ern = U

The

the

(e)

=MN=MINIM==NE NE=
OMMEMMEM
lEM 0 MEM!

m
11111 OMRMUM

ME ONMEMM

The graph of g is obtained by rotating the graph

of f one-half revolution about the y-axis.

graph the equation (y F(x))(y - 6(x) 0 is

set of all points which are on either the graph of

F or the graph of G.

6
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X 1 - 0 1-- 3

2 7
-4-

,"

I



pages B7 ' -674

3x(x

a

3x2

3(x2 - ox
,09 27

-

2 41;

MUUMUU
ME MIME

1111 NUM
ME MEE
ME1 ELAM
ME IIMEM
MN MIMI
_ME MIME
ME MI EM
ME EOMMU=

(e) The graph of (d) can be obtained by moving the graph
of (a) ur4 to the right aucl

4
units down.

29. y

(b) y = x

30.

Y

Y

=

The ,_' ph is the two points

(1; 4) and (3, 4).



We. re all here that

2
x -

x -1-

d

Truthse is ,

6X ±

6x + 5,

657

,61x1 5 .implies:

x > O

X < 0.

Truth se consists of all
y) which satisfy the

open sentence 2x - y 5



Truth set is.,
The lines _are parallel.

If the graph of Ax + By'+ 0 is to contain the. origi:p

then. O must bo'equal to zero.. Snce a(5X - 7y - 3) +

''117(3x 6.,-F 5) 0 r6prOents any _ine passing through

the intersection of the lines.whose equations are '

5x -11Y -s3 e 0 and 3x - 6y + 5 . 0, we must choose

A and b, not, both 0, so that' -3a + 5b a O. One

obviou choice is a = 5 and b m 3. Therefore, ur

compound sentence now becomes

5(5x 7y - 3) + 3(3x - 6y +,5)

Therefore, 34x the required equation.

-4))

(h

((0,
(4- ,



75, 4

34, If the numbers are x sand y, then

rya 56
yam 18

Truth t ((37, 19

numbers are 3T, ,,'and; 19.

probleiriartalso be solved by using only one variable

_ollOws:

If x he larger number, then the smaller number

is , 56 - x, and

x - (56, - 18

The truth set of this sentence is

Hence the numbers are 37 and 19.

(37).

If Sally is x years old and J9e is y years_xad, then-

OR
x 3Q

J

x 4

Notice that we do not know which is the older, so the

problem can be answered in two. ways. Notice also that

the information "In five years" is irrelevant since the

difference in their ages is the same now as it is at'any

time.

Truth set: ((17, or , 17))

Sally is 17 .years old and Joe 13 or

Joe is i7 years old and Sally is 13.

:This problem can be set up in four different ways using
-4 "- --

one variable:

Sally n years old

{

I'711y years old

Joe 30-n years old Joe (n+ 4) or ( -4) years old

Joe

Sally

n years old Joe n year old

30-n years old {Sally (1 4) or - i4) years old
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36. I.f.,he uses a pounds of a1mond6 and t pounds of cashews,

then

{

a + c = 200

1. 50a + 1.2,0e =. 1.3 ,i0

Truth set: 8o, 120))

Fle:rah ou1d use 80 pounds of almonds and 120 pounds of'

cashew

37. If the tens' digit Is

Truth sei:

The nu

and the. unit

2t +

3t 35

it is

Usilig one variable, th problem can be worked as follOws:

If t is the tens'

2t + 1 is uni

(13

git, and

Pt- 3t +

'38. From a prillIple in physIcs we know that the lever shbw'n

te low

balances Jr cx dy and measure the _Is-
e

Lances from the fulcrum, or point of ladce, and x and,

y measure the weiftts of'rtho objects oh the lever.

If Huh is h -1-the point of balance and

Fred _ feet 1- of balance, then

660
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The ruth set: 4, 5))

Iu= is 5 feet, Fred is 4 feet feom the point of balance.

I
7?x

39. If boy weighs a pounds and the other boy weighs b

poun then

a 09

5e7 6b

Truth set: ((114, 95))

One boy weighs 114 pounds, t'h'e other 95, pounds.

40. t if the speed of the current _._ c m.p.h. and the speed

of the boat in still water is b m.p.h., then

Truth set: (5, 3))

7(b c) s 12

6(b = 12

The -speed of tie current .is 3 m.p,h.-and the speed of the

boat fh still water ,5 m.p.h.

This problem is not easily done with one variable.

41. If apples cost a cents per pound, and bananas cost b

cents p6ryound, then

{3a 4b-= 108v:

48 3b 102A

Truth set: [(1, 18))

Apples are 12 cents per pound and bananas are 18 cen

per pound.
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42. If, A walks at a miles per hour, and
N

B walks at b miles per hour, then

in 00 hothis A walks 60a miles and

B walks 60b miles;

hours, A waks° 5a smiles and

B walks 5b miles,.

1

boa = 60b + 0

5a + 5b -= 30

11
ir))TheT`ie truth se

1
A walks at 3j

B walks at miles per. hour.

miles per ahou.r.

If here are x quarts of the 90% solution add y
of the 75% -solution, 'tlien there are .90x quarts

lcohol in the 9Q% solution and .75y quarts of

hol in the 75% ,poluti_ Furthermore, there are

`quarts of alcohol in tne mixed solution.

{

.90x + .75y = .78(20)

x + = 20

Truth set: ((4,16))

He_should use 4 quarts of the 90% solution.

44. If. the average speed of car A isa Miles per hour
and the average speed of car B is b miles per hour,

then

(7Z12
a b 7

)22 240
a b 5

Truth set: ((00050))

A's average speed was 60 m.p.h. and

B's average. speed was 50 m.p.h.

45. Suppose there were x tickets sold

y ticVets Qold at 75 'c

open serrtenee:' -x + y

Truth- set:

cents, and

and 25X + 75y = 10875.

_2) }ence, there were 2L9 pupils

2 adult tickets sold.

hF
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ere are x then Elsie has - 1 sisters.

Hence, there must-be, x - 1 boys. Similarly if there

are y boys, then Jimmie has y'- 1 brothers and

2(y - 1) sisters.

Open sentence: x - 1 = y and - 1) = x.

Truth

Hence, -there are 4 girls and 3 boys i the family.

ent stamps °purchased, andSuppose there were

y four cent stamps.

Open sentence: x + y = 352-. and 3x 4y . 1267.

Truth set: ((141, 211)

Hence, mere tie le Y41 three cent and '211 four cent

stamps prnhased.

48. Suppose there were x one dollar bills and y flv

dollar bills.

Open--entehce: x + y = 154 and x 5y - 465.

-1
,

N

Truth set: ((76k, 77))
4

He has not counted correctly, sine the number of bills

must be an integer.

If the number of feet in the width is x and the number

of :eet in the perimeter is 34,J,hen the number of feet

In the longth is Ly x. The n -iber of square Peet in

the area is

496

47x 496 = 0

X =

663
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If we require that the width

then we get

less than the length,

I

x=16, 47 x = 31-

The dimengions are 16 feet and 31 feet.

If the shel t of met x inches wide, it is x 8
inches long.

The box is

x 4 inches

wide,

x+a -4 inches

long, and 2

inches deep,

11

L_

2(x 4)(x 4

2
x - 256

128

- 144 = 0

12)(x - 12) = 0

x + l2 = 0 or 1'2

x -= -12 or x

are all equiv lent . Hence the trqh

is (12). -1 in ti e domain o

ain: x 0

the sentence

The sheet of metal is 12 inche,,, wide and 20 inches long.

91. If one leg is y feet long, the other leg is

long, and the hypotenuse-ts y + 8 feet long.

y-

Truth set: (21)

The lengths of the sicirs i:ne triangle are 20 feet,

21 feet, and 29 feet;

(y + Domain: y > 0

feet

664



If the window is

8 feet long.

+ 282 = (h + 8)2 Domain: h 0.

Truth set: (45)

h feet above the ground, the rope

The window

the ground.

45 feet slave

53. If a leg of the triangle is x feet long.

x2S+ x
2 = Domain: x > 03

2

Truth set:

Each leg is 3

2
units long.

54. If the diagonal Is inches long, a side is d 2 inches

long.
2)2-_ (d

2)2 d2 Domain: d > 0 '

Truth set: PP+ 2 ,./2]

The diagonal is 4 + 2-%6 inches long.

55. If the sheet is t feet long% the width

Truth set:

The sheet is

t 3) - 4

feet long.

Domain: t

fee

If one of the numbers is n, the other is rand

their product

+ 8i 81
717

it 2 81
717



57.

81The vertex of the parabola 10 and it opens
downward. Hence, the value of n which makes- n(9

largest is

The numbers and

On 4- 175

= (n2 - 10n 4- 25) 4. 150

= (n - 5)2 150

The vertex of the parabola is at (5, 150),

He should manufacture 5 boats a. day; this will result

a minimum cost- of $150 per boat..

If n is one of the numbers, 9 n is the other number,

n
.2

(9 - nj- = 25

Truth set:

The numbers 53are and

59. If is the number

14n 4- n m 11.

Truth set: (-7 .(r, -7 -

Title number is 2',./T,5) or (-7 - ../13),

Suggested Test Items

The function f assigns to each positive integer x, the

number 2X.

What is the domain of f?

(b) What is the range of

What numbers are eset e_ by the following' _bole;

f(100), f(-1), f(x ), -f(2),

the graph of the function

(4), f(1) 4 a

for x < 6.



For what x is it true that 4 < f(x) < 8?

If g is a function defined by g(t) 2t for s

domain, under what conditions is g the same func

as f?

Ine the followi graphs:

(b)

Which of the above figures 1s not the graph of a function?

Tell'how you decide whether a graph Is not the graph of

a function.

(a) Draw a graph of the function h defined by

-3 < < 0
h(x)

0 < x 3

What is the domain of h?

What is the range of

State the domain of definition and the yange of each of the

[`unctions described by:

bb7



P is d function which associates with each positive

the remainder after lividing

What is the domain-of

What is the range of

What is l? , r(3),

the integer by 3.

(i) Graph the function for the positive int ge-s less

than 7.

(e) Describe the net of positive integers a such that
f(a) 0.

(C) Describe the set of positive integers h such that

+ 1) = C(i).

is a number in the domain of a function H.

symbol represonfu: thi! number H assigns to c?

Y. WhIch c.fl the following defines a function and which does not?

Give a reason for your answar.

(a) The set 1(3 1), (2, 2), (1, 1), (3, 2))

(b) The sentence: corresponding to each real number x
_2
y = x.there Is a real number y such that

(c') T1-1

i) The net (3, 1), (3, 1), 1)1

(a) Pin y - 4- for all real numbers, x.

,;-



The table

which

assigns to

each score

a grade

Score 100 -9'-) G4 - t#ta 88 - 80 79 = 70

Grade -)

. _

Answers to Suggested Test Items

1. the set of posltive integers

(b)` the set of positive even integers

6, Too - 200, NTT) 10 meaningless

-1 is not the domain of f', C(x) = 2x -1

3. ) 24, f(1) + 1 = 3

x = 3

The domain of g must he the same as the domain of

that is, the set of positive integers.



(a) B and D

(b) If the Intersection of the graph and any -tertli6a1 line

is more than one point, then the graph Is not the graph

of a function.

=MUM=IMMUNE
=MUM MA

EMME=
MOM MMO MEMMMM EM
ME M MEM

veal numbers x Suck -3 < x < 3

the set or real numbers y suchsues tha» 0 < Y < 6

Domain: the set of real numbers

Range: the set of non-negative reals

Domain: the set of non-negative real numbers

Range: the non-negativereals

Domain: the set or real numbers except

Range: the reals except

the set of positive.inte

(b) the integers 0. 1,

(c) 2(5) 2, F(3) = 0, F(1) = 1, F(0) is meaningless

sin j U s not In the domain of F



The set of positive multiples of

The set of positive integers

This set doeti not define a function since it assizes

two numbers to 3.

(b) This sentence does not define a function since it-
assign2 two ndJibers to each nalber In the domain

(except zero).

This graph does- not zepresen a function since there

is a vertical line which will intersect the graph in

more than one point, for example, the vertical line

x = 2.

Thin set of ordered pairs'-defines a function since to

each number In the domain the number 1 is assigned.

The sentence defines a function, a nee one number is

assigned to each number in the domain.

The sentence defines a function, since one number is

assigned to each number In the domain.
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Answers to Chal1en Problems; pages -878-88

1. Each point Is .moved to a'point,with o I ate, 'but
I

whose abscissa is

original point.

the opposite of the abscissa of the

aY. ( 2, 1)

( 2,-1)

2)

(-1,.-1)

goes (-2, 1)

goes to (-2,-1)

goes to (

goes to ( 1,-1)

(.3y 0) goes (-3, 0)

-5, 0) goes-to( 5, or

( 0, goes to ( 0, 2)

( 0,-2) goes to ( 0,-2)

(c) ( c,-(3) goes to 1)

(d) (-c, d) goes to

(e) ,(- d) goes to

(f) The points on the

y-axis go to themselves

(a )' ( 1, 1) goes

(-1, 1) goes

(-2, 2) goes

( 0,-3) goes

( 3, 0) goes

(b) (-1, 1) goes

( -3,, 1) goes

(-4, 2) goes

(-2,-3) goes

( 1, 0) goes

to ( 3, 1)

to ( 1, 1)

to ( 0,

to ( 2,-

to ( 5, p

( _)

(-1, 1)

0,-3)

3, 0)

(b) goes to ( 2, 1)

goes to 2,-1)

goes to (- 2)

goes to (-1,-1)

goes to

goes to

goes to

goes to (-0,-2)

( 3, 0)

(-5, 0)

( 0, 2)

MOM
ME M

MINIM MEM11ieriM11
Taira (2 MOM

MEI EWN 3 0) MOM=In
2-I

FAME
rid Mill.

-5 0

to
tc

tc

Figure or Problem 1.

(-4,

0

Figure for Problem 2.0



pages 878-879

3.

( c d) goes to

(-c 2, a) goes to ( -c, d)
No point go to th -4selve

b

A § l,-
-7,

C -4,-4

D 2, 4)

E -_ -2Y

F 7,

G -__L- 6
'

)

H ( 4, 1)

1 (-8, 1)

0, 7)

L1: ---3x 7;,
y 2x - 5;

y -9;
Ix 51 ® 1;

lb

2

0

b

673
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pages 879 -880

Each point of the plane is moved to apoint having the Game

abscissa as before, and the ordinate 0 the new point is

the opposite of the drdinaVe of the original point. This

amounts to rotating the points of the plane one-half revolu-

tion about the x-axis

a) ( 2, 1) goes to ( 2,-1)

-1) goes to 2, 1)

_6%(4, 2) goes to v
(-2,-3) goes to ( -2, 3)

( 3, 0) -goes to 0)

( -5, 0) goes to (-5, 0)

( 0, 5) goes to ( 0,-5)

( 0,-5) goes to ( 0, 5)

( a,-b) goes to a, b)

(-a, b) goes to -b)

( a,-b) goes to b)

All points on the

x-axis go to themselves.

6. The points of
three units.

(b) ( 2,-1) goes to ( 2,

( 2, 1) gOes 2,-

1goes to
c g'

goes to (-2,-3)

0) goes to ( 3, 0)

(75, 0) goes to (-5, 0)

( 0,-5) goes to ( 0, 5)

( 0, 5) goes to ( 0,-5)

x

Figure for Problem 5.

e plane move up two units and to the left

(a) ( 1, 1) goes to (-2 3) (b) 4,-1) goes to ( 1, 1)

(-1,-1) goes to (-4, 1) 2,-3) goes to (71,-1)

(-2, 2) goes to (-5, 4) ( 1, 0) goes to (p2, 2)

( 0,-3) goes to ( -3,-i) 3,-5) 'goes to 0,-3)

0) goes to ( 0, 2) ( -
goes to ( 3, 0)

674
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(e) -NO goes o (a -

(d) (-a A- 3, -b - 2) goes to (-a, -b)

(e) No point goes to it-elf

.( Moving (a, b)

sliding the poi

1

a,b = 2) has the effect of

of the plane down two units.

num
IIMIN _

NO
1111111:1MMEM 1

MENEM o
IIMErMICE 10 a ili

1111ONIN
1 11

o EL
MI EMI
II ra MIER
Figure' for Problem 6

7. y e 0, ix which means that x can be 5 or

Similarly, (0,5) and (0,-5) satisfy the Sentence.

-3 -1 0 0 1 1 3 3 5

5 1 1 0 0 1 1 3

IA 0 2 2z 4 4 5 5 4 4 2 2 0

y ID 2 4 -4 5 -5 4 -4 2 -2 0

675
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The rrash shown is the L:raph

oC 1x1 + 5, As well

as the combined graphs of the

four open sentences:

x + y 5, and 0 < x < 5

y 5, and 0 < x K 5

-x + y = 5, and -5 < x < n

-x y 5, and -5 < X 0

It was necessary In these

to limit the values of x

so that only the indtcated Figure for Problem 7

L:,emenis.oC the ltrre s would

he included.

or
oS

The given sentence Is

equivalent to the follow-

in four-part compound
setAtence:

> 5,

F > '-:,

-x- 4 y

-x F S 5.

The rraphs oAhe,

correunondiry egtmtlons:

"4 -'-- y = (Dv K - y -

or etc." are thi!h lrawn

with dotted ilues, Now

note that:

y 7 5 wecorle. .y2 -x

y X

"I r4 44r

MMONWM= WINOS
NM MN III

Figure for Problem

L7AD ,he area a(,o,:e eae,h or t.he Ilne2 where

",7- nhaded.
. .

x-- y S fecrrO5 y < X

_be corn

"X = '7)11
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page 880

So the area below each of the lines where

and "-x e y is shaded.

ltx

There yore the graph of Ix' IYI > 5 is all

plane outside the graph of Ixi =

In the same line reasons

IXI < 5 implies that:

x < 5,

and x a y < 5,

and -x y <

and -x y' < 9,

Hence, the graph is the

area inside the graph

of

ICIlyl = 5

Verify, on the number

line that "Iyi < it

is equivalent to "y < k and -y < whereas

"IYI > k" is equivalent to k or -y > k".

II IMAMI
111 ',,'D ME

M_ IlI
Li

1111 10111MORISI
hIBECI ailia 11

1L in

for Problem 8(b).

The graph Is the same

as that for cept

that the ilh are solid

to indicate that

gr4h 80,

lx1 +' lyi - 5

is included, as well

as the graph of

Ix' lyl < 5-

6 77

Ft f, re for Proble
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x

y I

1

1

1 -1

:3 0-impossible

7-

The four open sentences

whose graphs form the same

fir,ure are:

x y and x >

x y

-x y

3, and

and

x>
x <

-X - y 3, and x <

O. (a) y -21x1

( 0 = 2 1 x
'

(c) 'Y Plx L 21

(1) Y = 21x1

(e) Y - 21x 21

-11, The slope in

3

-3

-3

containinr, (-3, 2) and

Y

IN AUI
Cril a 4 2 il

Nr, M _ IN 1r .\' . .
Figure for Problem 9.

F1ure Problem 10

or -1. The slope or the line

(x, y) 10

the 19162 containInm (3, -4) and

Since

?
x
(x, -y) is

The slope

x -

and 7 are names ,:or 4,11,-2 same number,

V
= 1, provided x -3.

x -

Then y -L2 (-1)(x 3), by multiplyinc both sides by

"(X -I- T)", with 'the restriction that a W -3. Then
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page HI

Yr

-1 and are natrich Cor the came number

x

Then y 4 = (-1)(a -

y- -a - 1.

=l, pro-!idod a X 3.

- 3 1

-. (a) The elope Ls -:i -ii UY 4., ad4,the yrept
1 .10 (0, 3), ',"0 the equation 1:1 "y --,-- Tx + 3,
-,-)

(b) Tho hlope - )4 - 8 7m and12
the y-intereept

12
-(0, s0 ,no eqijation is "y = x

The 2lopci, Is or
U

1:j (0, -L), Lr10 oTlatIon to

and the y-intercept

"Y 7".

The oloc or - and the

is (0, L so the. ovation In "y 6".

(t) Two the slope are

and - 1= -1C x /=

(f)

,Arld y - (x + 3

T%lu oprolon:; for tho ulope avo

-

74-:=TTTT a"d 77-7-T a' if
-3.

v - _
T'n sr and = 0

x =t-

) Tio!
- - (i7) -

But

roe pt

to not a

rr Hon co, tho lino 1.3 vortical. ThO vertical

,AlOjU1 the p-)1A-CL 3) hat the equation
ii

+ 0".

3L.
679

1.
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13. (a)

Two expressions for the slope are

Then,

and

Figure ,For Problem

(b)

1
- if

71

1

- -+

Figure for Problem 13(a)

L, e for Problem 13'(a)

IC the vnish[e x Is riven incrE,-Athinr, positive values,

then the valuen of ,Iscreaco ir k,> 0 but they increase

b<O.

k,
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14. a)
'

R2_ where w > 0

(b) This is inverse

.variati and the

constant of vari-

ation is 25.

MUMMEEMMEM
MMOMMEMMIMMEMMUM=
MMEMONIMMEMMEM
WIMMISSIOMMEME
MEMMEMEMMONEMIIIIIIiililliEMMEIMM MI

Figure for Problem 14

Points used include:

w 117 2 4 5 t 121 20

20

bbl

2
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We know that the product of t o positive or negative real

numbers is positive. Since x = xxi it follows that x
2

is a product of two positive numbers if x > 0, or of two

negative numbers if x < 0; that is x
2

> 0 for any real

number x / 0. We know further that if ab = 0, where a

and b are real numbers, then,at least one of them is zero.

Since x
2 - xx = 0, it foll- P that X = 0. Conversely,

if x = 0, then x
2
. xx = 0 0 = 0. Since points with

positive ordinates are above the x-axis, it follows that

the griph of% t.= x2 has positive ordinates for ill x / 0

and a single point (0, 0), for x = 0, lies on the x-axis.

17. If (a, b) is a point on the graph, then b e a2 is true.

Since b = (-a)2 = a2, it follows that the open sentence

is also true for the ordered pair (-a, b); in other words,

( -a, b) is also on the graph.

i8. If x is positive, multiplication of the members of

nx < 1" by x yields x-
2

< x. If, for the same value of

x, the ordinate of y = x-
2

is denoted by yl and the

ordinate of y = x by y2, then for 0 < x < 1 we have

yi < yo. In other words, the graph of y = x lies below

the graph of y = x.

Here, we obtain x < x
2

and y2 < yl. Hence, for

x > 1, the graph of y = x' lies above the line y = x.

682
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20. Multiplication of the members of "a < b" by a and D

yields 'a2 < ab and ab < b2, respectively. Hence by the

transitive property of order we obtain a
2

< b
2

. If we

denote' ya = a2 and yb = b-2 , then by the above property

for b > a weobtain yb y ya for all b > a> 0. Hence

it follows that the graph or y = x2 continues to rise as

we move from 0 to the right.

21. The*horizontal line y = a Where a > 0 (since the graph

of y x is above the x-axis, a cannot be negative)

and the graph of y = x have equal ordinates at the points
2of intersection. Therefore, x- = a. A

Since x2 - a = (x -ini)(x a), x2 - a = 0 has the

truth set VT, -YU) for a 0 and the truth set ,(0)

for a = 0. It follows that there can be at most. two points

of intersection.

2 2. Since the slope of a line containing the points (a, b)
d - b

and (c,
c

is (c / a), we obtain easily for the
-

a
2

0points 0) and a2) the slbpe
a - 0

a. Hence,

we conclude that the slope of the line containing (0, 0)

and (a, a2) approaches 0 as 'a ''approaches 0. But a

line passing through (0, 0) wl.th a slope close to zero

apparently approaches the x-axis, which touches the para-

bola at (0, 0). If we note that the segment of the line

between (0, 0) and (a, a2), for a close to 0, nearly

coincides with the arc of the parabola, it is plausible that

the graph must be flat near the origin.
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23,
B2%

2
(x2 + ;Dx + + c A

A- 4Al 7
4A

A(x +

24. (a) - h)2 + k . 2ahx + (ah2+ k)/= 3x2 7x + 5

a = 3, -2ah --. -7, ah
2

+ k = 5, then

a m 3 implies that -2(3)h - -7; i.e. h

a = 3 and h - implies that )(x)2 + k = 5, i e.

11
k

Hence, 3x2

ax2 2ahx + (ah2 +

If a

a - 5,

Hence,

3 ( x - ;) 2 +

13
5x

2 - 3x

5, -2ah ah
2 + k

3 1
h k

13
5x

2 3x +

then

(c) ax2 _ (ah2 + k) - -2 + Ex + C, for every real

number x. This is possible if

a = A, -.-h = B, and ah2 + k = C.

l a A,

to "-2Ah

h -2A1 *1
0

"A + k
4A`

then the sentence "-2ah = B" is equival

that is, h 2A*
Also, if a = A anByn

"an k = C "- is equivalent to

B2
2

B 4AC
-4-"T

that is, k = C
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26.

From the fact that

a (, - h)2 + it.= - h)

it follows that it is factorable k
if < 0.a

k
=if =p where p 441:p

n'
and n are integer6,

then a (x h). = -h - h- p) (x - p)

h) (x - h) where m, n, h are
n-

integers with a poiSibie exception of the constant

factor . If n =.1, that is, p an integer, then
n

is al o an integer. Hence, if - is a perfect

square of-an integer, the above polynomial is

factorable over the integei,s.

If i
k

it-
kl < 0, = 0, or > 0 the truth set of

- h)
2

+ k contains two, one, or no real numbers,

respectively.

The domain of definition of Q is the set of all real

numbers x such that -1 < x < 0 or 0 < 2, i.e.

all numbers between =1 and 2, except 0 and

including -1 and 2.

The range of Q consists of the number -1 along with

all x such that 0 <

Q(-1) - -1,

Q(1 ) 7375 Q

) = -1, Q(0) is not defined,

Q(r) is not defined.

R is the same function as Q.
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